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The equilibrium compositions and linear spectral absorption 
coefficients and Planck and Rosseland mean absorption coefficients 
have been computed for carbon-hydrogen mixtures with carbon/hydro­
gen mass ratios of 0. 005, 0.01 and 0. 05, temperatures of 1600, 2200, 
3000, 4000, 5000, 6500, 8000, and 10, 0000K, and gas pressures of
 
100, 500, and 1000 atmospheres for the wave number range 7000 ­
-68,000 cm-1 (approximately). The possible presence of condensed 
carbon has been considered in the composition calculations, but 
none was found. The major absorption was found to be due to mole­
cular electronic transitions in H?, CH 3 , CZH, and CH 4 , and to H" 
photodetachment and neutral free-free processes, although each
 
did not contribute strongly for all of the temperatures, pressures,
 
C/H mass ratios, and spectral frequencies considered, of course.
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The purpose of this *ork is to 'calculate the optical constants 
(spectral absorption coefficients and Planck and Rosseland mean ab­
sorpfion coefficients) of- carbon-hydrogen mixtures for applicatidn-to 
'the design of-gaseous-core nuclear focket propulsion systems-. We 
have 'calc'ulated the equilibriun-ircompositions, and from these 'the 
6ptical constints,- for such xiixtures for total ga's pressures of -100, 
500, and I000itmospheres, gas-temjperatures of 1600 2200; -3000, 
4060, 5000;- 6500, -8000, and -l'O, 000 K, with carbon/hydrogen mass
 
ratios of'0. 005, 0.01, and 0.05, 'a total of 72 cases. The computer 
cdlcufations of equilibruih dbrhposition include 65 species%-,.ardong . 
them 's.oiid carbon (gxa:phite). The -computer calculations of the . 
6ptical coiistants included absorption by molecular -electronic transi­
tionrs,' compiis4d of- 16 transitions in the diatomic molecules H 2 , -
C-H,- CH+ and C2 , and 23 trans-itions in'the triatomic and polyatomic 
rh-drecules CH 2 , CH 3 , C2 H, C2 H2 , C2 H4 ,- C ,. and C 6 H'6 (benzene),. 
photoionization absorption by C- and H- atoms,' radiative assaociation 
absorption b / H-atoms,' photodetachment-absor.ptionby C- and H-­
ions, and' free-free absotption'by electrons in, the fields of neutral ­
id singly-ionized species. The pressure-induced absorption by,-%
 
H2 riolecues ,was ignored in these calculations. 
The composition calculations showed that no condensed carbon 
(graphite), either solid or liquid, was present'ii-any of-the mixtures. 
The priincipal slecies6in the -mixtures were H2 and CH 4 at the.-lower 
temperatures considered, and-H2 , H,: C, C 2 , CH, C2H, -and CzHZ, 
hi the higher -t6mieratures. The optical--absorption is principally 
due -to electronic trans"itions in, molecules and to.H7 photodetachment 
and the-neutral!free-fre'e processes, the contribution of each vary­
ing with the gas conditions,-of course. -The omission of the.pressure­
induced spectrum of the H2 molecule appears to give significant 
errbrs-in the computed optical constants at the lower temperatures 
co'isidered, - and this is.'probably the major limitation of the results 
repofted Hlere-- -The optical constants -exceed -1. cm - 1 by a goodly 
arriount'at the higher temperatures and-pressures considered,, a 
-hajor'fabt'tobe consideret'in the design of nuclear propellant­
sydtems using carbon-seeded hydrogen ga's as.a prbpellant. 
INTRODUCTION 
The optical constants (spectral absorption coefficients, spec­
tral emissivities, and spectrally.averaged opacities of various types) 
are of great interest in manyof complex equilibrium gas mixtures 

including astrophysics, missile re-entry.physics, and nuclear
-fields, 
rocket technology. Many years have been devoted to the study of the 
optical constants of air to high temperatures for a. wide range of pres­
of. carbon vaporsures. The first calculations of the optical .constants 

and, carbon-air mixtures to high temperatures were performed by
 
and this work was extended by them (Z, 3)
Main and Bauer (1 ) in 1964, 
..to the thermal decomposition products of composite missile heat 
mixtures at high temperaturesshield materials and hydrocarbon-air 

and high pressures. Main (4 )has further extended.this work to
 
and Main (5) have
fluorocarbon-air mixtures and Hooker, Morsell, 
combined experimental and theo*retical study of the opticalpublished a 
constants of thermally decomposed phenolic carbon and phenolic silica, 
both mixed with air and mixed with inert argon diluent. Experimental 
studies of the optical constants of thermally decomposed Teflon and 
Teflon-nitrogen mixtures to high temperatures have also been
 
. Later authors have published in the
reported'in the literature ('6
 
of various
open literature theoretical studies of the optical constants 

missile heat shield materials for application to missile re-entry
 
problems (7, 8) relating closely to the earlier theoretical work of
 
Main and Bauer (1, 2, 3,4) and to the present work. 
The state-of-the-art of the theoretical calculations has now.
 
advanced to the stage.where meaningful calculations of the optical
 
can now be routinely undertaken
constants of complex gas mixtures 

with the aid of large computers; the principal uncertainties, in these
 
calculations usually arise from our lack of adequate experimental
 
studies of such requisite quantities as oscillator strengths of mole­
cular transitions, thermochemical parameters, etc.
 
To calculate the optical constants of a cornplei equilibrium 
gas mixture, one must first calculate its equilibrium, species compo­
sition. This requires computer calculations, usually based on-free­
energy minimization, for the temperatures, pressures, and initial 
compositions' of interest. -With the-equilibrium species c.ompositions 
in hand, the optical constants can then be calculated utilizing detailed 
information on the intensities and spectral distributions of the impor­
tant radiative and absorptive processes. For complex gas mixtures, 
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usually many such processes must be taken into account. For example, 
in the comuter calculations of Main and Bauer for hydrocarbon-air 
mixture's ( ), it was necessary for the temperatures and pressures 
considered to take into account 52 electronic band systems in dia­
tomic molecules, 42 electronic band systems in triatomid and poly­
atomic molecules, photodetachment from C:, O, and Hz negative 
ions, free-free processes involving positive ions and neutral species, 
and radiative association of hydrogen atoms. It is necessary in such 
calculations to make many approximations, partly to keep their com­
plexity within reasonable bounds, and partly to take account of the 
inadequate experimental and theoretical data that must be used in 
them. Nevertheless, the theoretical calculations appear to agree 
reasonably well with experiment in even thermochemically compli­
cated cases (5). For this reason, it is realistic to expect reasonably 
accurate theoretical results for the optical constants of the carbon­
hydrogen mixtures considered in the present work, subject to the 
qualifications and uncertainties to be named and discussed later. 
In the present work we calculate the equilibrium compositions 
and optical constants (linear spectral absorption coefficients and 
Planck and Rosseland mean opacities) for carbon-hydrogen mixtures 
specified by all combinations of the following conditions: 
Carbon/Hydrogen Mass Ratio = 0. 005, 0. 01, and 0. 05 
Temperatures = 1600, 	 2200, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6500, 
8000, and 10, 000°K 
Total Gas Pressures 	= 100, 500, and 1000 atmospheres, 
a total of 72 cases in all. The equilibrium compositions are calcu­
lated using a standard computer program, for, an assumed set of 
final species, including solid carbon (graphite). The optical con­
stants are calculated using a computer program developed by the 
present author, and which takes account of the important radiative 
absorption mechanisms for all species for which adequate quantitative 
spectroscopic data exist. This is the first theoretical study of this 
nature for carbon-hydrogen mixtures, and its results are intended 
to be of use in the design of gaseous-core nuclear rockets. It will 
be important in this connection to define as accurately as possible 
the uncertainties 'existing in the calculations reported herein, since 
engineering decisions should take such uncertainties into account. 
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The main results of this work are given in the present re­
port, and a copy of the print-out of the computer calculations of 
equilibrium compositions is given herein. However, only the 
major r~sults for the optical constants are reproduced here. A 
complete copy of the print-out of the optical constants, which 
includes columns giving the contributions due to each molecular 
band system and each absorption mechanism for each mixture, 
has not been given in the present r.eport due to its great length 
(c. 800 pages), but discussion of this sufficient for most purposes 
is given in the text here. 
CALCULATIONS OF COMPOSITIONS 
The HUG Composition Program 
The equilibrium compositions ,of the carbon-hydrogen 
mixtures of interest were calculated with the HUG computer 
program ( 9 ) . This program can optionally solve the Rankine-
Hugoniot equations for normal shock waves in reactive gas mix­
tures, or compute the equilibrium composition of reactive gas 
mixtures for specified end conditions of temperature andpres­
sure (only the latter option is of interest here). The technique 
used for finding equilibrium compositions is that of minimiza­
tion of the thermodynamic free-energy, subject to conservation 
conditions, by the Brinkley method ( I 0 ), as extended to two­
phase systems by Fickett( I I ). The HUG program incorporates 
a simultaneous consideration of'a two-phase equilibrium with 
the single-phase equilibrium of the gaseous species; thus, 'in 
the preseit work, the carbon gas-solid equilibrium may be 
separately considered, and the fractional amount of condensed 
carbon, where it occurs, will be 'computed by the HUG pro­
gram. The HUG program is currently run on an IBM 360-65 
machine emulating the IBM 7094. 
The input-data to the HUG program are the dimensionless 
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enthalpies and free energies and the heats of formation (at 00 K) of 
the species to be included in the equilibrium composition calculations, 
the initial species composition of the mixtures, and the final temperatures 
and pressures desired. The HUG program has been in regular use 
at Heliodyne Corporation for over four years, and we have compared 
the results obtained with it to those obtained by other workers using 
similar computer programs. We find excellent agreement in all 
cases where comparisons are possible, and we unhesitatingly made 
use of the HUG program in the present work. 
A feature of the HUG computer program worth noting is that
 
in the input data certain species must be specified as "independent
 
species"; the number of such species must be equal to the number
 
.of fundamental components of the mixtures to be considered, and 
the independent species must collectively contain all of these funda­
mental components. For the present calculations, the fundamental 
components are C; H, C(s; graphite), and e- (free electrons), and
 
all of the species in- the mixtures considered are formed from these.
 
We have chosen as basic independent species the two sets:
 
CH4; H2; C(s; graphite); e- (low temperatures) 
C; H; C(s; graphite); e- (high temperatures). 
A limitation of the HUG program as presently established is
 
that when the computed mole fraction of an independent species drops
 
in value below 10-6, then all computations will cease. This is
 
not generally a serious limitation, since nearly always substitution
 
of an alternative set of independent species will yield results.
 
However, when the computed mole fraction of free electrons, e-,
 
is less than 10-6, then neither the mole fraction of e- nor that of
 
any ionized species can be computed. Also, the "machine zero"
 
for the IBM System 360 emulating the IBM 7094 is 1.8048514 X i07 35
 
and this is the smallest mole fraction which can be computed. Mole
 
fractions that are less than or equal -to this number are printed-out
 
as this number. This causes an error for species Whose mole frac­




For the composition calculations, we have transforred the
 
C/H mass ratios to be considered to initial mole fractions which
 
sum to unity to five decimal places, as required by the HUG com­
5 
(chemical scale)puter program. Using the standard atomic weights 
for C(12. 010 gm/mole) and H(l. 0080 gm/mole), we find: 
Initial mole fractions 
C/H Mass ratio C H 





These values for the initial mole fractions have been used in the 
composition calculations of the present work. 
We have written at Heliodyne Corporation a computer pro­
gram to compute fourth-degree polynomial temperature-fits to the 
thermodynamic functions of species for use with the HUG program. 
This computer program generates "least squares" best temperature 
fits to tabular data for the dimensionless enthalpy, (H0 - Ho)/RT, 













-A 21 33(1 - In T) - BT - -CT 
- IDT 
RT 2 3 
114 S K, (2) 
( 9 )
which are the formats required by the HUG' program . Duff and 
Bauer (1 2 ) have found that, on average, these optimized fits can 
reproduce the inpfat tabular data to within a small.fraction 'of one 
per cent, and we have generally verified this. Values for the' 
entropies and specific heats may be obtained from these fit co­
efficients. 
The least squares evaluation of the fit coefficients in Eqs. 
(1) and (2) can be limited to any temperature range. For many 
species considered here, these fit coefficients iwere already avail­
able in the literature for much of the temperature range of interest, 
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and these have been adopted here (cf. Table 1). Most of the thermo­
dynamic data for the species of interest here, whether tabular or in 
the form of the fit coefficients, extends (or are valid) onlyto-
T = 60000K (cf. Table 1). In order to perform the composition 
calculations, we have used the fit coefficients, whether calculated 
by us or by others, up to the highest temperature considered here, 
T = 10, 000K, even though their validity in this connection is 
questionable. This will introduce unknown errors into our compo­
sition calculations for T >60000K, but no alternative to this approa6h 
is feasible in work of the present type. 
Species Considered 
The choice of species to be considered in the composition 
calculations has been based on the author's conjectures of those 
expected to be present in the mixtures considered for the conditions 
of interest, on the basis of previous work related to the work at 
hand (principally that of Ref. 12), and on the availability of the 
required thermodynamic functions. 
Based on these considerations, the species listed in Table 1 
have been included in the composition calculations. For the more 
complex species, we have used thermodynamic data appropriate to 
the "average" over all known isomers with a iven chemical formula. 
This procedure was used by Duff and Bauer ) in their calculations 
of the compositions 6f carbon-hydrogen mixtures, and we have 
usually, where such an "averaging" was necessary, used their 
recommended and properly weighted "average" fit coefficients 
(Eqs. (1) and (2)) and heats of formation in our composition cal­
culations. This is a realistic approach to the problem of calcu­
lating the compositions of g~s mixtures containing many complex 
species, since often the isomeric composition is (as here) not of 
'great interest, and generally the thermodynamic quantities differ 
little among isomers with the same chemical formula (cf. Ref. 12, 
pp. 44 and 45). A complete listing of the fit coefficients used 
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TABLE 1 (Cont'd.) 
C 1 0  	 2 9 
10CoHz 2 9 
C10 H2 
e 1 8 
C+ 4 9 
8C 	 1 + 
H 1 8 




CH + 	 136 
CH+ 7 8 
C3 
1 8C2 
C(s; 	graphite) 1 8 
Footnotes to Table 1 
1. 	 Tabular data and Hf(T = 00 K) taken from JANAF Thermo­
chemical Tables, The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, 
Michigan (August, 1965), and from the first and second 
addendums thereto, dated, respectively, August, 1966, and 
August, 1967. The most recent of the data given in this 
reference has been used for each species. 
2. 	 Fit coefficient data and AHf(T = 00 K-) taken from R. E. Duff 
and S. H. Bauer, The Equilibrium Composition of the C/H 
System at Elevated Temperatures. Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory Report LA-2556 (June, 1961), including corrections 
of errors given in Table VI (p. 49) of that work. 
3. 	 Tabular data taken from H. L. Strauss and E. Thiele, J. Chem. 
Phs. 46, 2473 (1967). The value for AHf (T = 00K) istaken from 
the reference of Footnote I (above). 
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4. 	 Fit coefficient data and AHf (T = 00 K) taken from P. R. Sith, 
W. G. Vulliet, and W. B. Lindley, Predictions of Thermal 
Damage in Nuclear Fireballs. II. Material Properties. 
U. S. Air Force Flight Dynamics. Laboratory Report AFFDL­
TR-66-45, Vol. II (June, 1966), p. 3. 
5. 	 Tabular data and A1f (T = 00 K) taken from R. W. Patch and 
B. J. McBride, Partition Functions and Thermodynamic 
Properties to High Temperatures for H' and H'. NASA TN 
D-4523 (April, 1968). These data were fitted over the 
temperature range 1000- 10, 0000 K. 
6. 	 Tabular data and AHf (T = 00 K) hand-calculated by the present 
author (cf. Appendix A), and fitted for the temperature range 
1000 - 10,0000K. 
7, 	 Tabular data taken from D. G. Clifton, Approximate Thermo­
dynamic Functions for the H3 0+(g), HCO+(g), and CH(g) Ions. 
General Motors Corporation Defense Research Laboratories 
Report TR64-02D (July, 1964). AHf (T = 00 K) = 259.7 kcal/mole 
calculated by the present author using the value of this quantity 
for CH 3 (32. 8 kcal/mole) from the reference of Footnote l(above) 
and a CH 3 first ionization potential of 9.84 ev, as given in 
W. C. Price, "Potentiels d' ionisation mole'culaires determines 
spectroscopiquement. ", Annexe I to B. Rosen,, 'Spectroscopie 
electronique moleculaire, " in S. Flu{gge (ed.) Handbuch der 
Physik XXVII, Springer, Berlin (1964). 
8. 	 The tabular thermodynamic data were given only up to T = 60000 K. 
We have used our fourth-order polynomial fits to these data for 
the range 1000 - 60000 K up to the highest temperature (T = 10, 0000 K) 
in the present composition calculations. 
9. 	 The fit coefficient data given in the pertinent reference were 
for the range T = 1500 - 60000 K, inclusive, and these were 
applied here up to the highest temperature (T = 10, 0000 K) in 
the present composition calculations; 
10. 	 Grouping of isomers and "average" fit coefficients and heats 
of formation were used, per Table V (p. 48) of the reference 
of Footnote 2 (above). 
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11. 	 Fit coefficients for selected isomers of Table IV (pp. 44 - 45) 
of the reference of Footnote 2 (above) were adopted in the 
present composition calculations, as follows: 
Species Selected isomer Line in Table IV 
3H6 Propene 55 




C4 H 5 CH-C = C = CH 53 
C4 H 6 1, 3 butadiene 59 
C H trans-2-butene 67 
C4H 10 isobutane 70 
O5H4 HC = Cc = CCH 3 45 
12. 	 For C 6 H4 we have used the fit coefficients given in line 48 
of Table IV (pp. 44 - 45) of the reference of Footnote Z (above), 
with the corrections given in the "Note" to Table IV (p. 48) 
of that reference. 
13. 	 See Appendix A of the present report for a discussion of 
these data. 
For the species C3 we have used the latest thermochemical 
data (cf. Table 1), which is based on the recently-discussed very 
low bending frequency of this radical, although this has been quest­
ioned(l 3 ). For CH + we have hand-calculated the thermodynamic 
functions (Appendix A). 
Condensed Phases
 
con-There is, due to the temperature and pressure range 
sidered, the possibility that carbon will condense in the mixtures 
of interest. This possibility can be considered by the HUG com­
puter program for a single condensed phase. The HUG program 
assumes that the condensed phase has a constant molar volume 
over the temperature and pressure ranges considered in the equi­
librium composition calculations, and it ignores the small effects 
on the enthalpy and chemical potential of the condensedof pressure 
the HUG program attempts tophase. With these assumptions, 
1Z
 
satisfy the equilibrium conditions assuming that the condensed phase 
is present; when unable to do so, it is determined that the mole 
number of the condensed phase is zero. For the conditions of interest 
here there is the possibility that carbon may condense in either solid 
or liquid form (or both). We have the requisite thermodynamic 
functions only for solid carbon (graphite), and we can consider 
only this species in the computer calculations of cpmpositions. 
For liquid carbon, the available literature data will permit us to 
estimate whether the partial pressure of condensable carbon, which 
is the partial pressure of the species Cn (n = 0-- 10), in our case, 
is ever sufficiently large in the mixtures of interest to yield possible 
condensation to liquid carbon. The triple point of carbon occurs 
atm ( 14 ) at 42250 K and 103 , and the critical point is estimated to be 
at about 70000 K and 10, 000 atm. (15) Recent work has defined the 
solid-liquid equilibrium line above the triple point ( 14 , 16). On the 
basis of the low C/H mass ratio and the total gas pressures to be 
considered, we would expect that liquid carbon will not occur in 
any of them. We give in the "Discussion of Results" section im­
mediately below our evaluation of this problem; any condensed 
carbon that might be present in the mixtures considered is not 
to be considered in the calculations of their optical constants. 
Discussion of Results 
We give both tabular and graphical presentations of the results 
of the computer calculations of the compositions of the carbon-hydro­
gen mixtures considered. The print-out of the HUG computer pro­
gram is given as Appendix C to this report, and a hand-plot of some 
of this is given in Figure 1. 
Probably the most significant result of the HUG composition 
calculations is that no solid carbon (graphite) was found in any of the 
mixtures considered. This is due to the low initial mole fraction 
- 4 ­(about 4. X 10 to 4. X 10 3 ) of carbon in these mixtures, which 
assures that the partial pressure of considerable species, Cn 
(n = 0 -' 10), will always be much less than the partial pressure 
necessary for condensation at that temperature, even though these 
condensable species may contain nearly all the carbon nuclei 
present, as at the higher temperatures considered. The condens­
able species never have a collective partial pressure that is greater 
than about one atmosphere, and we conclude on the basis of the 
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Equilibrium Composition of 
Carbon-Hydrogen Mixtures with 
C/H Mass Ratio = 0.01 at 500 atm. 
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in the mixtures considered (the triple point of carbon being at 42250 K 
and 103 atmospheres( 14 )4. Thus we state rather confidently that no 
condensed carbon, either graphite or liquid, exists in the carbon­
hydrogen mixtures considered. 
We find from the computer calculations (Appendix C) that 
the compositions of the mixtures are not greatly sensitive to the 
total gas pressure for the pressures considered, and that for each 
of the temperatures considered the mole fractions of most of the 
carbon-containing species scales approximately with carbon­
hydrogen mass ratio, while the pure hydrogen species (e. g. , H 
and H 2 ) have mole fractions at each temperature that are largely 
independent of the C/H mass ratio and total gas pressure. This we 
would expect for the low C/H mass ratios and pressure range considered. 
The compositions change rather markedly with temperature, however 
(Fig. 1). The mixtures considered are largely HZ and CH 4 at the 
lowest temperatures, and C, H, H2 , H+, and free electrons at the 
highest temperatures. At the intermediate temperatures, the 
species CH, CH Z , CH 3 , CZH, and CZH 2 also become important 
constituents. The mole fraction of free electrons in the mixtures 
considered is never much greater than 10 - 3 , on account of the 
high ionization "energies of all important species and the relatively 
high gas pressures considered, and is nearly independent of the 
C/H mass ratio. 
The composition data for the species C, H, H2 , CH, CH+, 
CZ, CH 2 , CH 3 , C2 H, C2 H2 , CZH 4 , C3 , C 6 H 6 -benzene, e-, C-, 
and H-, are input to the OPSAB computer program, which calcu­
lates the optical constants of the mixtures. Fr6m the data of 
Appendix C (and from Fig. 1), we see that we have. included all of 
the major species in the calculations of the optical constants; and 
also one species (C6H 6 - benzene) which has a very small mole 
fraction for all of the mixtures considered. 
Based on the results of our composition calculations, we 
conclude that since all of the very complex species considered 
have small mole fractions for all of the conditions considered, 
that we probably make little error in having neglected some of 
the other complex species that might have been considered in our 
composition calculations. We believe that all species that might 
have mole fractions of 10-6 or more under any of the conditions 
considered have been included in our composition calculations. 
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Also, ve believe that we had correctly selected the species to be 
considered in the calculations of the optical constants, excepting 
for a very few species (e.g., C 2 H3 ) which were not so selected 
due to lack of the necessary quantitative spectroscopic data, and 
excepting C 6 H 6 , which proved to have a very small mole fraction 
in all the mixtures considered, and could have been neglected in 
the calculations of the optical constants. The species to be con­
sidered in the calculations of the optical constants were originally 
selected in advance of the performance of the composition calcula­
tions, and it was not felt necessary to change this original selection 
on the basis of the composition calculations. This will be discussed 
further in the section on the calculations of the optical constants, 
but we note here that we feel only that the results for the optical 
constants show that certain species could have been safely neglected 
in their calculation. 
Uncertainties in the Composition Calculations 
There are some errors inherent in the calculations of the species 
composition, pa'rtly due to uncertainties in the ideal gas thermochemi­
cal functions and heats of formation of the more complex species. 
Also, some of the more complex species can exist in several iso­
meric forms, which have somewhat different thermochemical 
functions and heats of formation, and this has not been precisely 
taken into account here (cf. above. ) Uncertainties here can also 
be caused by omission of important species from the calculations, 
but in addition, for the conditions of interest, we may have pressure 
dissociation effects, pressure ionization effects, ionization potential 
lowering by Coulomb interactions, non-ideal gas equation-of-state 
on the basic thermochemicaleffects, and collective influences 

properties of the system.
 
We believe that uncertainties in the ideal gas thermochemical func­
tions and heats of formation give rise to little error in our composition 
calculations, since these are probably reasonably accurate for the 
lighter species (except possibly for C3 (13), which always has a 
small mole fraction, however); the more complex species have 
small mole fractions for all of the conditions considered, and thus 
any reasonable errors in their thermochemical functions or heats 
of formation, including those due to "averaging" over isomers with 
the same chemical formula, should have a rather small effect on 
the computed mole fractions of the major components of the mixtures 
16 
considered, and therefore a small effect on the computed optical 
constants. 
We have already shown why we are confident that no condensed 
carbon, either graphite or liquid, exists in the mixtures considered. 
We have also-commented above that we felt that all important species 
had been considered in the composition calculations. Consideration 
of the further sources of uncertainties in the composition calculations 
that are mentioned above is more difficult, but we take up these 
questions here so far as we are able. 
Pressure dissociation effects in molecular hydrogen gas 
have been considered by Vardya ( 1 7 ). His approximate analysis 
does, not apply perfectly to the carbon-hydrogen mixtures considered 
here, but we can obtain from his work an estimate of the magnitude 
of such effects for these cases. These we find to be small for the 
temperatures and pressures considered here. For a mixture of H 
and H2 at a total gas pressure of order 1000 atmospheres and gas 
temperatures of order 60000 - 10, 0000K, pressure dissociation 
alters the mole fraction (and therefore number density) of H2 by 
no more than about 5. %. For hydrogen gas, pressure dissociation 
becomes greatly important only at much higher total gas pressures 
of Vardya ( 1 7 ) . than those considered here, according to the predictions 
We assume that this is also true for the carbon-hydrogen mixtures 
considered here, although this effect could be quite different in 
these cases. Pressure ionization should not be of importance here, 
since it can occur effectively only when the mean separation of 
atoms and molecules is much less than that of the solid or liquid 
material, or, equivalently, when the mass density of the gas is 
greater than that of the solid or liquid material. The greatest mass 
density of the gas mixtures considered here is approximately 0.01 
gm-cm - 3 , which is less than the densities of either liquid or 
- 3solid hydrogen (0. 07 and 0. 076 gm-cm , respectively (18), or of 
liquid or solid carbon (about 2 to 3 gm-cm - 3 , depending upon the 
condensed form(18 )). We conclude that the density regime of, 
pressure ionization is not approached in the mixtures we have con­
sidered, and that this phenomenon is safely neglected here. 
The effect of Coulomb interactions among charged particles 
in the carbonrhydrogen mixtures considered is to effectively decrease 
the ionization potentials of all species present, thus increasing the 
degrees of ionization of the mixtures. For the mixtures considered 
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here, the Debye screening lengths, d, found from 
Z kT (3) 
41 e N. 
1 
with k the Boltzman constant, e the electronic charge, T the tempera­
ture (0 K), and N i the ionic number density, are of the same order of 
magnitude as the mean atomic (molecular) separations, i.e. , about 
I0 - 7 cm. This means that Coulomb-interaction effects should be of 
but probably only slightly, thesuch magnitude that they could alter, 
calculated gas mixture composition from the case where Coulomb 
effects are ignored. We find this to be a slight effect here, 
for comparing our composition results with those of Patch ( 
I
-
9 ) for 
pure hydrogen, which includes the effects of Coulomb interactions, 
of H+ , -H-, H+, H,results for the concentrationswe find that our 
and e- agree with his to within a few percent for all cases where 
we have both considered the same temperatures and total gas pres­
sures. The small differences found may be due entirely to the 
presence of carbon in our gas mixtures, rather than to Coulomb­
interaction effects, and we believe that Coulomb interactions affect 
the compositions of the gas mixtures considered here at most very 
slightly for this reason. A slight lowering of the' ionization potentials 
of the species generally can affect the degree of ionization markedly, 
but the optical constants of the mixture should be affected only 
slightly by a small reduction here. 
Let us compare the approximate Coulomb interaction energy 
density to the thermal translational energy density for the gas mix­
tures considered here. If Ne and Ni are the number densities of 
free electrons and ions, respectively, then the mean separation of 
charged particles in the gas, Zr, is approximately given by 
4 3 1 (4)
-lMr ­
3 N +N. 
e 1 
For the mixtures which we have considered, Ne + Ni is never much 
greater than 1018 cm- 3 (or about 0.003 of the total particle density), 
so that Zr is never less than about 10-6 cm. The Coulomb inter­
action energy per charged particle, for singly-charged particles, 
is then not greater than e 2 /2r -_ 0. 1 ev, where e is the electronic 
charge, while the mean translational energy of the individual parti­
cles is nearly 1 ev at 10, 000 0 K, where the quantity Ne + Ni has its 
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maximum values. The Coulomb energy density in the gas mixtures 
considered here, weighted by the ionization levels found, is then 
only about 0. 0003 of the translational energy density in the worst 
cases, and need not be taken into account in the equation of state 
of these gas mixtures. The effects of the Coulomb interactions 
are to decrease the pressures and energy densities of the gas mix­
tures (since the Coulomb forces will be predominantly attractive 
in a gas that is electrically neutral overall) compared to the values 
for these properties predicted neglecting Coulomb interactions. 
On the other hand, the lowering of ionization potentials will tend 
to increase the gas pressure and energy density through the libera­
tion of additional free electrons. These effects can, at times, 
counterbalance one another, and we infer, from the above arguments 
and from the close agreement of our results with those of Patch( 1 9 ) 
for hydrogen based on the Debye-Hilckel equation of state, that the 
net effect of Coulomb interaction on our computed compositions is 
quite small. We believe for the same reason that the related 
effect of Stark-type shifting of energy levels will not effect our 
composition results more than very slightly. This effect was 
ignored by Patch(1 9 ) in his calculations for hydrogen gas under 
conditions of temperatures and pressures including those considered 
here, and he noted that the available evidence indicates that these 
shifts are small for these conditions. 
We have noted above that the maximum mass density of the 
mixtures considered is about 0. 01 gm-cm - 3 , or about 1/7 of the 
mass density of liquid or solid hydrogen. This also implies that 
the mean separations of atoms or molecules in the gas mixtures 
considered are somewhat greater than those which can produce 
condensation. This being the case, we presume that interactions 
between neutral particles in the gas mixtures considered produce 
errors in the thermodynamic functions used (which are for inde­
pendent, non-interacting, particles) in our composition calculations 
are probably in error by no more than 10 - 15% or so due to neutral 
particle interactions. Such errors are, in many cases, of the same 
order as the errors due to uncertainties in the spectroscopic con­
stants and approximate models and formulae used to calculate the 
thermodynamic functions used. We expect that neutral particle 
interaction effects are not severe in the gas mixtures considered, 
and for the same reason, we presume that the ideal gas equation 
of state, which was presumed in our composition calculations, 
may be used without virial corrections. 
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We can consider, however, the approximate magnitude of 
the virial corrections to the equation of state for the case of pure 
molecular hydrogen under the conditions 6f greatest density en­
countered here. The virial equation of state may be written 
(2 0 
PV 1+ B'(T) P+C' (T)P 2 +D' (T)P 3 ± (5) 
RT 
where P is the gas pressure, V its volume, T its temperature, R 
the universal gas constant, and B' (T), etc., are the first, etc. , 
virial (pressure) coefficients. For T = 16000K, we find for 
-
molecular hydrogen(Z l ) that B' (1600)a 1.2 x 10- 4 atm 1 and 
C' (1600) 1 3. Z x 10-9 atm- 2 . For P = 1000 atm, then we find 
that PV/RT 1. 12, so that there is about 12. % deviation from 
the ideal gas equation of state. This agrees well with the discus­
sion of Patch( 1 9 ), and we assume that such effects have a small, 
but not entirely insignificant, effect on our composition calculations. 
Like Patch (19), we have ignored virial corrections to the equation 
of state in our calculations, owing to the fact that it is impossible 
to estimate the virial coefficients for all of the significant con­
stituent species of the mixtures that we have considered. 
The virial effects on the thermodynamic functions are probably 
quite small. The deviation of the dimensionless enthalpy function 
from its ideal gas value may be expressed as (2Z) 





+ 1+ (T4TdIT d I ]C.(T) .(6) 
where all of the quantities have been previously defined, excepting 
B(T) and C(T), which are the first and second (volume) virial co­
efficients. For H2 we find (2 1 ) for T = 16000 K that B(T) - T dB(T)/dTt' 
- I - 117.8 cm3-mole and C(T) - T dC(T)/dT= Z70 cm 6 -mole . One 
mole of gas at T = 1600'K and P = 1000 atm occupies a volume of 
about 130 cm 3 , so that 
A T- H0 .15 
RT 
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16000 K is ( Z3 ) (H0The ideal gas valu.e for H z at T = T - H0 
0)/RT = 3.6 
mole - -I , so that the virial correction is approximately 4. %. This 
correction is probably of the same order as the errors in the ideal 
gas thermodynamic functions for H 2 due to the approximate models 
used in their computation, and can be safely ignored. Errors of 
this magnitude should not significantly affect our composition calcu­
lations. 
We must point out that the errors of 15% and less arising 
from our use of the ideal gas equation of state can affect the 
ca-lculations of the optical constants by approximately these same 
is used to calculateamounts, since there the ideal gas equation of state 
species number densities from the mole fractions computed for 
them, in the composition calculations. The errors arising 
from the several sources mentioned above may tend to cancel one 
another in some cases, but generally we can expect that maximum 
errors probably about 10. - 20% can occur in the optical constants 
from these sources. Such errors are not serious when compared 
to errors from other sources in the calculations of the optical con­
stants, as will be discussed below in the detailed evaluation of the 
inaccuracies in the optical constants. 
Collective influences on the thermodynamic functions of the 
mixtures considered should be relatively small, as the above argu­
ments indicate. The thermodynamic functions used here, and in 
nearly all composition calculations of the present type, are for 
particles which do not interact with one another except through 
the chemical forces which cause them to aggregate to form more 
complex species, or through the electrostatic forces which cause 
them to become ionized or de-ionized. Thermodynamic functions 
which take into account all possible other interactions should not 
yield composition results greatly different than those found here, 
since the conditions of temperature and pressure considered are 
not in the regime where collective effects are really important. 
CALCULATIONS OF OPTICAL CONSTANTS 
The Opacity and Spectral Absorption Computer Program 
The Opacity and Spectral Absorption Computer Program 
(OPSAB) (2 4 ) was written at Heliodyne Corporation by Arthur A. 
Anderson and Roger P. Main in 1966. There has been a continual 
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improvement of this program since that time. To date this program 
has been used to compute spectral absorption coefficients and opaci­
ties of fluorocarbon-air mixtures (4), of the thermal decomposition ( 5 ) ,products of phenolic carbon and phenolic silica in air and argon 
and of selected molecules that have been of interest to us in our 
experimental studies of the optical properties of high-temperature 
gases 	and gas-condensed phase mixtures (e. g., BeO, MgOand SiO). 
The OPSAB program gives local Planck mean spectral 
absorption coefficients, spectral volume emission, and several 
spectrally-integrated opacities for equilibrium gas mixtures com­
posed of free electrons, atoms, their ions, and molecules and 
molecular ions, when the gas mixture species composition is known. 
The program is heavily concerned with electronic transitions in 
molecular species, and this fact serves to define the ranges of 
temperature, gas pressure, and spectral frequency that may be 
considered. No consideration is given in the program to radiative 
absorption by condensed matter, for which a separate analysis is 
required. The composition of the gas mixture to be considered by 
this program must be known from separate calculations. The range 
of total gas pressures of the mixtures that may be considered is 
limited at the lower end by the requirement of equilibrium and at 
the upper end by pressure effects, collective radiative effects, and 
formation of molecular complexes whose radiative properties are 
not taken into account in this program. The OPSAB program is 
6 104limited roughly to pressures in the range 10 - atmospheres 
and temperatures in the range 1000 - 15,0000 K. The radiative 
absor.ption mechanisms considered in the OPSAB program are: 
a. Electronic transitions in diatomic, 
and polyatomic molecules. 
triatomic, 
b. Photodetachment from 0-, C-, H-, and F- ions 
(only C-and HZ are of interest in the present work). 
c. Free-free transitions of electrons 
neutral and ionized species. 
in the fields of 
d. Radiative association of hydrogen atoms by the process 
H(ls) 	 S + H(ls) 2S b 3Sf u + hv - H 2 
(a +) 
g 
e. 	 Photoionization of neutral 0, N, C, and H-atoms 




An essential feature of the program is its basic input data card deck 
containing all the necessary spectroscopic constants, Franck-
Condon factors, and oscillator strengths for electronic transitions 
in diatomic molecules, and characterization parameters for elec­
tronic transitions in polyatomic molecules. The present deck is 
adequate for C-H-N-O-F gas mixtures for the conditions defined 
above, and for other gas mixtures for limited sets of conditions. 
For example, the program and data deck were found adequate for 
calculation of spectral absorption coefficients of the missile re­
entry heat shield material phenolic silica mixed with air and argon 
for teomperatures of 3000 - 50000K in the wavelength range 3000 ­
6000 A, since for this C-H-N-O-Si gas mixture, and spectral range, 
the Si-containing *species are unimportant in absorption( 5 ). 
This program has evolved from programs used by the present 
,author in earlier studies of opacities of carbon-air mixtures( 
hydrocarbon-air mixtures (Z,3), thermally decomposed missile 
heat shield materials( 3 ), and of Martian and Venusian atmospheric 
entry radiative heat transfer (unpublished). The present program 
is not unlike those that have been used by others for calculations 
of a more restricted nature (25, Z6, 27). 
The OPSAB program computes locally-averaged (Planck 
mean) spectral absorption coefficients for the processes named 
above for input conditions of temperature, pressure, and gas 
species composition (mole fractions). The lower and upper bound 
spectral frequencies and the spectral averaging interval for the 
calculations are specified in the input data, subject to the dimen­
sional requirement that the number of spectral averaging intervals 
not exceed 36. Electronic transitions in diatomic molecules are 
treated by the "just-overlapping rotational line" model (equivalent 
to the "smeared line" model) of Patch, Shackleford, and Penner(28); 
electronic transitions in triatomic and polyatomic molecules are 
treated by a simpler model which includes a "smearing-out" of the 
vibrational structure of the transitions(Z). Photodetachment and photo­
ionization absorption is computed using published cross section data, 
and the free-free absorption is computed using the Kramers classical 
formula with unit Gaunt factor. An approximate method ("effective 
2
,,
) is used to extend the free-free absorption calculations to 
transitions in the fields of neutral species. The H + H radiative 
association continuum absorption is computed using the model 
proposed by Erkovitch( 2 9 ), as corrected by later works (cf. discussion 
to be given below). 
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A number of spectrally-averaged opacities listed below are 
given by the program, in addition to the local Planck mean absorption 
coefficients. The program also computes spectral emission intensities 
and the total emitted intensity of optically thin plane layers of gas; it 
can also modify the computed spectral absorption coefficients and 
emission intensities to take account of detailed balancing of radiative 
processes in the "optically thick" limit. The program also computes 
the opacities for several "weighting temperatures" that can be different 
from the gas temperature. Only the Planck and Rosseland mean 
absorption coefficients are required in the present work, however. 
Listing of Spectrally-Averaged Opacities 
Computed by the OPSAB Program: 
- I : 












c. Rosseland mean-free-path (cm):
 
dBWrR1 1 
AR(TTR) = 0 
E 4 
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e. 	'Iean-squared Rosseland mean-free-path" (cm2 ) : 
rE_ 2 0 ) 
(2) (TR) = ( 
W p
0 
f. I' 2 






Here p (T) is the linear spectral absorption coefficient, (cm ),including 
the effects of induced emission, T is the gas temperature, Ta'is the 
"weighting temperature" (equal to the gas temperature, asplus many 
as five other selected input values), and 




W =exp (hcw/kTiR) -1 
is the Planck spectral intensity function, withCO the wave number (cm-), 
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h the Planck constant (erg-sec), c the speed of light (cm-sec- '), and 
k the Boltzmann constant (erg- K-). In the present work, TRwas 
taken to be equal to the gas temperature only. 
The basic input data to the OPSAB program for a par­
ticular case are the temperature ( 0 K), the pressure (atm) 
the spectral range and mixture composition to be considered 
(the mole fractions of the pertinent species), and the spectro­
scopic and intensity data for the molecular band systems to 
be considered. In the present work, the temperatures and pres­
sures are those defined above for the composition calculations, and 
the spectral range is defined in terms of a dimensionless frequency, 
u, given by u = hcw/5000k, with the calculations of the optical con­
stants above for the range limited by u = 2. 00 to 19. 50, with spectral 
averaging intervals of width Au = 0.50, a total of 35 intervals. We 
have added an extra interval u = 19. 50 - Z0. 00, to make use of the 
maximum possible number of 36 averaging intervals, since this 
improves the accuracy of our calculations for the band systems 
of diatomic molecules at the highest frequencies. The correspon-. 
dence of these intervals to wave number intervals (cm - 1 ) is given 
in Appendix D. 
In each spectral averaging interval so defined, the OPSAB 
program computes the local Planck mean absorption coefficients 
(cm-1 ) for the various molecular band systems and absorption 
processes considered. These are incorporated into sub-total 
absorption coefficients for the various types of processes, and 
then these are further incorporated into total local Planck mean 
absorption coefficients for the case considered; this is used to 
compute the Planck and Rosseland mean opacities and the other 
quantities defined above. 
The OPSAB program computes the necessary species number 
densities, N(X) (cm- 3 ), for the absorption processes from the input 
mole fractions, C(X), from the relation 
N(X) = C(X) (0.73397 X 102Z) (P/T), (7) 
where P is the total gas pressure (atm.) and T is the gas tempera­
ture (aK). These number densities are used to compute the number 
densities of the molecular species in the absorbing states of the 
electronic transitions considered via the Boltzmann relation, using 
the electronic partition functions of the molecules, given as input 
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to the OPSAB program. The mole fractions used are those calcu­
lated by the HUG composition program described above. 
Absorption Mechanisms Considered 
The absorption mechanisms considered in the OPSAB com­
puter program calculations of the optical constants for the carbon­
hydrogen mixtures of the present work has been limited to those 
incorporated into this computer program as of the commencement 
of the present work (listed above.) (p. ZZ). No effort was made to 
revise this computer program to include additional absorption 
mechanisms that might have some importance for the conditions 
considered; the only real significance of this is the exclusion of 
the H2 pressure-induced infrared absorption, to be discussed below. 
Within this limitation, we have a choice of the electronic 
band systems of diatomic molecules and of triatomic and polyatomic 
molecules to be considered in the calculations with the OPSAB com­
puter program. This choice was made in advance of the completion 
of the composition calculations, with the result that a few of the' 
band systems selected proved to be unimportant for the optical con­
stants. It is believed that all important band systems for which 
adequate quantitative spectroscopic data exist have been included 
in the present calculations; some molecular band systems, e.g., 
those of CZH, have been included with estimated quantitative spectro­
scopic data used in lieu of the non-existent laboratory data, on 
account of their expected importance for the optical constants. 
Many oscillator strengths of electronic transitions in molecules 
have been estimated or chosen on the basis of questionable experi­
ments or theoretical calculations, but this is necessary in studies 
of the present type. We give below listings of the molecular 
electronic transitions considered in the present work. Table 2 
lists the considered transitions in diatomic molecules; Table 3 
'lists those for triatomic and polyatomic molecules. 
The transitions in diatomic molecules are considered in 
the OPSAB computer program according to the "just- overlapping 
rotational line" model (Z8) that is widely used, with an analytic 
integration scheme, developed by the present author, which 
yields exactly the local Planck mean absorption coefficients, includ­
int the induced emission correction, for each spectral averaging 
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interval specified in the input data. This process will not be described 
here, since it is given in detail elsewhere(24) . The necessary input 
data for these calculations are the vibrational and rotational constants 
of the electronic states involved in the transition, the mole fraction of 
the molecule involved (all electronic states), the electronic partition 
function of the molecule, the Franck-Condon factors of all the bands 
to be considered, and the oscillator strength of the electronic transi­
tion. Table 2 gives the necessary input data, or the references from 
which they were taken, for the 16 transitions in the diatomic molecules 
H 2 , CH, CH+, and C2 , that have been considered in the present work. 
The latest and/or most accurate data have been used in all cases; 
this input data was specially prepared for the present work, or was 
revised from earlier data used by the present author. For further 
details of the calculations for diatomic molecules, the reader is 
referred to Ref. 1, which gives a discussion of their application in 
studies of the present type, and to Refs. 28 and 24, which give the 
details of them. 
Electronic transitions in triatomic and polyatomic molecules 
are considered on a simplified model which incorporates an "averaging" 
over their rotational and vibrational structure, assuming one-dimensional 
simply-harmonic linear oscillations of the nuclei( 2 , 24). The spectral 
absorption cross section evaluated at the &, the mid-points of the 
spectral averaging intervals chosen, or (W,T) (cm 2 ), including the 
induced emission correction, for a molecular electronic transition 
according to the model employed is given by 
-(wT) T 0 f [ l-(expX-hcw/kT')I (AW ' 
- exp [_( _W)I(Aw TAZl , (8) 
where ro is the classical electron radius (cm), f is the oscillator 
strength of the transition, wo is the wave number of the transition 
absorption maximum (cm- 1), and 
AcoT =Act [tanh (8/ZT)J I1Z (9) 
the I/e half-width of the spectral absorption crossHere Ac o is 
section function at temperature T = 0'K, AWT is this Width at 
temperature T(0 K), and 8o = hc w/k, with w" the active frequency 
-(cm 1 ) of the lower (absorbing) electronic state. The OPSAB 
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program evaluates the function of Eq. (8) and multiplies these by 
the number density of the absorbing state of the species, which is 
found from the species mole fraction and the energies and statistical 
weights of the electronic states of the species in the usual fashion. 
The resulting "spectrally averaged" absorption coefficients for the 
averaging intervals chosen are not exactly the local Planck mean 
values, but are negligibly different from them for averaging intervals 
of width less than a few thousand wave numbers. 
This simplified approach permits simultaneous consideration 
of a large number (up to 50) of electronic transitions in triatomic 
and polyatomic molecules for each case considered by the OPSAB 
program. This model represents a "trade-off" of accurate treat­
ment of the spectral absorption characteristics of.the individual 
transitions, which would be an extremely complicated task, for the 
possibility of simultaneous treatment of a large number of such 
transitions, a feat that would be practically impossible using a 
more accurate model for the spectral absorption of the band systems, 
but which is usually always necessary for complex gas mixtures, 
such as those considered here. 
The value of w0 (Eq. (8))is frequently readily chosen as 
the band system origin, a quantity found in the literature for 
most transitions of interest. Where large changes in molecular 
structure accompany the electronic transition, however, the value 
of w may be significantly different from the origin wave number, 
and in these cases wo must be estimated, preferably with the aid 
of experimental studies of spectral absorption coefficients of the 
transition at relatively high gas pressures. The value for AWo 
must generally be estimated, taking into account what experimental 
absorption data is available plus the geometries of the electronic 
states involved in the transitions. The value for we" is generally 
chosen to be that of the (most) active vibrational mode, usually 
known from experiment. The oscillator strengths, f, for electronic 
transitions in triatomic and polyatomic molecules are generally not 
well known, and many of these must be estimated or extracted from 
rather imperfect or qualitative studies reported in the literature. 
The state of our knowledge of the quantitative details of 
electronic spectra of triatomic and polyatomic molecules partly 
justifies the rather simple treatment that is given them in the 
OPSAB program. Many estimates of the necessary model parameters 
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TABLE 2. DIATOMIC MOLECULAR BAND SYSTEMS CONSIDERED
 
Extent of Frank­
Print-Out Absorption Condon factor 
Acronym f-value used array used 
+1. H 	 (BIE - X Z+) HZLYMN 0.30 V" = 0-14




Z. H (B, - X+) H2BP-X 0.055 v" = 	 0-14
 2v, 	 = 0-9
 
1(clfX1+)H2 (Cf u - HZWERN 0.35 	 v" = 0-14v' =0-14 
(Werner) 
4. H 	 (DI -XIe) H2 D-X 0.084 v" =0-14 2 u g 	 = 0-10
 
5. H (D1 'Tr - XIL+) HZDP-X 0.030 v" = 	 0-20
 2 u g 	 v , 0-10" 




6. CH (A Zk X21IT CH A-X 0.005 	 0-7 
6. -
CH 	(BZ -x ) CH B-X 0.00Z v" =70­
r v' 0-6
 




9. 	 CH + (AT- XIZ+ ) CH +-X 0.004 v" =0-10 
0-19g u 	 v = = 0-63
v" 

10.- CH (A - X137) CZSWAN 0.027 v" =0-10 
(Swan)
 
9i. C (A'3V - XE3) CZ B-R 0.0066 v, =0-10
 




C (b1T - X ) CZPLPS 0.0165 v' = 0-10
 
2 2 gg u v' =v  0-9
 -16 
(Phillips) 
13. C (B TS - X 3 ) C2 F-H 0.010 v" = 	 0-8
 
0­(Fox-Herzberg)V+
14. 	 C (dlT - XE ) CZMLK 0.055 v1 0-8
 
2 g v ,= 0-8
 (Mulliken)
 
15. 	 C (elff+ - biT) CZFYK 0.010 v "=0-8
 
(Freymark) v' = 0-5
 




Note: The f-values used are based on experimental and theoretical studies 
analyzed in Ref. 37 and a yet unpublished revision to that work. 
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TABLE 3. TRIATOMIC AND POLYATOMIC MOLECULAR TRANSITIONS CONSIDERED
 
Print-Out Absorption Wo-value we-value A wo-value 
DESIGNATION Acronym f-value used used (cm - 1 ) used (cm - 1 ) used (cm - 1 ) 
CH 2 ( B1 - A 1 ) CH2 1 0. 001 (est.) 7100 3000 6000 
CH 2 (c A 1 -a A 1 ) CH2 2 0.01 (est.) 27000 3000 4000 
CH 3 (B A - XA)3 -'2 1 -'2 











CH (D A' - X 1A") CH3 D 0. 1 (est.) 66799 3300 2000 
C2 H (A S - X CZH A 0.01 (est.) lZ000 3300 2000 
CzH (B A' - X IT) C2H B 0.01 (est.) 55000 3300 6000 
-2 -2C 2H (C rT- X T ) 
2 --2 -2 











C ZH(B A' - ArS,) C2H 1 0.0001 (est. 43000 3000. 4000 
2 -2C H (C T -2A + E ) CZH 2 0.001 (est.) 53000 3000 3000 
2 -2 
C2 H (D All 
-2 + 
A Z+) CZH 3 0.01 (est.) 53000 3000 4000 
C 2 H(E + A- S) CZH 4 0.1 (est.) 63000 3000 5000 
-CA 
22 u 
C 2H (B?) 
- (AX r) 
1 + 











C2H (U (CO)rr- X S ) CZHZ C 0.005 65814 3300 1000 
CH (A B - X A ) CZH4 A 0.3 61500 1600 2500 
C 2H4 (B(?) 
-11 
- X Ag) CZH4 B 0.04 57336 1600 120 
C H4 (C (?) - A) C2H4C 0.03 66607 1600 120 
- -
Table 3. Triatomic and Polyatomic Molecular Transitions Considered (cont'd) 
N 
Print-Out Absorption cc-value we-value A co-value 




C3 (A Tu - X DZg) C3 A 0. 13 	 24676 1200 1000 
C6 H 6 (ABZU - XIA g) C6H6 A 0.002 	 38086 995 3000 
(benzene) 
C 6 H 6 (B (?) - X A g) C6H6 B 0.10 49100 995 2500 
(benzene) 
-1
C6 H 6 (C Elu - X A g) C6H6 C 0.8 	 55000 995 2000 
(benzene)
 
Note: 	 The absorption f-values marked "(est. )" have been estimated, since experimental 
data are lacking. The remaining f-values have been taken from Ref. 37, and from 
a yet unpublished revision to that work. 
(Eq. (8)) have been necessary in order to include these spectra in 
our work, but this is necessary on account of their importance. 
We give in Table 3 the values of the necessary parameters used in 
the present work for the 23 transitions in the molecules CH 2 , CH 3 , 
C2 H, C 2 H2 , C 2 H4 , C 3 , and C 6 H6 ,which have been considered. 
The photodetachment absorption processds are considered in 
the OPSAB program using published cross section data (30, 31) for 
C-, 0-, H-, and F- ions and the mole fractions of these ions. 
These mole fractions may be input to the program, as in the present 
work, or can be calculated by the program via the Saha equation 
from the mole fractions of free electrons and of the neutral species. 
The cross section data compiled into the OPSAB program are tabular 
data, taken from the curves given in Refs. 30 and 31; the OPSAB 
program interpolates in these tabular data to obtain the values of 
the cross sections at the mid-points of the spectral averaging 
intervals chosen. No excited states of the negative ions are con­
sidered in the calculation of their ground state number densities 
from the species mole fractions, but the cross section data used 
include transitions terminating in excited states of the neutral atoms. 
The interpolation procedure used does not yield exactly the local 
Planck mean absorption coefficients for the spectral averaging 
intervals chosen, but there is little error from this fact in the 
,present work, which includes calculations only for the C- and H 
ions, of course, These calculations are described fully in Ref. 24, 
and they include the induced emission correction. 
The free-free absorption processes are considered in the 
OPSAB program using Kramers' classical formula with unit Gaunt 
factor(2 4 ). An effective charge factor, ZZff , specifies the inter­
action strengths for free-free transitions in the fields of singly­
ionized (either positively or negatively so) species, taken collec­
tively, or in the fields of neutral species, taken collectively. In 
the former case we use ZZ = 1, and in the latter case we use 
Zeff 0.02, a reasonable average value founded upon the most 
stuiesef-f (32 )
recent studies of the AVCO-Everett Research Laboratory group . 
Kramers' formula is evaluated at the mid-points of the spectral 
averaging intervals chosen, using the mole fractions for the 
(collective) singly-ionic species and for the (collective) neutral 
species, which are input to the OPSAB program. This yields the 
values of the spectral absorption coefficients (cm-1 ) for these two 
processes at the interval mid-points, which should be negligibly 
different from the local Planck mean values for the present work; 
the calculated values include the induced emission correction. 
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24, where the readerThese calculations are fully described in Ref. 
We remark here that many workersis referred for further details. 

neglect the neutral species free-free processes, whereas for con­
ditions approximating those considered here they are roughly of
 
the same importance as the singly-ionic species free-free processes,
 
which are nearly always considered by other workers for such conditions.
 
The radiative association process for hydrogen atoms defined 
above (p. 22) has been known for many years, and recent reviews of 
work on this process have been given by the present author(2 ) and 
by Doyle( 3 3 ). It is not of great importance here, but has been in­
cluded for the sake of completeness. This process is considered 
in the OPSAB program using the model formulated by Erkovitch(2 9 ), 
for this process indicatedbut with effective collision diameters do, We haveby the later studies of Soshnikov (34) and of Solomon(
3 5 ). 

not taken account in the OPSAB calculations the corrections to the
 
works of Erkovitch and of Solomon that have been developed by Zwaan ( 36 )
 
and by Doyle (3 3 ) , since these do not greatly alter the low degree of 
importance of this process in the present work. The scheme of the 
but we note here thatOPSAB calculations is given in Refs. Z and 24, 

we simply evaluate the Erkovitch formula (adding to it the induced
 
-
spectral absorption coefficient (cm )emission correction) for the 
due to this process, incorporating the corrected do-values and the 
H-atom number density found from the H-atom mole fractions given 
by the HUG program composition calculations, at the mid-points of 
the spectral averaging intervals chosen. These differ little from 
the local Planck mean values for the present application. The values 
of do used in the present work are given below for reference. 
Values of Effective Collision Diameters Used to Calculate 
Absorption Due to the Hydrogen Radiative Association Continuum 
0 










Analogous radiative association processes should not be im­
portant for the other molecules present in the mixtures considered, 
and, in fact, nothing is known of these if they exist( 3 7 ). However, 
photodissociation processes from the ground states of some of the 
molecules present have been studied in the literature, and their 
importance will be discussed below when the accuracy of the cal­
culations of the optical constants is assessed. 
The calculations of photoionization absorption for neutral C­
and H-atoms are described in some detail in Appendix E. W"re note 
here only that these calculations use photoionization cross sections 
from the literature interpolated at the mid-points of the spectral 
averaging- intervals chosen and the number densities of neutral C­
and H-atoms found from their mole fractions given by the HUG 
composition program, and that these calculations alone do not in­
clude the induced emission correction to the computed spectral 
absorption coefficients, due to an oversight which occurred in the 
preparation of the OPSAB program sub-routine which performs the 
computations for these processes. This oversight was noticed only 
after the present work had been completed, but gives negligible 
error here. 
The OPSAB program sums over these processes to find the 
spectral absorption coefficient of the gas mixture. This result is 
used to calculate the opacities and radiative emission parameters 
described herein (pp. 24-25, and Appendix D). For further details 
of the quantities computed, the reader is referred to Ref. Z4. A 
discussion of the effect of this choice of optical absorption processes 
on the accuracy of our results for the optical constants is given in 
the section following the discussion of the results. 
Discussion of Results 
The major results of the calculations of the optical constants 
for the carbon-hydrogen mixtures considered are given in Appendix D 
to this report; the complete results of these calculations, -which in­
clude the contributions to the local Planck mean absorption coefficients 
of each of the molecular band systems and absorption processes con­
sidered, has not been given here due to their great length (c. 800 pages) 
We give in Figs. 2a - 2f hand-plots of the Planck and Rosseland 
mean opacities (defined on pp. 24 - 25 of this report) vs. gas tempera­
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show the marked variation of these quantities with the gas tempera­
-ture, and the quite large values (- 5. cm ) which they achieve at 
the highest temperatures and pressures considered. These quantities 
vary approximately in proportion to the gas pressure and C/H mass 
ratio, except at the lower temperatures where the higher pressures 
produce lower optical absorption than do the lower pressures, due 
to the decline in number density of the strongly-absorbing free 
radicals relative to the more stable species at the higher pressures. 
In Fig. 3 we give a plot of the local Planck mean (spectral) 
absorption coefficients vs. wavenumber and dimensionless frequency, 
u, for a gas pressure of 500 atm., C/H mass ratio of 0.01, and gas 
temperatures of 1600, 3000, 6500, and 10, 0000 K. Our results are 
similar for the remaining gas pressures and C/H mass ratios. 
These results show the very large changes occurring in the local 
Planck mean absorption coefficient with temperature for wavenumbers 
less than about 40, 000 cm - 1 , and the less drastic, but quite significant, 
such changes which take place for wave numbers greater than about 
40, 000 cm-i. The strong fluctuations which occur in the local Planck 
mean absorption coefficient with wave-number for the lower tempera­
tures considered are due largely to the contributions of electronic 
transitions in the molecules C 2 H, CH 3 , and C2 H4 . At the highest 
gas temperatures considered, the major absorption mechanisms are 
the free-free processes for neutral species, H: photodetachment, 
and the HZ Lyman transition. The H2 Lyman transition is important 
at the large wavenumber end of the spectral range considered for all 
of the conditions considered, except for the lowest gas temperatures, 
an important fact to note. 
We must point out that our calculations have been done for 
fixed values of the gas pressure, so that for each fixed pressure 
there is a decline as l/T in total particle number density in the gas 
mixtures with increasing gas temperature, T. Thus, for T = 10, 00*00 E 
this particle density is only about 1/6 of that at T = 16000 K for the 
same gas pressure. We readily see from Figs. Za - Zf and from 
Fig. 3, that the cross sections for the important absorbing processes 
behave so as to more than counterbalance this effect. The large in­
creases in optical absorption with increasing gas temperature are 
due, in a rough sense, to the increases with temperature of the cross 
sections for the important absorbing processes, and to the appearance 
of new important absorption processes with large cross sections, 
e. g. , the H- photodetachment and free-free processes, at the higher 
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gas temperatures,where free electron densities become large. 
Note that large local Planck mean absorption coefficients 
at all wave numbers are found only at the highest gas temperatures 
considered (Fig. 3 , this holds true for the remaining gas pressures 
and C/H mass ratios considered). This is of importance when the 
energy source whose radiation is to be absorbed by the gas mixture 
envisioned has a very broad, and nearly uniform, spectrum. Also 
note (Fig. 3, and true for the remaining gas pressures and C/H 
mass ratios considered) that it is nearly true that at each wave 
number the local Planck mean absorption coefficient increases 
monotonically with the gas temperature; this is another significant 
fact. The behavior of the local Planck mean absorption coefficient 
with gas pressure and C/H mass ratio is approximately what one 
would expect - it increases approximately in proportion to them, 
except for the decline in the absorption due to the important free 
radical species, e.g. , CZE , with increasing gas pressure at the 
lower gas temperatures considered. 
The most significant results of our calculations of the optical 
constants of the carbon-hydrogen mixtures are their rapid, approxi­
mately monotonic, increases with increasing gas temperature to 
values that are quite large, and their unexpected decrease with 
increasing gas pressures at the lower gas temperatures. The most 
important absorption mechanisms are the molecular electronic tran­
sitions at the lower gas temperatures, and H- photodetachment, and 
the free-free processes for neutral species at the higher gas tem­
peratures. The H2 Lyman transition is important at the large wave 
number end of the spectrum except for the lowest gas temperatures 
considered; the importance of other molecular electronic transitions 
depends somewhat more strongly on the gas temperature, but CH3, 
C 2 H, and C 2 H4 have transitions which are important, except at the 
highest gas temperatures considered. The H 2 Lyman transition is, 
on the other hand, the only molecular electronic transition that is 
important at the highest gas temperatures considered; this is largely 
due to the low C/H mass ratios considered, and to the large oscil­
lator strength of this transition. 
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Uncertainties in the Calculatiohs of the Optical Constants 
Uncertainties in the calculations of the optical constants are 
partly due to the uncertainties in'the composition calculations, which 
have already been discussed. We have already stated that we believe 
that all molecules important for the composition calculations have 
been included in them. It remains to be seen that all molecules 
important for the calculations of the optical constants have been in­
cluded in the composition calculations. We believe that this is large­
ly true, however; a survey of Table 1 and Appendix C shows that all 
possible electrically neutral molecules and molecular fragments con­
taining a sufficiently small total number of nuclei have been included 
in the composition calculations. Molecules with more than about six 
nuclei do not have significant mole fractions for the conditions 
of interest here, and we infer from this, not without some possibility 
of error, that such molecules are not important for the calculations of 
the optical constants. 
We infer also that for the spectral range considered positive 
ions are generally not important for the calculations of the optical 
constants. The molecule CH+, which was included in these calcula­
tions, was found to be of negligible importance in them. H was not 
con­so considered, and probably is also not important for the optical 
stants; however, it may'possibly be so due to:the strength of its 
spectrally-narrow transitions (Ref. 37 and an unpublished revision 
of this work).' Little is known of the spectrum of C2 , but it appears 
to be of little importance here. The molecule CHS has been included 
in our composition calculations, but nothing is known of its optical 
spectrum. Generally speaking, in view of the low degree of ionization 
of the mixtures< considered (Appendix D), we infer that electronic tran­
sitions in molecular positive ions are not of notable importance for the 
present work; a possible exception here is H+, which we have ignored 
in our calculation's of the optical constants. 
Molecular negative ions seem to have, generally speaking, 
no stable excited states. For this reason, and from the low degree 
of ionization of the mixtures considered, we infer that non-detaching, 
non-dissociating, electronic transitions in molecular negative ions 
are unimportant in the present work. 'Photodetachment from mole­
cular negative ions (probably resulting in dissociation of the molecule), 
may be of some importance, however. We have considered photode­
tachment only from C- and H- ions, and we have calculated the mole 
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fractions for C2 only. HZ appears to be unstable under all conditions, 
but it could be involved in important radiative processes as an inter­
mediary. Molecular negative ions have been conjectured to be of 
importance in radiation transport in the atmospheres of cool stars (44), 
and such may also be true here. So little is known of the photodetach­
ment cross sections of molecular negative ions that we are unable to 
infer whether this may be true. Much further experimentation with 
these species is necessary before these processes can be accurately 
included in calculations of the present type. We estimate that they 
can be of somewhat greater importance than photodetachment from 
atomic negative ions for some conditions, and this means that they 
could possibly be a major factor in determining the optical constants 
of the mixtures considered here. 
Photoionization processes of molecules have not been considered 
here, and these are probably not of great importance. We have surveyed 
the known first ionization potentials of all species listed in Table 1, and 
find none which would give ground state photoionization for photons with 
energy in the spectral range we have considered. It is possible that 
photoionization from vibrationally - and/or electronically excited 
molecules is of some importance, however. Practically nothing is 
known of these processes, but it appears possible from study of our 
results for the photoionization from excited states of the C- and H­
atoms that such processes may be of significance in determining the 
optical constants of the mixtures we have considered. Due to the 
relatively large cross sections of some photoionization processes 
(as large as 10-16 cm Z near threshold), this seenms possible. 
Photodissociation processes of molecules may also be of some 
significance. Theoretical and experimental photodissociation cross 
sections for H2 , H+ CH, CH+, and C2 have been reported in the 
literature (Ref. 37 and a yet unpublished revision of it). Photodis­
sociation thresholds fall at about 40, 000 cm - I for these molecules 
(and for most other molecules, as well), and the continuous absorption 
resulting from them and extending to larger wavenumbers can be im­
portant in the sense that the sum total of these processes for all mole­
cules existing in the mixtures we have considered may be of approxi­
mately the same strength as, or stronger than,some of the important 
non-dissociating molecular electronic transitions. Strong photodis­
sociation transitions have not been observed for the molecules that 
we have included in our composition calculations, but they may 
nevertheless exist. The very strong photodissociation continuum of 
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the O z- molecule shows how significant such processes may be. 
A significant omission from the present work is the pressure­
induced infrared (vibration-rotation) absorption of H 2 . Linsky (J. L. 
Linsky, "On the Pressure-Induced Opacity of Molecular Hydrogen in 
Late-Type Stars", to be published) has given algorithms for calcula­
tion of the spectral absorption coefficients due to this process, and 
we find from his work that for temperatures up to about 300'00 K that 
at the small wavenumber end of the spectral range we have considered 
this process has spectral absorption coefficients much largei than 
those for the combined processes we have considered. For a gas 
temperature of 16000K, we find that the spectral absorption coefficient 
due to the H2 pressure-induced transitions is about 10- p2 (cm- 1 ) 
at a wavenumber of 7000 cm - 1 , with P the gas pressure in atmospheres. 
This gives absorption coefficients that are several orders of magnitude 
larger than those we have computed for the same wavenumber region 
(Appendix D). We may question Linsky's treatment of this problem 
and his extrapolation of experimental data to more extreme conditions; 
his alogrithms are surely only approximate, but nevertheless it seems 
clear that at the lower temperatures considered here, this process is 
more important than the total of those that we have included. We may 
reasonably require that at the lower temperatures, where the H2 
pressure-induced absorption is important, that the optical constants 
we have computed be taken to be not less than those calculated for 
pure hydrogen with this process taken into account for the same con­
ditions (e. g. , the work of Olfe( 4 5 ) and the work of Patch which is now 
in progress). The present results should not be applied without taking 
this into consideration. 
We may question our choice of molecular electronic transitions 
considered in the calculations of the optical constants, the oscillator 
strengths we have chosen for them (Tables 2 and 3), and the model we 
have used to represent their spectral absorption coefficients. We 
have included here all of the known transitions we believed to be of 
importance, and little better can be done here. We have also included 
here some transitions in the species C 2 H which are only conjectured 
to exist and have never been observed experimentally, although efforts 
have been made to do so. The errors made in assuming the spectrum 
of 0ZH as given in Table 3 can be quite significant, since this spectrum 
makes CZH a large contributor to the optical constants, particularly at 
-
the lower temperatures where the assumed transition at 12, 000 cm 
has strong effects. In actuality, the spectrum of CJN could be quite 
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different than we have it. We thus can say that this may lead to sig­
nificant errors in our calculations of the optical constants, but we 
cannot quantitatively assess these errors." 
Some of our oscillator strengths have been estimated (Tables 
2 and 3); although those for the diatomic molecules appear reasonably 
certain for most transitions, the same cannot be said for the triatomic 
and polyatomic molecules. For example, CH 3 is an important contrib­
utor to the opticaliconstants for a fairly wide range within the conditions 
considered, and oscillator strengths for its transitions had to be esti­
mated by the present author. Here again it is difficult to quantitatively 
assess the errors arising from our estimations, since the true values 
may be either larger or smaller than we have estimated. We note, 
however, that our estimates may be alternately too large and too 
small, so that errors in them may tend to cancel out. Where one or 
very few molecules only are strong contributors to the absorption, 
as here, this effect may not occur, so that errors in the estimated 
oscillator strengths may have great significance (an order of magni­
tude and more) for the optical constants. 
The models we have used to represent absorption by molecular 
electronic transitions have been chosen largely because their simplicity 
makes them suitable for calculations of the present type where many 
such transitions must be considered. To be sure, these models are 
inaccurate, and in cases where only oneor a few molecules are very 
strong contributors to the computed optical constants these models 
must be examined critically. Since there is no real quantitative data 
on the high temperature absorption of the molecules considered here, 
it is nearly impossible to say with certainty how good or poor these 
models are. More accurate line-by-line calculations of molecular 
absorption, which use assumed line shapes, show that these models 
may truly represent high temperature molecular absorption to within 
a factor of 2 or 3 (46). We are at a loss to say more than this, but 
we note that in optically thick gases even the line-by-line calculations 
are subject to errors due to the assumption of line shapes and to 
simplifications generally necessary in such involved studies. 
We note briefly here that we have neglected collective absorp­
tion effects and atomic line absorption. Neither of these types of 
processes should be of importance here. We have noted in our dis­
cussion of the errors in the composition calculations that our assump­
tion of the ideal gas equation of state throughout this work can lead to 
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errors in the calculations of the optical constants of as much as about 
20. per cent in the most severe cases. Also, any error in the com­
position calculations will be carried into the calculations of the optical 
constants. In optically thin gases the errors in the calculated optical 
constants will be proportional to the errors in the computed composi­
tions, but in optically thick gases this dependency is reduced to an approxi­
mate proportionality to the square root of the errors in the composition 
calculations. These errors are probably not serious here in view 
of the possibly still more serious errors in the cornputed optical 
constants from other sources. We note finally that we have no com­
parison with other theoretical or experimental work on the carbon­
hydrogen mixtures we have considered. This places us at a disad­
vantage in assessing the accuracy of our work. 
To summarize our semi-quantitative error assessments, we 
can state as follows: For gas temperatures of less than about 30000K 
our results for the optical constants are almost certainly seriously in 
error (as much as several orders of magnitude) due to our omission 
of the H2 pressure-induced infrared absorption. At the highest gas 
temperatures considered (8000 0 K and 10, 000K), our results are 
probably correct to within a factor of 2 or 3, since here the better­
known continuous absorption processes provide much of the absorption. 
For intermediate gas temperatures, our errors probably should be 
somewhere in between these two limits. Since at these temperatures 
our most significant errors may be those of omission, our results 
may be lower limits to the true optical constants. We cannot say this 
with certainty, however, since estimated molecular absorption could 
also caus-e our results to be overly large. It is safe to say that a better 
error assessment than this should only be 'based on a detailed compari­
son of our results with good quantitative experimental data for the same 
mixtures or for species contained in them at gas temperatures and pres­
sures in the ranges we have considered. The accuracy of the present 
work must be taken into account in any engineering and design calcula­
tions which make use of it; the present results, as presented in Appen­
dix D to this report, must be accepted as true only with the qualifications 




In this work we have presented calculations of the species 
compositions and optical constants of carbon-hydrogen gas mixtures 
for a wide range of conditions of gas temperature and for three dif­
ferent gas pressures and C/H mass ratios. We have found that for 
of about 6500'K and above the spectral absorption co­temperatures 
efficients and Planck-and Rosseland mean opacities become quite 
large, attaining values of several reciprocal centimeters. For tem­
peratures less than about 65000K,the mentioned optical constants of 
the gas mixtures considered are small and tend to decrease toward 
gas temperatures, even when the neglected H2 pressure-inducedlower 
absorption, which is important for gas temperatures of about 30000K 
and less, is given consideration. For the highest gas temperatures 
our results are surely most accurate, probably sufficiently accurate 
for most engineering studies, and it seems that this regime will probably 
be the most interesting for engineering study. It is clear that much 
further work will be necessary to improve the accuracy of our results 
at the lower and intermediate temperatures. Much more experimental 
study in this area is desirable. From this study it is seen that certain 
mentioned simplifications couild be made in further work of this type, 
but, on the other hand, the many mentioned improvements should be 
made in any further such work. We' have noted the expected accuracy 
of the results repoited here and have given cautions regarding use of 
these results in enginderirig radiative heat transfer studies. With 
these cautions taken into account, the present results should furnish 
the basis for reasonably informative and reliable radiative heat trans­
fer studies, since the major uncertainties affecting the present work 
occur only in the low temperature regime. 
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APPENDIX A 
THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF THE CH+ ION 
No thermodynamic functions for the CH + ion were found 
after a search of the literature; since it was expected that this 
species could be important for the calculations of optical constants 
at the higher temperatures considered here, these were hand-cal­
culated by the present author, as described below. 
The basic molecular data were taken from Ref. 41, p. 519, 
and from Ref. 4Z . The data actually used in these approximate hand 
calculations were: 
Mass: M = 13.01 a.u. 
Ground state: X 1+ (g0 = 1; 0 = 0. 
Symmetry number: a = 1 
-i 
Spectroscopic constants: w = 2780 cmv 
-1
 
w x = 73. cm 
e e
 
B = 13.3 cme 
-i 
= 0.49 cm 
e 
- IA IT (gI = 2; (I = 24,000 cmExcited States : 
a 3 T (g 2 = 6 ; c2 8000 cm ) 
The expressions used for the approximate thermodynamic functions 
were (Ref. 43, p. Z4) 
0 HIT-H 00 - 6.95541 + 1.98726 e 
T l2e-U 
T i.43879./T




- (FT - Ho ) 
6.863753 logl 0 M + 11.439588 log 10T
 T ­
- 8.006779 - 4.575835 log 10 (B/T) 
- u
- 4. 575835 log1 0 (1-e ) 
+ 4. 575835 logi{ gie
=0 
where, T is the temperature (oK), u = (1.43879/T) (w -Zw X),e ee 
B = Be - 1/2 ae' and the remaining quantities are given above. 
In this way, we obtain the "following results: 
CH + Thermodynamic Functions 













7000 10.288 59.51 
60.94
8000 10. 262 
9000 10.Z35 6Z.iZ 
10,000 10.195 63.23 
The value for AHf (T - 00 K) of CH + was found using the JANAF 
value of this quantity for CH(43), 141. 183 kcal/'mole, and an 
ev (245. 37 kcal/mole)(42),ionization potential for CH of 10. 64 
so that we find AHf(T=0 0 K) for CH + to be (141. 183 + 245. 37) 
These valueskcal/mole = 386.55 kcal/mole (to five figures). 









LISTING OF FIT COEFFICIENTS USED FOR THE
 
THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF THE SPECIES
 
INCLUDED IN THE COMPOSITION CALCULATIONS.
 
On the next pages are given a listing of the fit coefficients 
used for the thermodynamic functions of the 65 species included in 
the HUG computer program calculations of the compositions of the 
carbon-hydrogen mixtures consider(d. The sources of the neces­
sary data and the temperature ranges for which the fit coefficients 
were optimized are given in Table 1 of the present report. 
The fit coefficients are given for each species in the order 
(froi left to right): E, -D, C, B, A, K, and HOO, where the fits 
to the dimehsionless enthalpy, (HO - HO)/RT, and the dimensionless 
free energy, (F.- Ho)/RT, as functions of the temperature, T(°K), 
are defined by: 
H T - H 0 + DT 3 + ET 4T - A + BT +CT (B 1) 
RT 
F0 T - H/ 3
RT 00 A(I - inT) - ST - I/ZCT2 - I/3DT 
4­
- 1/4ET - K (B-.2) 












HOO is the value for the heat of formation,. AH, at 00 K,of the
 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































8.1754599E-)3 7.9317999E 00 -1.2705900E 01 1.0490000E 05 
1.33429C0E-02 3.60121nlE Om 4.6684900E 0 2.5200000E 04 
2.8958400E-03 9.0772699E 00 -1.9262400E O 2.8700000E 05 
5.8233500E-03 8.361910CE 00 -1.2655000E 01 2.113lOOOE 05 
6.7054999E-03 8.775090"E C0 -1.6932400E 01 1.6860000E 05 
8.2009698E-03 8.3128899E 00 -1.2468600E 01 1.5830000E 05 
9.8144399E-03 7.9892800E 00 -1.242 00OE 01 1.347nOOE 05 
1.4404800E-02 4.6198699E 00 -1..1678000E O0 2.4000000E 04 
3.4815200E-03 1.0578100E 01 -2,7746100E 01 2.8700000E 05 
7.1264899E-03 9.0243900E 00 -1.6080400E 01 2.4000000E 05 
8.7878499E-03 8.1392200E C0 -1.2896900E 01 2.2000000E 05 
4.0667999E-03 1.2079200E 01 -3.2647199E 0.1 3.3900000E 05 
8.3126799E-03 9.772679qE no -1.9490100E 01 2.6.70000E 05 
9.0992799E-03 1.r472400EI Ol1 -2.4942300E Ol 2.250n00E 05 
4.6540699E-03 1.3579000E 01 -4.1125699E 01 3.3400000a 05 
9.2135599E-03 _ 1.1137500E 01 -2.5448300E Al 2.910000OE 05 
1.09288OE-02 1.006080nE Oi -2.1292300E 01 -,2.7100000E 05 
5.2402499E-03 1.5079500E 01 -4.6023799E 01 3.930r000E 05 
1.0053500E-02 1.2551800E 01 -3.0407300E -1 3.24noOOOE 05 
1.0830600E-02 1.3220700E 01 -3.5754900E 01 2.8200000E C5 
-1.8332400E-06 2.50292006 00 -1.1750000E O 0. 
6.7034899E-02 -8.0679499E 01 4.5431799E 02 4.3016700E C5 
2.4590200E-04 2.26572(0E 00- 5.1597700E 00 L.4nOOOE 05 









1.7416500E-03 2.4341100E 00 3.8090800E 00 2?61138600E 05 
1.6606500E-03 1.4170900E 00 1.1957400E 01 3.8655000E 05 
2.412060OE-01 3.3610800E 00 2.348690CE 00 2.5970000E 05 
3.7893400E-04 3.882150t)E 00 2.6194700E 00 1.2550000E 05 






EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITIONS OF THE 
The following pages give the equilibrium compositions, 
carbon/hydrogen mass ratios of 0.005, 0.01, and 0.05, gas 
of 1600, Z200, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6500, 8000, and 10, 000°K. 
atures are as printed. In none of.these cases was condensed 
indicates this fact for each set of conditions considered). 
Note- that the results are spread across facing pages. 
in the calculations, and a vertical listing of these would have to 
below each printed value of t TEMPERATURE" C K) and "PRES­
considered; these are arranged in seven vertical columns accord-
C H CHH Z 
C 2 C 21- C Z 11Z C Z T3 
C3H C3
 2 C3H 3 C 3H 4
 
C4 C4H C4H Z C4H 3
 
C4H8 C4H 10 C 5 C 5 
C5H 6 C6 C 6 H C6H2 
C7H CH C 8
C 7 

C9H C9H z C 10 C10H 
C- H+ H- H + 
Thus, -the species whose mole fraction is printed in the fourth 
of 5000OK and less for each pressure and C/H mass ratio 
10-6. It was not possible with the computer program used to 
and the ionized species for these cases; thus, for temperatures 
species are printed. Mole fractions for only 54 species are 




in terms of mole fractions, for carbon-hydrogenmixtures with 
pressures of 100, 500, and 1000 atmospheres, and gas temperatures 
The carbon-hydrogen mass ratios, gas pressures, and gas temper­
carbon (graphite) calculated to be present ("MOLESOF SOLID = 0." 
The arrangement of the 72 cases will be obvious upon inspection. 
This is-owing to the fact that 64 gas-phase species were included 
have been continued over three pages. The mole fractions printed 
SURE" (atm. Yare the mole fractions of the 64 gas-phase species 
ing to the following plan: 





























B GBG3 3 
column, sixth row, in all cases is C 6 H2 , etc. For temperatures 
considered, the mole fraction of free electrons, e-, was less than 
perform the iterations necessary to find the mole fractions for e­
of 50000K and less, no mole fractions for e- and the ionized 
shown in these cases. All mole fractions are in floating 
is actually the machine zero, and not a true value. 
C-3
 
C/H Mass Ratio = 0.005 


























































































































= 	ICO.ImnOO MOLES OF GAS = 



































= 	 1C0.00000 MOLES OF GAS = 
1.3836936E-01 3.9821722E-35 


















Cil Mass Ratio = 0.005 








































































































































































C/1W 1ass Patio = 0.005 
TEMPERATURE = 50rO.nlOn PRESSURE = IO.0000 MOLES OF GAS = 
2.1247196E-n4. 4.6580326E-nl 5.33701852-01 8.2744918E-05
 
2.6571983E-06 1.1849738E-04 2.5068239e-C5 1.2124105E-07
 
2.8729633E-07 2.553366CE-08 2.1995096E-C9 5.4452154E-11
 
1.5438181E-11 4.3591888E-09 2.5731977E-10 6.8285064E-12
 
4.24'0867E-20 3.3r28248E-26 1.1354186E-13 1.7607405E-13
 
5.3749726E-2r 5.6672714E-17 5.3051792E-14 1.7907303E-15
 
1.8923215E-19 1.6343945E-17 7.4406472E-20 1.2141507E-22
 
2.2601320E-23 7.8424918E-26 2.1282522E-28 7.9955164E-26
 
TEMPERATURE = 4-0'r0.q0flfl PRESSURE 1CO.00000 MOLES OF GAS 
1.1213864E-05 1.4603523E-0l 8.5347451E-nlI 1.2335539E-05 
2.9006251F-07 1.31"1868E-04 1.5258000E-C4 7.4236103E-37 
8,9985737E-r7 1.4369203E-:07 3.8176749E-08 2.4867404E-09 
8.76456072-12 2.4735767E-08 5.2328712E-09 2.3402166E-1S 
4.9821361E-17 3.'9319506E-22 2.1810324E-13 1.7772702E-12 
9.13656942-17 1.4352151E-16 9.5457855F-13 1.1796592F-13 
1.7998977E-18 5.3561862E-16 4.6997422E-18 1.1722773E-21 
2.8267837E-21 1.9164825=-23 7.4495705E-27 1.5950892E-23 
TEMPERATURE = 30fnlo.r00 PRESSURE =0 i.n0000 MOLES OF GAS = 
2.7172049E-08 1.5540674E-OZ 9.8381680E-nl 1.1871968E-17 
7.5549691E-10 1.2535980E-05 1.7349942E-C4 6.29)1399E-07 
1.5362853E-07 5.2026556E-08 6.1344622E-Q8 1.5201147E-08 
3.7551322E-14 3.7980441E-09 5.0193265E-r9 3.8989896E-10 
7.5545428E-15 8.1783965E-19 2.7764973E-15 2.3701964E-13 
1.488C70E-14 7.9697258E-19 1.1120170E-13 8.94S3n26E-14 
2.9923519E-20 5.6537353E-17 1.1902879E-18 6.5921950E-24 
3.1021328E-22 5.1523314E-24 3.9009455E-29 1.2734429E-24 
C-6
 
C/H Mass Ratio = 0.005 









































































































































C/H Mass Ratio = 0.005 
TEMPERATURE = 22 o.nnnn PRESSURE = IrO.OOOCO MOLES OF GAS = 
5.8539442E-13 5.5948948E-14 9.9860528E-ll 1.6744671E-11
 
2.4217167E-15 6.6328984E-09 3.5553276E-06 7.3286019E-99
 
2.864849!E-ll 2.962nr536E-11 2.5846174E-1C 4.3154836E-10
 
4.739031IE-21 8.6903554E-14 1.5513183E-12 2.4623C13E-13
 
2.8324714E-15 5.6396554E-,18 -2.4317638E-22 6.2643151E-19
 
9.4877139E-16 2.8940641E-27 3.4475393E-20 3.9731203E-19
 
7.5459135E-29 2.1682849E-24 1.658n885E-25 4.84C6229E-34
 
2.5472108E-31 1.5834033E-32 1.8048514E-35 9.3859802E-35
 
TEMPERATURE = 1600.nOfY PRESSURE 1C3.00000 "MOLES OF GAS =
 
5.4279092E-16 9.9915469E-C1 1.491)190E-17
3 .8 6 2 4 0 1 4 E-2n 

2.5529781E-24 6.7166253E-15 9.2745634E-10 8.3078189E-13
 
2.3507038E-18 1.3003916E-'7 1.7655115E-15 4.5355018E-14
 
3.131202E-33 9.4798828E-23 6.7798246E-2^ 2.9221686E-20
 
3,4674222E-18 Z.0978685E-19 2.4028257E-35 8.2112799E-30
 
2.1930325E-20. 1.8048514E-35 5.6609593E-33 2.8066831E-30
 
1.8148514E-35 1.3048514E-35 1.8048514E-35 1.8.48514E-35
 




C/: Tvass Ratio = 0.005 




























































































/H Mass Ratio = 0.005 





































































































































































C/H Mass Ratio = 0.005 










































































































































































C/11 %ass Ratio = 0.005 
TEMPERATURE = 500C.nCOC PRESSURE = 5CI.'0O00 0 MOLES 'OF GAS = 
5.7710357E-C5 2.4729843E-')1 -7.5215341E-nl 5.9659890.-05 
9.8916357E-l7 1.1613051E-04 6.7758519E-t 5 8.36548n8E-07 
3.a2Q4612E-n7 9.0133804E-38 2.1610535E-C8 1.3 54462q.-09 
1.05n3l47E-11 7.8723385E-0g 1.2335872E-r9 8.'6898320E-11 
7,1122057E-17 3.9038493E-22 9.5665960E-14 4.'3184288E-13 
1.7376043E-17 7.1111173E-17- 1.7670655E-13 1.5833295E-14 
3,22464082-19 7.393-1932E-17 8.9345905E-19 2.8C98361E-22 
9.05916 n9E-251.8856145E-22 1.7368493E-24 9.0839721E-28 

=TEMPERATURE = 4C00.OC%00 PRESSURE = 5CO.O00CO MOLES OF GAS 
1.9016812E-06 6.821'5817E-)2 9.3114117E-Il 4.8858264E-06 
4.17C8691E-n8 4.4001316E-05 1.1968160E-04 1.3600116E-06 
2.5.624682E-07 9.5568545E-38] 5t9303255E-C83 9.0220919E-19. 
9,C60871'OE-13 5.9725897E-09 2.9510376E-09 3.0823933E-10 
4.5607324E-15 1.9634619E-1,9 1.9118527E-14 3.6386741E-13 
i.30nOOE-15 1.0667474Er17 1,6571193E-13 4.7829514E-14 
6.2644069E-231.1343447E-19 7.8840647E-17 1.6157198E-18 

1.4313212E-24
2.9915199E-22 4.7369813E-24 2.3621057E-28 

TEMPERATURE = 3rofo.000 PRESSURE = 5C0.00000 MOLES OF GAS = 
2,2523079E-09 6.9796122E-03 9.9221793E-Cl 2.2)98331E-08 
2.5954559E-II 9.67-09788E-07 - 3.,056723E-05 2.4470088E-07 
4.9120188E-C9 3.7354648E-n9 9.8907120E--9 5.5037478E-09 
2.2159357E-16 5.1329534E-11 1.4936188E-10- 2.6054216E-11 
2.8826442E-14 1.5736709E-17 6.7915505E-18 1.3017389E-15 
4.6668138E-15 8.078'2-12E-22 2.5311970E-16 4.5698143E-16 
1.2571344E-23 5.3383854E-20 2.5215845E-21 1.1477918E-27 
5.0269285E-26 L.8748921E-27 1.1 6 66 8 9 7EZ33 8.5525730E-29 
C-12
 
C/H Mass Ratio = 0.005 
0.57032 





























































































































CI*.Mass Ratio = 0.005 









































































CAt, Mass Ratio = 0.005 
























































































C/H Mass Ratio = 0.005 
TEMPERATURE =If0'0.Oo-r PRESSURE =1Yr'.O00CC MOLES OF GAS = 
4.0982904E-'4 9.1176317E-nl 8.526n570E-02 3.4877462E-35 
6.04443P9E-^8 4.2881337E-n6 7.5851363E-IC 4.n8o0O12E-12 
6.1379123E-13 3.5695576E-14 4.2418163E-16 a.7744721E-18
 
2.9844136E-17 1.6470428E-16 1.0307579E-18 1.5945449E-20
 
1.4183699E-3- 1.8048514E-35 7.8943333E-22 
 8.9064642E-23
 
1.0168399E-32 3.2967968E-26 3.4906365E-25 
 1.5371137E-27
 
5.3243177E-31 1.4n56380E-3O 3.7592738E-33 2.2642C75E-35
 
1.8048514E-35 1.8048514E-35 1.8n48514E-35 1.8048514E-35
 




TEMPERATURE = 80C0.0000 PRESSURE =1000.00d00 MOLES OF GAS = 
4.n814836E-C4 7.7328760E-01 2.2590504E-m1 9.1729754E-05 
3.8607449E-07 2.4766596E-C6 9.1724156E-08 9.9399346E-13 
1.8180334E-In- 2.21-40360E-11 8.3664914E-13 1.5631503E-14 
9.6615322E-15 2.749036"E-13 6.7518546E-15 2.3332171E-16 
1.833811IE-24 1.2745866E-31 2.1671979E-18 1.0947234E-18 
3.3406852E-26 2.2947445E-22 3.1405010E-20 4.4631025E-22 
2.-5867775E-26 9.1763295E-25 5.2132041E-27 3.9886674E-30 
9.3744142E-33 3.9775692F-35 1.8048514E-35 1.8048514E-35 




TEMPERATURE = 6500.0000 PRESSURE =1200.0000o MOLES OF GAS = 
2.9544734E-04 5.1137984E-Cl 4.8800721E-01 1.6151781E-04 
1.714nl83E-n6, 3.4662293E-15 6.3345550E-06 l.nl15728E-O7 
2,qi42812E-r 8 6.0213466E-09 6.5346575E-10 2.5518029E-11 
1.8063482E-12 2.3869525E-10 1.6417817E-11 1.0082888E-12 
2.344732EIg 1.7182629E-25 3.3659743E-15 5.2811232E-15 
1.1511377E-2n 1.4231623E-18 8.6237868E-16 3.3495835E-17
 
1.3n16m93E-21 1.4228379E-19 1.4181235E-21 7.6536826E-25
 
4.9584062E-26 3.7183'98E-28 3.5274636E-31 1.0621986E-28
 








C/h Mass Ratio = 0.005 










































































































































































C/I- ?ass Ratio = 0.005 

















































TEMPERATURE = 4000.n01O PRESSURE =ICCO.00000 







































































































































G/H Mass Ratio = 0.005 
0,54983 














































 MOLES OF SOLID = 0. 

























































































C/1' Mass Ratio = 06005 
TEMPERATURE 
= 22nO.Coc PRESSURE =iCCo.O000O 








































































C/H Mass -Ratio = 0.005 





























































































c/H Mass Ratio = 0.01 




































































































































































































= lCO.00000 MOLES OF GAS = 








2.13n786x9E- 6 2.3189187E-06 
C-2z
 
C/I Mass Rlatio = 0.01 






































































































































































C/I. Mas3 ]Ratio =0.101 
TEMPERATURE = 5no0.n')00 PRESSURE = 1Cl. 002O -MOLES OF GAS = 
3.357757E-'4 4.6567537E-11 5.3340882E- 1 1.3(45657E-04 
6.6086357E-^6 2.9463n23E-14 6.4797906E-r5 3.0128658E-17 
1.1265296E-f6 1.nO0936nE-C7 8.6198543E-r9 2 1333880fE-ll 
9.5493 54E-11 2.6955793E-08 1.59n7805E-C9 4.22n3021E-11 
2.6169557E-19 2.g37363SE-25 I.n100332E-12 1.7171005E-12 
5.2345628E-19 8.7184168E-16 8o.5914CH2E-13 2.7533100E-14 
4.590995E-18 3.9641054E-16 1.8041795E-18 4.645409E--21 
1.3633572E-21 4.7294499E-24 2.)251741E-26 7.6061786E-24 
TEMPERATURE = 4m1O.9O PRESSURE ie.oqoao MOLES OF GAS = 
1.6557552E-r5 1.461OC86E-01 8.5307288E-Cl 1.82C9447E-05 
6o3237300E-T7 2.8557010E-04 3.3248711E-04 1.6172989E-06 
2.89597l9E- 6 .. 4.6232874E-)7 1.2280466E-T 7.9973128E-09 
4.1657535E-1I 1.1754028E-C7 2.4859883E-08 1.1115085E-09 
2.3635306E-16 1.9644L46E-21 l.536163E-12 1.2469688E-11 
6.4028628E-16 1.4871756E-15 9.3890605E-12 1.2217929E-12 
2*7539nq3E-i7 8.192941'E-15 7.187L365E-17 2.6482391E-21 
9.4266707E-20 6.3895213E-22 3.6689323E-25 7.8540118E-22 
TEMPERATURE = 30n.ro00C PRESSURE = 1C0.OO00 MOLES OF GAS = 
4.2943775E-08 1.5536383E-02 9.8327417E-rl 1.875775eE-17 
1.8R70711E-n9 3.13"3587E-05 4.3312578E-C4 1.5698441E-C6 
6.C629734E-C7 2.0526693E-07 2.4196396E-07 5.9941921E-08 
2. 3 4 2Sn62E-13 2.3689261E-18 3.1298035E-08 2.430547-E-09 
4.7028488E-14 5.0884'02qE-18 2.7377029E-14 2.336435PE-12 
A.4648524E-13 1.2419679E-17 1.7324421E-12 1.3924507E-12 
7.3698285E-19 1.3932994E-15 2.9299307E-17 2.5659743E-22 
1.9078362E-21 3.1678483E-22 3.7926958E-27 1.2377630E-22 
C-24
 
C/H Mass Ratio = 0.01 































0.53893 MOLES OF SOLID = 0. 
9.8089250E-06 2.1214278E-04 
6.9589522E-07 7.89673C7E-10 




















































































C/F. Wass EFatio =0. 01 





























1.2138362E-28 7.5423266E-30 1.8048514E-35 8.8743274E-32 






























C/E Mfass 7tatio = 0.01 




























































































G/H Mass Ratio = 0. 01 












































































































60 in54 )6 6 E-Ir. 
























































































































C/I I'ass IJaLio = 0.01 










































































































































































TEMPERATURE = 5000.nno0 PRESSURE.= 5C1.O00 MOLES OF GAS = 
8.984605E-05 2.4723244E-MD 7.5175200E-'1 9.2856342E-05 
2.3756838E-n6 2.8115538E-04 1.6414292E-r4 2.0259708E-06 
1.4412359E-06 3.39931I1E-37 7.7709941E-08 5.1055046E-Z9 
6.1701463E-1I 4.6234691E-03 7.2429966E-C9 5.1nO8629E-10 
4.692424E-16 2.2872516E-21 8.7494901E-13 3.9485271E-12 
1.586643OE-16 1.m125305E-15 2.5153993E-12 2.2532523E-13 
7.148194lE-18 
-. t384420E-15 1.9795100E-l7 9.6970878E-21 
1.028442E-20 9.3268694E-23 7.5984749E-26 7.5756979E-23 
TEMPERATURE = 4000.ln00 PRESSURE = 5G.O000GO MOLES QF GAS = 
3.044O376E-^6 6.8196478E-02 9.3n61324E-l1 7.8184900E-06
 
1.0686672E-07 1.1270897E-04 3.0647643E-04 3.4816811E-06
 
*1.0506534E-16 3.9173535E-g7 2.4301502E-l7 3.6960584E-08
 
5.9484220E-12 3.9198685E-Z8 I.9362452E-C8 2.0213570E-09
 
2.987317nE-14 1.2853540E-18 2.019653E-13 
 3.822bI0nE-12
 
1.3638315E-14 1.7943603E-16 2.7866269F-12 8.0407764E-13
 
3.0542240E-18 2.1221839E-15 4.3478633E-17 2.6998747E-21
 
2.0631953E-20 3.2660822E-22 3.1605664E-26 "
 1 .5 8 1 3 1 9 E- 2 2
 
TEMPERATURE = 3nno.1010 PRESSURE = 500.00410 MOLES OF GAS 
4;2112072E-09 6.9769766E-n3 9.9146880E-Cl 4.1302297E-08 
9.C734249E-11 3.379590,E-06 1.0499561E-C4 8.5447839E-07 
3.2094629E-08 2.4397935E-08 6.4576124E-08 
 3.5920214E-08
 
2.7081478E-15 6.1485697E-10 1.8241089E-09 3.18C5423E-10
 
3o5123204E-13 1.9159712E-16 1.5516681E-16 
 2.9734026E-14
 
1.0639598E-13 3.4514309E-20 1.0810223E-14 1.9509369E-14
 
1.0042057E-21 4.2628226E-18 2.0127825E-19 1.7143264E-25
 




C/H Mass Ratio = 0.01 










































































































































C/t mass Ratio = 0.01 
TEMPERATURE = 2200.0"390 PRESSURE 
4.7956968E-14 2.5014427E-04 
8.12641*89E-17 4.9756323E-I0 










































































C/l. Mass ratio = 0.01 






























































































C/H Mass Ratio = 0.01 




















*.5.98241lSE-29 1.5787323E-28 4.2204785E-31 4.9942833E-33
 







TEMPERATURE = 8V"0.0000 PRESSURE =iCCO.OC300 




1.5090769E-06 9.6767037E-)6 3.5432757E-07 
 3.8804895E-09
 
1.4043750E-19 1.7095697E-10 6.S434469E-12 1.2059928E-13
 
1.4761362E-13 4.1983808E-12 1.1307310E-13 
 3.5603975E-15
 
2.7925585E-23 1.9393623E-30 6.5463498E-17 
 3.3054143E-17
 
1.0066109E-24 1.37n4245E-20 1.8747379E-18 
 2.6631730E-20
 










TEMPERATURE = 6510.n000 PRESSURE =iCC'2.00000 MOLES OF GAS
 






1.7015717E-07 3.5144579E-08 3.8127083E-09 1.4883456E-10
 





















C/ILK Mass Ratio = 0.01 









































































































































































C/. luass Ratio = 0.01 
TEMPERATURE 50'O.nt0 PRESSURE =ltCC.CCOO MOLES OF GAS =
 








'3.0959533E-11 3.4195211E-)8 7.896'1211E-n9 8.1966721E-10
 
4.661677.2E-15 5.5564211E-20 4.394n375E-13 
 2.9229n31E-12
 






7.5240343E-21 1.0212748E-22- 3.8328202E-26 5.6326538E-23
 


























TEMPERATURE = 30fO.fl)g PRESSURE =1'CO.00000 MOLES OF GAS = 
1.2301635E-*t9 4.9383427E-03 9.9342930E-'M 1.7079471E-08
 
1.5485093E-1I 8.1648941E-yT 3.5908855E-05 
 4.1369(38E-37





 5.702 94 5E-11  2.1292675E-10 5.2559162E-11
 
3M2995960E-13 3.6069778E-16 5.2808029E-18 
 1.4325145E-15
 










C/H Mass Ratio = 0.01 






























































































































































































































C/Ih Mass Ratio = 0.01 





























































































C/H Mass Ratio = 0.05
 































































































































































































































C/i Mass Ratio = 0.05 




































































































































































C/I ,ass Ratio 0.05 


























































ICO.0100 MOLES OF GAS = 
8.501475CE-0l 4.2877443E-05 
1I.8434827E-03 8.9512368E-06 































C/H Mass Ratio = 0.05 









0953735 MOLES OF SOLID = 0. 
2.3055901E-05 4.9775708E-04 
3.8447243E-06 4.3473607E-09 






























































C/*' l-ass tatio = 0.05 
TEMPERATURE = 220n.OOfn PRESSURE = 1.00000 MOLES OF GAS = 
5.4739417E-12 5.5746517E-04 9.9139221E-01 1.5601057E-10 
2.117515CE-13 5.7787278E-C7 3.O862737E-n4 6.3387244E-07 
2.3338998E-C8 2.4043601E-08 2.0903961E-r7 3.4776632E-07 
3.6232298E-17 6.6201770E:10 1.1775395E-08 1.8621948E-09 
57 57 4 3E14
2.1036731E-11 4.1 1.7385193E-17 4.4622822E-14
 
6.6370268E-11 1.9347197E-21 2.2963837E-14 2.6363940E-13
 
4.7170696E-22 1.350526CE-17 1.0290121E-18 2.8295276E-26
 
1.3872538E-22 8.5922693E-24 .2.6204298E-31 4.7799172E-25
 
TEMPERATURE = 16 O.nOOC PRESSURE.= IC.000,00 MOLES OF GAS = 
3.9504866E-19 5.4071663E-06 9.9153262E-Cl 1.5191955E-16 
2.6698099E-22 6.9996220E-13 g9,6284071E-08 8.5918140E-11 
2.5562OE-15 1.3807919E-14 1.8675060E-12 4.7791855E-11 
3.4267613E-29 1.1335C46E-18 7.3631798E-16 3.1614748E-16 
3.6802439E-14 2.2096472E-15 2.6896071E-3f 9.1561756E-25 
2.3990217F-15 1.8048514E-35 6.4563382E-27 3.1888049E-24 
1.8048514E-35 5.5226691E-32 2.8060861E-32 1.8)48514E-35 
1.8048514E-35 1.8048514E-35 1.8048514E-35 1.8048514E-35 
C-44
 
C/l: V ass Patio = 0.05 
0.49426 MOLES OF SOLID 0. 
1.1214453E-C8 1.7639995E-04 7.4822571E-C3 
6.8060584E-05 2.5271984E-06 9o4042519E-12 
1.1091931E-05 1.1389018E-07 1.1358143E-09 







1.7778665E-20 3.0743411E-19 2.1657737E-26 
7.4018725E-24 
0.49373 POLES OF SOLID = O. 
6.4450464E-13 2*3910578E-06 
­ 8.4582099E-03 

















C/H Mass Ratio = 0.05 















































































TEMPERATURE = 6500.l0C PRESSURE 



























































= 	 5C0.00000 MOLES OF GAS = 





















C/1-- Mass Ratio = 0.05 







































































































































































C/h Mass Ratio = 0.05 
TEMPERATURE = 5000,'?1n PRESSURE = 5r0.00000 MOLES OF GAS = 
2.2830439E-C4 2.4675896E-01 7.4887536E-'n1 2.3550195E-)4 
1,5339797E-o5 l.8119440E-03 1.0558155E-r3 1.3(06684E-05 
2.3602906E-05 5.5561282E-16 1,.2677262E-C6 8.3129460E-08 
Z.5725119E-09 1.9239661E-06 3.0082577Ef'-7 2.1145020E-08 
1.7118233F-14 9.3551495E-20 9.2695804E-11 4.1752256E-I 
1.6617388E-14 2.7258434E-13 6.7587650E-1 6.0427907E-11 
4.8899546E-15 -1.1186826E-12 1.3489660E-14 1.6856414E-17 
4.4652850E-17 4.1040246E-19 8.5286653E-22 8.4868162E-19 
TEMPERATURE = 40flO000 PRESSURE = 5r0.00000 MOLES OF GAS = 
8.0594999E-06 6.8060567E-02 9.2690772E-CI 2.0659456E-05 
7.4914733E-07 7.8852748E-14 2.1398785E-03 2.4261333E-.5 
1.9461677E-t5 _ 7.2418Q94E-06 ---4.4835414E-06 ... 6.8055062E-07 
2.9231521E-10 1.9224483E-06 9.4771351E-07 9.8764510E-08 
1.4447747E-12 6.1916824E-17 2.6140031E II 4.9636983F-10 
1.753373 5Er1 2 6.1813611E-14 9.5804702E-10 2.7589227E-10 
2,7857219E-15 1.9317612E-12 3.949831E-14 6.5199293E-18 
1.3165446E-16 2.0799643E-18 5.3504341E-22 2.6696269E-18 
TEMPERATURE = 3O0o.noo0 PRESSURE = 500.10000 MOLES OF GAS = 
1.5239994E-08 6.9587696E-03 9.8630089E-nl 1.4907937E-07
 
1.1883142E-09 4.4145411E-05 1.367911OE-03 1.1103325E-15
 
1.5171632E-06 1.1503184E-06 3.0367017E-06 1.6847453E-06"
 
4.6449938E-13 1.)518457E-17 3.1122182E-07 .5.4126436E-08
 
5.gg96790E-11 3.2l50304E-14 9.6314083E-14 1.8408137E-11
 
6.511465nE-11 7.7529744E-17 2.4219734E-11 4.3595646E-11
 
8.1633809E-18 3.4562868E-14 1.6277005E-15 5.0433494E-21
 




C/H Mass Ratio = 0.05 











































































































































C/IF Mass 'atio = 0.05 






































































































C/IA1ass Ratio = 0.05 















































C/H Mass Ratio = 0.05
 
TEMPERATURE =lOPIO.O0OO0 PRESSURE =ICC,0000 MOLES OF GAS = 
3.5629634E-g3 9.n860372E-11 8.4670700E-02 3.0216701E-34 
4,5685124E-06 3.22983402-C4 5.6933254E-C8 3.0515075-10 
4.0192242E-1- 2.3293162E-11 2.7584075E-13 1.7979567E-15 
1.7148955E-13 9.3763984E-13 5.8476387E-15 9.0147359E-17 
7.8807545E-27 2.2943300.E-35 3.9237029E-17 4.4f8'469E-18 
4.9460180E-28 1.4234771E-20 1.5019495E-19 6.5909666h-22 
1.9986266E-24 5.2581576E-24 1.4013318E-26 7.3891411E-28 
8.f5242n 4 E-32 1.60n5469E-34 3.4504042E-35 4.7073361E-35 
1.0669919E-06 1.14917371-03 1.7964291E-f4 1.79690741-04 
3.0973282E-n8 
TEMPERATURE = 800.0100 PRESSURE =LCCI.00000 MOLES OF GAS = 
3.7211381E-03 7.70531082-11 2.24297351-nl 8.3333008E-04 
3.2091246E-15 2.0513C82E-14 7.4 87496CE-C6 8.1742218P-n8 
1.3728535E-07 1.6659277E-18 6.6477152E-10 1.1678054E-11 
6.6753932E-11 1.8926073E-C9 4.6318263E-11 1.59490002-12 
1.2313412E-2Q 8.4975fl40E-28 1.3651718E-13 6.8713515E-14 
2*0597714E-21 1.3178950E-16 1.7971922E-14 2.5449635E-16 
1.3544509E-19 4.78764901-18 2.7102363E-207 1.9040989E-22 
4.0654916E-24 1.7188405E-26 2.4248113E-28 1.5360177E-26
 




TEMPERATURE = 6500.0010 PRESSURE =1000.0000 MOLES OF GAS = 
1.7520948E-03 5,n996197E-1 4.8530484E-Cl 9.55146I1E-04 
6.027344E-C5 1.2155194E-03 2.2152100E-Q4 3.5276875E-06
 
6,06025Q5E-06 1.2486698E-16 1.3513597E-r7 5.2624681E-09
 
2.2336867E-09 2.94346362-07 2. 189457E- 8 1.2364831E-09
 
2.4615171E-16 2.0665812E-22 2.46823561-il 3.8618574E-i
 
8.3117234E-17 6.1884996E-14 3.7395832E-11 1.4434727E-12
 
3.35634501-16 3.6587762E-14 3.6-365438E-16 1.17033982-18
 
4.4836571E-19 3.3529741E-21 1.896T7041-23 5.6957520E-21
 





C/Hl Iass atio = 0.05 









































































































































































C/H Mass Ratio.= 0.05 
TEMPERATURE = 5?O0.GOO PRESSURE =1CC'i.0000 MOLES OF GAS = 
1.1985326E-r-4 1.8184514E-91 8.1338674E-rl 1.8221701E-04 
8.4551406E-06 1.4719899E-93 1.2641739E-C3 2.2953247E-05 
2on13428E-n5 6.9848433E-96 2.3489220E-n6 2.2701620E-07 
1.5631111E-09 1.7230136E-)6 3.9716825E-r7 4.11355n8E-08 
2.3161212E-13 2.7496039E-18 5.9136842E-I 3.9253775E-10 
1.0867C94E-13 1.8258478E-13 6.6725196E-10 8.7926319E-I 
3.4390152E-15 1.1595647E-12 2.0608585E-14 1.2446862E-17 
5.1023273E-17 6.9117551E-19 6.94236017E-22 1.0181917E-18 
TEMPERATURE = 4000.OCOO PRESSURE =100.o0OOo MOLES OF GAS = 
3.7648599E-06 4.8613592E-12 9.4578135E-l 1.3786427E-05 
3.2694794E-C7 4.916ng67E-04 1.9C58328E-03 3.0867572E-05 
1.1335858E-05 6.0257834E-16 5.3294147E-06 1.1556094E-06 
1.35357E-10 1.0461634E-06 7.3673999E-)7 l.09 6 8n64E-07
 
9.5453081E-12 8.3479971E-16 9.3031405E-12 2.5236C38E-10
 
5.3033561E-12 2.m553137E-14 4.55064712-10 1.8720514r-10
 
8.6537092E-16 8.5725551E-13 2.5039670E-1'4 1.8922494E-18
 
5,1995789E-17 1.1509231E-18 1.3553959E-22 9.66095C4E-19
 
TEMPERATURE = 3Cnn.n000 PRESSURE =1CO.000O MOLES OF GAS = 
5.2480980E-09 4.92368812-03 9.8754197E-?L 7.264788CE-18 
2.8183311E-1n 1.4816250E-05 6.4967853E-n4 7.4624547E-06 
3.5069667E-07 3.7627507E-01 1.4056518E-r6 1.1035653E-06 
5.22569r3E-14 1.6745543E-08 7.0114152E- 8 1.7255713E-18 
1.0673130E-1 1.1598268E-13 7.4626999E-15 2.0183852E-12
 
4.0452694E-Il 4.1373394E-18 1.8289853E-12 4.6587734E-12
 
3.0003473E-19 1.7976241E-15 1.1979846E-16 1.2766337E-22
 




C/H Mass Ratio = 0.05 



























































































































0/EAt ass Ratio = 0. 05 

































































































































C/. :ass Ratio = 0.05 
0°49380 




























































































OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF THE CARBON-HYDROGEN MIXTURES 
Presented here are the results for the optical constants of 
carbon-hydrogen mixtures with C/H mass ratios of 0. 005, 0.01, 
and 0.05, gas pressures of 100, 500, and 1000 atm., and gas tem­
peratures of 1600, 2Z00, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6500, 8000, and 10,0000 K. 
The arrangement of these 72 cases is given in the index below, and 
the computer print-out is arranged so that the cases are in numeri­
cal order by case number. This print-out consists of one page for 
each case, giving the total spectral absorption coefficients for the 
gas mixtures, and the Planck and Rosseland mean absorption coef­
ficients, as well as other data not specifically requested in this 
contract. 
The results are arranged in the following way, with floating
 
point notation used throughout:
 
The case number is given at the top of each page, to the right 
of the equilibrium temperature of the gas mixture ("TEMPERATURE") 
(0 K), the C/H mass ratio, and the total gas pressure ("PRESSURE") 
(atm.). Below this are the mid-points of the spectral-averaging 
intervals* ("OMEGA") (cm- 1 ) and the averaged spectral absorption 
coefficients (cm- 1 ) summed over all molecular band systems and 
all absorption processes considered ("TOTAL MU") (cm- 1 ), the 
Planck spectral intensity function, ("B(W, T)") (erg-sec-l-cm-2
 
-ster - I -(cm - l (Ao) - }, and the spectral volume emission. coef­
- 3 - I - I - 1ficient ("J") (erg-sec' 1 -cm -ster -(cm -(cm (Aa))- ), 
which is equal to the product of the "TOTAL MU" and "B(W, T)" 
columns for each "OMEGA" value. The quantities printed-out from 
the integration of the total spectral absorption coefficients are: 
J'(T) ("J TOTAL") (erg-sec-l-cm-3-ster - l) 
4p("PLANCK MEAN OPACITY") (cm - 1 ) 
-AL ("MEAN-SQUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY") (cm 2 )
 
AR ("ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH") (cm)
 
A 2 ) ("MEAN-SQUARED ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH") (cm 2 )
 
AR ("i/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH") (cm-1 )
 
I' ("I PRIME") (cm 2 )
 
* 
For a listing of the correspondence of these "OMEGA" values
 
with the dimensionless frequency interval mid-points specified
 

































34,35, 36 4000 





















67,68,6"9 10, 000 























































C/H Mass Ratio 


























Correspondence Table of Optical Frequencies 
The present computer calculations of the optical constants 
were to be done for a spectral range defined by a dimensionless 
frequency, u = hc w/5000k = Z.00 to 19. 50, in steps of tu = 0.50, 
where hc/k is the second radiation constant, equal to 1.43879 cm-0 K. 
The OPSAB computer program will only consider spectral ranges 
of wo, wavenumber (cm-1), and thus we give here a correspondence 
table for Wand u to aid in interpreting the OPSAB print-out, which 
gives only the center points of the t-intervals considered. 
Using the value for hc/k, we find 
w= (3.47514 x 10 ) u 
and3 Awe- (3.47514 x 10 ) Au. 
The intervals of Au = 0. 50 corresponds to intervals of Aw = 1737. 57 
cm- l. The calculations of the OPSAB program were carried out for 
the spectral range w = 6950. Z8 cm- I (u = 2. 00) to w= 69502. 80 cm - 1 
(u = Z.00) to 67765. Z3 cm- 1 (u = 19. 50), with the center-point of 
each averaging interval of width Aw (as above) printed in the left­
most column ("OMEGA"). These center-points correspond to the 
points u ='2. 25 to 19.25 in steps of Au = 0.50. We give here the 
correspondence of the mid-points for the W- and the u-variables. 
This includes one additional spectral averaging interval at the 
large frequence end of the spectral range considered. This was 
added to improve the accuracy of the calculations for band systems 
of diatomic molecules at this end of the spectrum. 
D-3 















































































































































































































































































































































J !OTAL = 1.75784E-05 
PLAKCK MEAN OPACITY = 1.77487L-12 MEAN-SUUAREU PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 1,77001E-Ip-

ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 4.480;4E.1e 1/RUSSELAN) MEAN-FREE-PATH = 2.?3187E-11
 
MEAN-SQUARED ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1.5591E426 I PRIME = 3.?1769E.2e
 
















































































































































































































































































































PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 5.1 0332E-12 MEAN-SUARED PLANCS MEAN OPACITY x 7.1014E-lR 
ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH c *20895E12 i/POSSELANO'MEAN-FREE-PATH = R27164E-13 














































































TOTAL OPACITIES AN) 





































































































































































































































PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 1.201OE-In MEAN-SUUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 1*81137E-IA 
ROSSELANU MEAN-FREF-PATH = 5.b%93E.1u I/POSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1,7860F-11 
MEAN-5QUAREO ROSSELAND MFAN-FHEE-PATH = 1.3?401t+23 I PRIME = 3.?2408E*21 
TOTAL OPACITIES ANU VOLUME EMISSIUN 
 4
 
TEMPERATURE 1.OOOOE+01 5,OoooL-03 =C/H MASS RATIO s PRESSURE 9OOOOOE+02 
, OMEGA TOTAL MU B(WT) 
 J
 





1.12 942E*04 5.893q2E-IJ 6.66J23E*U2 3.97729E1l6
 





 ).65O69E*o4 7.97966E-15 1.91b78E*01 
 152873F-13
 












2.69323E+04 1.25qlE-IJ 7.00716E03 
 8.8850F-16
 
2.6699E*O4 1,08213E-IJ 1.78459E-03 1.91116F-16
 



















4.25705E*04 2,36065E-04 2,1712RE-O8 
 513979F.12
 
4,43080E+04 2*28O OE-03 
 51b479E-u9 1.17355F-T1
 
4.bo456E#04 5.64426E-03 1,21056E-09 6,83270Eo- 12
 





5,12 583E+04 2.41896E-ob 1.5302E-l1 3.7?040F-16
5.29959E*04 4oi5240E-0o 3,56296E-12 
 1.47948F-18
5.47335E+04 2.159i2E-ob 8,22 133E-13 177663F-18
 





















PLANCK MLAN OPACITY =I,3976E-13 MEAN-SUARED HLANC MEAN OPACITY c PRAA41E-I
 
ROSSELANO MEAN-FREE-PATH 3.01315E1.3 
 I/POSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 3.31R79E-14
MEAN-SQUARE() ROSSELAN MFAN-FREE.PATH = 1,62036E*27 I PRIME = I.ROQ76F+27 
TOTAL OPACITIES ANU VULUME EMISSIUN
 
TEMPERATURE = 1,6oOOoE+o3 C/H MASS RATIO = 1.O0000E-02 PRESSURE = 500000E*02 
OMEGA TOTAL MU B(WT) J
 
7.81906E+03 6o5077E-14 5,03636E03 3.39994F-10
 
9.55663E*03 6.97834E-IJ 1.92b6lE'03 1.34410F-o9
 
1.12942E*04 2.35879E-1 6,66J23E+02 1.57171F-09
 
1930318E+04 2.07348E-le 2,14 5 51E'02 4.44867F-10
 
1.47693E+04 4,b99A6E-13 6.54b62EO1 3,07669F.11
 
1.65069E+n4 2.94861E-14 1.QlS78E5O1 5,6489tF-13
 
1.82445E+04 5.056A4E-15 5.42200E*00 2.74171F-14
 
1.99821E404 1.44275E-14 1.49314E*00 2.60218E'14
 
2.17196E+04 5.51058E-14 4.01933E-01 2.21489F.14
 
2*34572E*04 1.29734E-13 1.0613E061 1.37687F-14
 
2.51948E+04 2.11684E-14 2,75651E-92 5.8q509r-15
 
2.bq323E+04 2.52179E-13 7.05016E63 1.77982F-15
 
2.86699E+04 2.16767E-IJ 1.78459E-03 3.86841F16
 
3.0407SE404 1.338R1E-1I 4.46291E-04 5*9750oF-17
 
3.21450E+04 6109977E-14 1.10518E-04 6,74137F-IR
 
3.38826E+04 2#03b7E-14 2.71293E-05 5.52508-T9
 
3.56202E404 59411A9E-13 6.60713E-66 3.575986'18
 
3*73578E+04 1.942n5E-10 1.59765E-06 3.1046F-16
 
3.90953E+04 8,89431E-08 3.83623E-67 3941384E-14
 
4.0R329E 04 I.296?7E-ob 9.16649E-08 1PIR823F-12
 
4.25705E+04 4.88661E-04 2.17728E-08 1.06395F-j

4.43080E+04 4.72Op6E-03 5.14b9E09 2.4P925F-11
 
4.6056E+04 1.16837E-02 1.21056E-09 1.41438F-11
 
4.77832E#04 7.407i9E-03 2.83571E-10 2.1005F8r-2
 
4,9520?E*04 1.2o313E-OJ 6,61628E-11 7.96025E14
 
5,12583E*04 5.0089OE-Ob 1,53802E-11 7.70316F.i6
 
5.2Q959E*04 1,16578E-Ob 3.56296E-12 4.1363F-18
 
5.47335E+04 8.66804E-Ob 8.22733E-13 7.1149F-18
 
5,64710E.04 6.54942E-05 1.89406E-13 1924050'17
 
5.82086E*04 2,72586E-04 4.34804E.14 I.18522E.17
 
5.99462E*04 6.25954E-04 9,95480E-15 6.23125F-18
 
6.16837E404 6,81779E-04 2.27340E-15 2.00464E..8
 
14890F-18
6934213E+04 2.79661E-03 5.17948E-Ib 
b.51589E*04 1.44799E-02 1.17?38E-1b 1.70484F-18
 
6.68964E+04 2.36039E-02f 2.6706 E17 6.3o385F-19
 
J InTAL = 6.57598E-06 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 4076922E-13 MEAN-SUUAREO PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = I319P64E-17
 ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 9.32878E12 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1907195F-13
 
MEAN-SQIJAREDI) ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1.87B42E+26 I PRIME = ?.48ROIE.2A
 
6 TOIAL OPACITIES AND VULUME EMISSIUN 

TFMPERATURE v 1,60000E+03 C/H MASS RATIO = boOOOO0-02 PRESSURE = 9,00000E+02 
OMEGA TUTA MU B(WtT) J 
S 1,40525E-l 5,03636E'03 7.07738F-097.9gObE*03
9.55663E+03 
 1.7808E-11 1.92 611E403 3.4p970F-;8
 
1.12942E*04 6,09793E-11 6,66323E+02 
 4.0A292-OR
 
1930318E+04 5.36518E-11 2*14651E+02 1.1;IliF-08






1.82445E*04 3.393j6E-14 5.422ooE00 
 1.8398AF-13
 
1,99821E*04 8.83317E-14 1,49314E*00 
 1.31895E-i3
 
2,17196E*04 2,79212E-13 4,01 9 33E-01 1,12224F-13
 
2,34572E*04 6.57383E-13 1o6131E-01 
 6.9768SF'14
 
2.519 48E*04 1,0725BE-12 2.75651E-62 2,9'697F-14
 







3,21450E+04 3.09lfSE-lJ 1.10518E-u4 3,41696F-17

3.38826E+04 1,31939E-13 2.71293E-O5 
 3.5794?F-18
 









4.08329E+04 6.34443E-05 9.16649E-08 
 5.81561E-I1
 
4.20705E#04 2.38763E-03 2.17728E-u8 5919854E-11
 
4,43080E+04 2.30690E-02 
 5,14 5 79E-09 1.18687F-10
 









 1.53 802E°11 39771953F-15
 







 1,894 06E-13 3,11385F-16
 
5.8?086E+o4 6,88612E-OJ 4,34804E-14 
 2.99412E-16
5.99462E+04 1.579 2E-02 9,9548oE-15 
 1*57208F-16
 
6.16837E+04 2.04045E-0 2,27340E-15 4,63877F-17
 
6.34213E+04 2.48739E-02 5,17948E-16 1.28834F-17
 
6,51589E+04 7.51216E-02 1.17738E-Ib 
 8.84468F.T8
 
6.6P964E+04 1.16942E-01 2.67068E-17 
 3.12314F-18
 
J IoTAL = I,64327E-04 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 1919178L-11 MEAN-SUAREV PLANCK MEAN OPACITY QO4848E-1e

ROSSELANO MEAN-FREE-PATH = 4.15355E+11 I/ROSSELANO-MEAN-FREE-PATH 2,10369F-12

MEAN-SQUARLt ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE.PATH = 1.SRR34E+24 1
I PRIME 3,3104UE,24
 
TOIAL OPACITIES AND VULUME EMISSIUN
 
TEMPERATURE = 1.60000E(03 C/H MASS RATIO = b.ooOOL-03 PRESSURE = 1oooOoE03 
OMEGA TOTAL MU Uiw.T) J
 
7,81906E403 1.27621E-14 5,03636E*03 6,4?748F-11
 
9.5Sb63E*03 6.73598E-14 1,926114E03 1,29742(-10
 
1,1?942E+04 2.12011E-13 6,66323E*02 1.4126AF-10
 
1.30318E04 1.85347E-14 215451E602 3.9766E'11
 
1.47693E404 4.30305E-14 6.54b62E*bl 2,817n4F-12
 
1I65069E*04 3.6553E-1 1.91b78E01 7.On2PSE-l4
 
1.87445E+04 2.360q9E-lb 5.42200E+00 1.28013F-T4
 
I.99821E*04 8.70059E-15 1.49314E*00 1.29912F.14
 
2.17196E*04 2,75139E-14 4.01933E-01 IIoS7F-14
 
2.34572E 04 6.43896E-14 1.06131E-01 6.83371F-15
 
2.51948E+04 1,05666E-13 2.756S1E-02 2.91103F-15
 
2.69323E*04 1.25906E-13 7,0576E-03 8,88612F.16
 
2.86699E+04 1.082;3E-13 1.78459E-03 1.93098F"16
 
3.04075E*04 6,683A2E-14 4.46291E-04 2.98257F-i7
 
3.21450E04 3.02237E.14 110518E-04 3,34027F-18
 
3.38826E*04 9.652Z4E-1b 2o71293E-05 2s61864F-19
 
3o56202E*04 1.07203E-13 6.60713E-0 7.03o6F-19
3,73578E104 1,09813E-16 1,59765E-06 1.75475E-1e
 
3.90953E'04 6,02881E-0 3.83823E-07 2.31399E'14
 
3,9329E*04 6.05881E-0 9.16649E-08 8.12045F.13
 
4.25?05E*04 3,34063E-04 2.17?28EO08 7.27347F-12
 
4.43080E*04 3.22736E-03 5,14579E-09 1.66073Fl
 1 2
4.60456E*04 7.98741E-03 1.21056E' 09 9.66921F'­
4.17832E*04 S,06411E-OJ 2.83571E-i0 1.43663F-12 
4,9520TE*04 8.225n6E.-)4 6,61628E'11 5*44193E-14 
5.12583E(04 3.42289E-Ob 1.53802E-11 5,26447F-16 
5.29959E*04 5.22307E-Of 3,56296E-12 1o86096F-18 
5.47335E*04 2.15987E-0b B.2733E-13 1,7770oF-18 
564710Et04 1.63OQ4E-06 1.89406E-13 3.089iOF-18 
582086E*04. 6.78943E-05 4,34804E-14 2.952077F-I 
5*9q462E*O4 1,564i3E-04 9 s8OE-I5 1.Sq746F-18 
6,16837E404 2*bo093E-04 2.27340E-15 5,91297F-19 
6.34213E*04 1.67649E-03 5.1794E-16 8a68331We19 
6.51589E604 9.82113E-03 1,17738E-16 1.1632F-I 
6.6A964E04 1.61950E-02 2.67068E-17 4.3?43SE-19 
J TOTAL 7.19I1SE-0Y
 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 5.?1538-1 MEAN-SQUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY a 1,77159 E-174 
ROSSELANU MEAN-FREF-PATH = 5.12710E413 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH x 1,95n#eE-14 
MEAN-SQUARED ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE.PATH = 4.14999L+27 I PRIME = 4,77696E,27 
TOTAL OPACITIES ANU VOLUME EMISSIUN S
 
TEMPERATURE = 1,600OoE+Oi C/H MAS5 RATIO = l*0000OL-02 PRESSURE = ioooooE+03 
OMEGA TOTAL MU B(WT) .3 
-7o81906E*03 3.45948E-14 5.03636E#03 1.7423?F'10 
N 9#55663E*03 2.561;9E-13 1,92b|IE*03 4.93370F.10 
I,12942E*04 8,41190E-IJ 6.66323E*U2 5.60o54p-1O
 
1.3oI E+04 7,37840E-13 2,14 9 51E*02 1I5.3OF-10
 
147693E+04 1.68839E-13 6.54b62E.O1 IIo33E-i1
 
1.65069E*04 1.20943E-14 1.9157E*91 2.31701F.13
 
1,82445E404 4.799 30E-1b 5.42OOE4O0 2*60218F-14
 
lo99821E+04 1,74261E-14 1.49314E*60 ?#60196F-14
 
2.17196E404 5*510!8E-I4 4.01933E'61 2921488F-14
 
2,34572E*04 1.289A3E-IJ 1.06131E-91 1.3e869Fe14
 
2,51948E+04 2.11511E-I3 2,75651E-U2 5.83032-1 5
 
2.69323E*O4 2.52168E-13 7.05076E- 6 3 177974E-15
 
2,86699E*04 2.16712E-I. 1.78459E-63 3*86743E-16
 
3,04075E*04 1.33850E-14 4.46291E-64 93997360-17
 
3*21450E*04 6,05342E-14 1.10518E-04 696QO14F-e
 
3.3M826E*04 196773E-14 2.71293E-65 S.33832F.19
 
3,56202E*04 3.32173E-IJ 6.67O13E'9b 2 T1947IE-18
 
3.73578E*04 2.301AI1E-10 1.59765E-Ut 3.67718E'16
 
3,90953E*04 1.20905E-07 3.83823E-67 4.64061E-14
 
4,08329E*04 1.77332E-05 9.16b49E'O8 16p5gi2F-12
 
4,25705Et04 6,68663E.O4 2,1772RE0b8 1.4LS86E-1
 
4o4308OE+04 6.459R9E-0 3 5,14679E-09 3.3241E-TI
 
4960456E+04 1,598i6E-O2 1.21056E-09 1.93539F-11
 
4,77.32E*04 1.01363E-02 2.83571E16 2,87437F-12

4.95207E+04 1.b4633E-03 6,61628E-ii 1.08926E. 13
 
5.1?583E*04 6.b52SE-Ob l.53 602E1i1 1,09394F-15
 
5,2Q959E 04 1.36237E-Ob 3.56296E-12 4.8r,406E18
 
5*47339E+04 8.b667E-0o 8922733E-13 7913019F-18
 
5.641OE+04 6o545'7E-05 1.89406E-13 1.23977F-i7
 
5,8?086E404 2.724c5E-04 4,34804E-i4 I.R465F-17
 
599462E+04 6.262R3E-04 9,95480E-15 6.234%2F18
 
6.16837E+04 9.15HalE-04 2.27J40E-15 2908219F-18
 
6.34213E04 3.625BpE-03 5,17948E-1b 1.8780o-i8
 
6.51589E*04 1.973o4E-Oe 1.17i3BE-16 2.32408E-18
 




PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 1,RSI95E-13 MEAN-SUUARED PLANCm MEAN OPACITY 709775E-1v 
ROSSELANU MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1,837i2E.I3 i/POSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH 5,44?41E-14 
MEAN-SQARL ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 5.7?388E+26 
- PRIME a 6.09RSLE+26 














































































































































































































































































































PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 4.?9?74L-12 MEAN-SwUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY a 1,81?OE-l 
ROSSELAND MAN-FREF-PATH = 1.15494E+ld I/ROSSELANDUMEAN-FREE-PATH = 8,SP4JE-l 
MEAN-SUJARL) ROSSELAND MFAN-FHEE-PATH = 3.9oQ34E+24 I PRIME = 6.33644E#24 
10 TOTAL OPACITIES AND VOLUME EMISSIUN 











































































C/H MASh RATIO = b.oOOOOL-03 PRESSURE 1,o0000E*02 
TOTAL MU 8(WT) J 
1.b3285E-O( 3,4441TE*04 5,2q031F-03 
1.503R2E-Ot 2.01055E*04 3.0350Fn? 
4.453TF-?Ob 106385E+04 4.71826F-02 
3.9825oE-Ob 5,24356E*03 2.OR8?9F-6O 
1.07567E-06 2.44477E#03 2661516F-03 
8.784i8E-Ob 1.09175E*3 9,6435?F-05 

















3*25753E-09 7.73240E'O1 2.5188RF-09 
3.02821E-09 2.93a24E-01 8.87945F-16 
7.0620SE-10 1.10223E-61 797840F'11 
5.575 9E-0 4,11069E-62 2,29179F-10 
2+71947E-07 1,52213E-02 4.13939F-09 
8.29638E-Ot 5*59976E'03 4*64577F-08 
3.70228E-04 2.04190E-03 7,5819IF-07 
8,576?TE-03 7,44684E-04 6.38833F-06 
6.27692E-02 2.69585E9O4 1.69216E-O5 
1.39172E-Oi 9,71173E-05 1.35160E-05 
9.32445E-02 3,4831Eb65 3,24836FP06 
1.887A4E-0 1.24469E-65 2#34953F.07 
1,15913E-oJ 4043076E-Ob 5,13BRiF-09 







5,934jTE-03 6.88786E-68 4.08737E'iO 
1,02651E-O 2.41486E-68 2.47888F.10 
1,34643E-02 8,44b07E-09 .o13707F-10 
4,43328E-02 2.94633E-09 1.30619F-10 
2*0402E-01 1002561E-09 2,09277F-10 
2994872E-01 3.56249E1O IO048F-1n 
J !OTAL = 1,85146E+02 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 1,42458E-0 6 MEAN-SWUARED PLANCN MEAN OPACITY E 4.87854E-11ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1,9H219E+0 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = q,04491E-0q
 
MEAN-SQUARED ROSSFLAND MFAN-FHEE-PATH c.2,01422E+16 I PRIME x 4.73pgTE+1A
 
11 TOTAL OPACITIES AND VULUME EMISSIUN 










































































































































































































































































































PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = .60471E-06 MFAN-SWLIARED PLANCK MEAN, OPACITY = ?.44e78E-ln 
ROSSELAND MFAN-FREF-PATH = 7.808?2E+0b I/POSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1.?RO65F-07 
MEAN-SQUARE) ROSSFLAND MFAN-FRFE-PATH = 4.3q623E+l I PRIME = 1.42lOE+IA 
12 TOTAL OPACITIES AND VOLUME EMISSION 

TEMPERATURE = 2.20000E+01 C/H MASS RATIO = 5.OOOOOE-02 PRESSURE = .000onE+O? 
e OMEGA TOTAL MU R(WT) J
 
7.81906E+03 1.33267E-Ob 3.44477E+04 4.9qO76F-OI

9.55663E+03 1.30992E-04 2.01055E+04 2.63366F+00
 
I.I?942E+04 3.88015E-04 I.063R59F04 4.1?791F+O0
 
1.30318E+04 3.469F4E-04 5.243S6E*03 1.819?BF O0
 
1.47693E+04 9.37074E-05 2.44977E*03 
 2.2956?F-01
 
1.65069Et04 7.64672E-OB 1.09775E+03 R.3q4?1F-03
 
1.82445E*04 l.90190E-O 4.75752E*02 
 9.04830F-05
 
19q821E+04 7.13935E-09 2,00626E+02 1.432134F-06
 
2.17196E+04 1.8740OE-08 8,27006E+01 1.5498lF-06
 
2.34572E+04 I.2216SE-07 3.34398E+01 
 4OR516F.06
 
?o5l948E*OA 1,60819E-07 1.33000E4 01 2*14R89F-06
 
2.bQ323E 04 6.984r6E-08 5,21466E*00 3.64221F-07
 
2.86699E+04 4.63960E-08 2.01914E+00 9.36863E-08
 
3.04075E+04 3.06349E-O8 7.73240E-01 2.3688F-08
 3.21450E*04 2.9889OE-O8 2.93224E-01 8.76419F-09
 
3.38826E+04 1.65828E-08 II0223E-01 ,8O7RIF-09
 
3.56202E*04 4.71064E-07 4,11069E-02 1.93640F-08
 
3.73578E+04 2.23304E-05 1,52213E-02 3.3qBqqF-07
 
3.qO953E.04 3.80647E-04 5,59976E-03 2.13193F-06
 
4.0R329E*04 4.83802E-03 2,0479oE-03 9.907ROF-06
 
4.25705E 04 8.12809E-02 7.44884E-04 6.0'448F-05
 
4.43080E+04 5.81c1IE-oI 2.69585E-04 1.5666QF-04
 
4.60456E+04 1.28676E+00 9.71173E-05 1.24966F-04
 
4,77832E+04 R.62080E-O1 3,48371E'05 3.06323F-05
 
4.95207E+04 1.74590E-01 1,24469E-05 2.17311F-06
 
5.12583E+04 1.10779E-02 4.43076E-O 4.90837P-OR
 
5.29959E+04 4.065r6E-03 ].571IOE-06 6.390?2F-09
 
5.47335E 04 3.12404E-02 5.55792E'07 I.73632F'08
 
5.64710E+04 1.67526E-0) 1,95937E-07 3.28244F-08
 
5.82086E+04 5.116q5E-01 6.88786E-08 3.5?448F-08
 
5.99462E+04 8.f2lASE-O1 2.41486E-O8 2.12571F-OR
 
6.16837E+04 9.8qO14E-O1 8.44507E-09 R.3 9?QF-09
 
6.34213E+04 1.06670E+00 2.94633E-09 3.142R4F-O9
 
6.51589E+04 3.63496E+00 1.02561F-09 3.72864F-09
 





PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 1.24047E-04 MEAN-SUUARFD PLANCK MFAN OPACITY = 3,R6PlOE-Ot

ROSSELAND MEAN-FREF-PATH = 1.02623E+Ob 1/POSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = q.74443E-07 
MEAN-SQuARED ROSSFLAND MFAN-FREE-PATH = 1.16457E+14 I PRIME = P.77015E+14 
13 TOTAL OPACITIES AND VULUME EMISSION 

TEMPERATURE 2.?OOOOE+03 C/H MASS RATIO b.OOOOOE-03 PPFSSURE 9.oooE+o? 









1.12942E+04 4.16609E-07 1.06385E+04 4.4321IF-03 
1.3o3I8E#04 3.7?471E-07 5.24356E*03 1.9%308F-03 
1.47693E404 1.00664E-07 2.44977E+03 2.46603F-04 
1.69069F+04 8.29412E-09 1,Oq917E*03 9.1i49OF-06 
1.8?445E.04 3.81197E-10 4;75752E+02 18135%R-07 
1.9Qq2lE*04 5.64914E-10 2.OOb26E+02 1.13337F-07 
2.17196E+04 1.507P5E-09 8.27006E*01 1.2470OF-07 
2,34572E*04 4.20213E-09 3.34398E*01 1.4nISF-07 
2.51948E'04 5.025QlE-09 I.33000E'0I 6.6P449F-08 









3.21450E04 2.26645E-09 2.93224E-01 6.64577F-10 









3.9n953E+04 1.08293E-o5 5.59976E-03 6.o0641F-08 









4.6A456E'04 3.1H2S9E-01 9.71173E-05 3.090R5F-05 
4.77832E*04 2.13234E-01 3.48371E-05 7.47844F-06 
4.95207E+04 4.316'i2E-02 1.24469E-05 5.37274E-07 
5.I?5R3E*04 2.64377E-03 4.43076Ee06 1.17139F-08 
5.29959E404 9.34848E-05 1.571SOE-06 1.46939F-10 
5.47335E*04 3.48063E-04 5.55792E-07 1.934]F-10 
5.64710E404 1.72078E-03 1.95937E-07 3.37163F-10 
5.8P086E*04 5.24672E-03 6.88786E-08 3*613R7F-10 
5.9Q462F+04 9.9471i1E-03 2.41486E-08 2.40213F-10 
6.16837E+04 1.682n2E-02 8.44507E-09 1.4;047F-10 









J TOTAL = 1.75026E+01 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = I.3467?E-07 MEAN-SUUARED PLANCK MFAN OPACITY = ?*31115E-ln 
ROSSELAND MEAN-FREF-PATH = 7.50RE+07 I/ROSSELANO MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1.3317bE-0 
MEAN-SQUARED) ROSSFLAND MFAN-FRFE-PATH = 1.03436E+17 I PRIME = 2.?1340E17 
14 TOTAL OPACITIES AND Vol IJMF FMISSION 

TEMPERATURE = 2.?OOOOE.O C/H MASS PATIO = I.AoooE-O2 PRESSURE : 5,0o000E02 








 I.06385E4 04 1.7776iF-02
 








I.8?445E+04 1.16978F-09 4.75752E+02 5.565?tF-07
1.gq821E*04 1.134r5E-09 
 2.00626E 02 2.276?OF-07
 
2.17196E*04 3.019i3E-09 8.27006E+O1 2.4970OF-07
 
P2.34572F04 A.417Q6E-09 3.34398E*01 2.8'149F-07
 
2.51948E+04 1.006q2E-08 1.33000E+01 I.33921F-07
 





3.04075E+04 6.5590OE-09 7.7324oE-01 5.07IARF-09
 








3.73578E*04 2.88748E-07 1.52213E-02 4.3q513F-09
 














4.77832E+04 4.266j4E-01 3.48371E-05 1.4R62OF-05
 
4.95207E+04 8.63606E-02 1.24469E-05 
 1.0749?F-06
 









5.82086E+04 ?.09514E-02 6.8876E-08 
 1.44310F-09
 








6.51589F+04 8.62363E-01 1.02561E-09 B,8444F-1O
 
6.6P964E+04 1.310'OiE+O0 3.56249E-1O 4.66793F-1O
 
j TOTAL = 6.9811]E+O1 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITy = 5o715?E-07 MEAN-SWUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 9,?96O2E-1o
ROSSELAND MFAN-FREF-PATH = ?.417q5F+07 1/POSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 4.13974E-OR
MEAN-SQI)AREI) ROSSFLAND MFAN-FREE-PATH = 1.39305E+16 I PRIME = ?.Q6Q92E+16 
15 TOTAL OPACITIES AND VULIJMF EMISSION 

TFMPFRATURE = ?,?O000E+03 C/H MASS RATIO = 5.OOOOOE-O? PPESSUPE S.OooooE~o? 
OMEGA* TOTAL MU B(WT) 
7.81906F+03 1.47023E-Ob 3.44417E+04 9.0646nF-02 
9.55663F+03 1.44216E-05 2.01099E+04 2.899R4F-O1 
1.1?942E 04 4.271?2F-05 1.06385F+04 4.543qFF-Ol 
1.30318E*04 3.81918F-05 5.243,E03 2.00261F-01 
1.47693E+04 1.031;7E-05 2.44917E*03 2.5?7lOF-02 
1.bSO69E+04 9.42509E-07 I.09775E*03 Q.24867F-04 
IH?445F+04 2.29530E-08 4.7575?E*02 1.07296F-05 
1.9q823E*o4 5.855?3E-09 2.00626E+02 I.17471F-06 
2.17196F+o4 1.5252sE-n8 8.27006E 01 1.2614?F-06 
2.34572E+04 4.3144RE-08 3.3439RE+01 1.4427?F-06 
2.51948E+04 5.185?OE-08 I.33000E*0I 6.8Q63Or-07 
2.6q323E+04 5.67276E-08 5.21466E00 2,9'816F-07 
?.86699E 04 5.O103E-O8 2.01914E00 1.O16SF-07 
3.04075E+04 3.302S7E-Ob 7.73240E-O1 ?.5F367E-OR 
3.21450E+04 2.300r1E-O8 2.93224E-01 6.74564F-09 
3.3RB26E 04 7.54412E-09 I.10223E-01 R.31537F-1O 
3.56202E404 1.l?3R7F-07 4.11069E-02 4.61987E-09 
3.7357AE 04 5.81519E-O6 1.52213E-02 8.8]qc;-OR 
3.90953E+04 1.840qOE-04 5.59976E-03 1.030R6F-06 
4.OR329F*04 8.465r9E-03 2.0479oF-03 1,73367F-05 
4.2s7o5E 04 1.96716E-01 7.44R84E-04 1.46546F-04 
4.43080F*04 1.440i8E+O0 2.695S5E-04 3.8P25IF-04 
4.60456E+04 3.19321E00 q.71173E-05 3.10116F-04 
4.77832E+04 2.13943E00 3.48371E'05 7.4S316F-05 
4.95207E+04 4.331E-01 1.24469E-05 5.39q0IF-06 
5.IP53E 04 ?.68669E-02 4.43076E-06 1.19041E-07 









5.8?O6F*04 5.29775E-01 6.88R6E-08 3.64961F-08 
5.99462E04 9.BSSQ7E-O1 2.41486E-08 2.3R732F-08 









6.6R964E.04 6.°IISRE+Oo 3.5624qE-10 2.4A2?4F-OQ 
J IOTAL = 1.17651E+03 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 1cj6691E-Oq MFAN-SQUARFD PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = ?36AR9IE-Oq 
ROSSFLANO MEAN-FREF-PATH = 2.000oQE+O6 I/POSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 4.9QQT8E-07 
MFAN-S(JIAREF) ROSSFLAND MFAN-FRFE-PATH = 1.97435F+14 I PRIE = 4.63175E+14 
T(1IAL OPACITIES AND VOLUMF FMISSION 16 
















































































































5.647]nE+04 I.bq982E-03 1.95937E-07 3.37802F-10 

















6.6R964 +04 9.37517E-01 3.56249E-10 3.3399OF-1O 
J TOTAL = 6.43053E+00 
PLAKCK MEAN OPACITY = 4.94789E-OR MFAN-SUIJARFD PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 4.69393E-ln 
ROSSFLAND MEAN-FRFF-PATH = 1.45337E*0 I/ROSSFLAND MEAN-FPEE-PATH = 6.RPO56F-Oo
 
MEAK-SOUlARED POSSFLAND MFAN-FREE-PATH =?.24POYE+l7 
 I PRIME = 4.60906E+17 
17 TOTAL OPACITIES AND VOLUME EMISSION 

TEMPERATURE r 2.0000E*03 C/H MASS RATIO = I.ooooE02 PPVSSURE = 1.OOOOOE*03 
OMEGA TOTAL MU R(WT) J 
T g81906E+03 2.11753E-O8 3.44477E+04 T.29441F-04 
9.55663E+03 2,01608E-07 2.01055E*04 4.05343F-03 
1.1?942F 04 5995766E-07 1.063R5E*04 6.33867F-03 
1.30318F+04 5.32617E-07 5*24356E+03 2.9281F-03 
1.47693E+04 l.439p3E-07 2,44977E*03 3.5?7F-04 
1.65069E 04 1.19099E-08 1.09775E+03 1.30742F-05 
I,82445F04 6.48676E-10 4.75752E*02 3.0R66RF-07 
199821E 04 I.132R6E-09 2.00626E+02 2*272A1F-07 
2.17196E*04 3.02980E-09 8.27006E*01 2.50566F-07 
2.34572E*04 7.79326E-09 3.34398E*01 2.606ocF-07 
2*51948E+04 9.96273E-09 1.33000E*01 1.3?5o4E-07 
2,6Q323E*04 1.12624E-08 5.21466E*O0 5.87295F-08 
2,86699E*04 9*950qSE-09 2.01914E*O0 2.009?4F-08 
3.04075E+04 6.5582E-09 7.73240E-01 5.071r54F-09 
3.21450E*04 4.16637E-09 2.93224E-01 1.22168F-09 
3.38826E+04 1.23138E-09 1.10223E-01 1.3726E-lO 
3,56202E+04 2.61835E-09 4.11069E-02 1907632E-10 
3.73578E+04 2.14386E-07 1.52213E-02 3.26324F-09 
3.90953E+04 3.00961E-05 5.59976E-03 1*6853IF-07 
4.0329E*O4 2.294'i6E-03 2.04790E-03 4.6qg64F-06 









4.77832E+04 6.05817E-01 3.48371E'05 2.11049F'05 

















5.82086E+04 2.064Q6E-02 6.8876E-08 1.42231F-09 
5.99462E*04 3.935'3E-O2 2.41486E-08 9.5o373F-lo 













J TOTAL = 2.52773E+01 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 1.q4493E-07 MEAN-SQUARFD PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 10R6q26E-Oq 
ROSSELAND MEAN-FRFE-PATH = 4.6429;Eq+O I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 2.1|97E-OR 
MEAN-SQUAREO ROSSELAND MFAN-FREE-PATH = 3.42121E+16 I PRIME = 7.24?13E.16 
TOTAL OPACITIES AND VOLUME EMISSION 
 Is
 
TFMPERATURE = .20000E0 C/H MASS RATIO = 5.00000E-02 PRFSSURE 1.00000E+03 
, OMEGA TOTAL MU B(W*T) J 
7.81906F+03 5.3065iE-O7 3.44477E*04 I.82784FE02
 
9.55663E+03 5.1634qE-06 2.01059E+04 1.04217F-0h
 
1.1?942Ft04 1.53472E-05 1.063H5F*04 1.6327)F-01

1.30318E+04 1.372?6E-05 5.24356E*03 7.IQ5i3F-02

1947693F+04 3.706q2E-Ob 2.44977E+03 9.ORI1OF-03
 
1.b5O69E*04 3.0328)E-07 1.09775E+03 3.3?977F-04
 
1.82445E+04 9.27115E-09 4.7575RE*02 
 4.41077F-06
 
1.99821E+04 5.74nSE-09 2.OOb26E+02 II943F-06
 







 5.04930F-08 1.33000E+01 6.715155F-07
 
2.69323E*04 5.69276E-08 5.21466E+00 2.q68 9 F-07
 2.8669QE+04 5.02795E-08 2.01914E*O0 1.015?F07
 
3.04075E+O4 3.31464E-08 7.73240E-O1 2.56301F-08
 
3.21450E+04 2.11141E-O8 P.93224E-01 6,1qgllF09

3.388?6E+04 6.7250E-09 1.10223E-01 7.412c;9F-o

3.56202E+04 5.775 E-08 4.1106qE-02 
 2.37416F-09
3.73578F.04 3.29943E-06 1,52213E-02 
 S.02217F-O8
 
3.90953E 04 1.85701F-04 5.59976E-03 1.03988F-06
 
4.OR329E+04 1.17116E-02 2904790E-03 2.39843F-05
 











4.95207E+04 6.174'SE-oI 1.24469E-05 7.6PS43F-06
 
5.l583E*04 3.81403E-02 4.43076E-O6 1.6999IF-07
 
5.2Q959E+04 5.27167E-03 1.57180E-Ob 8.28598F-09
5.47335E*04 3.53928E-02 5.5579?E-07 
 1.96711F-08
 
5,64710E+04 I.730?OE-01 1,95937E-07 3.3qOOF-O8

5. 06E04 5.?SrnIE-O1 6.887H6E-O8 3.6?164F-08
 
5.99462E+04 q.93217E-01 2.41486E-08 2.3948F-08
 
6.16837F+04 1.?2 015E+OO 
 8.44507E-09 1.0'5976F-08
 
6.34213E+04 2.05399E+00 t 07F-09
2.94633E-09 6.CO

6.51589E+04 6.53015E.00 1.02561E-09 
 6.69736F-09
 
6.6R964E+04 9.549q7E+O0 3.56249E-10 
 3.40074F-09
 
J TOTAL = 6.40274E*02 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 4.q265nE-06 MFAN-SUARED PLANCK MEAN, OPACITY = 4,73374E-on
ROSSELAND MFAN-FRFF-PATH = 3.33670F+06 I/POSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH =?.qqgBE-07
MEAN-SQUARED ROSSFLAND MFAN-FREE-PATH = 3.1Q684E+14 I PRIME = 7.?I04E.14 
TOTAL OPACITIES AND VOLUME EMISSION 19 
TFMPERATURE 3.O0000E03 C/H MASS RATIO = b.oOOOOE-03 PPFSSURE 1.00000E+02 
OMEGA TOTAL MU B(WT) J 
7.81906E+03 3.40367E-04 1.3711sE*05 4.66706F+01 
q.55663F+03 2.29668E-03 1.07340E+05 2.46524F+02 
1.12942E+04 -.69116F-03 7.65548E+04 4.396R6F.02 
1.30318E.04 5919102E-03 5.09813E+04 2.649C1F+02 
1.47693E+04 1.752]0E-03 3.22179E+04 i.64490F+01 
1.65069F+04 2.1F376E-04 1.95386E+04 4.26676F+00 
1.8?445E+04 1.05379E-05 I.]4b2AE+04 1.20794F-01 
1.99821E+04 2.10437E-06 6.54433E*03 1.37717F-02 
2.17196E+04 3.6H837E-O6 3,65236E+03 1.34713F-02 
2.34572E*04 2.79473E-05 1.99952E+03 .588l2F-02 
2.51948E+04 2.365c9E-05 1.O75E+03 2.5471'F02 





















3.73578E+04 2.64874E-%05 1.02788E+01 2.7PS9F-04 






























5.47335F+04 6.39271E-03 7.77041F-03 4.96740F-05 



























J TOTAL 1l,83394E+06 , 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY ?.14717E-03 MEAN-5UJARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 1.OM247E-OR 
ROSSELAND MEAN-FRFF-PATH = 
MEAN-SQuARE) ROSSFLANO MFAN-FREE-PATH = 
/368F+04I ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH 
7.9808oE09 I PRIME 
= 4.1R?9oE-o0 
1.r 708F+ln 
TOTAL OPACITIES AND VOLuMF EMISSION 20 

















































































































































J TOTAL = 4.58006E+06 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = r,.R679E-o3 
ROSSELAND MEAN-FREF-PATH = 9.9q2?5E+03
MEAN-SU(AREI ROSSFLAND MFAN-FRFE-PATH = 
MEAN-SWUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 
/UPOSSELANDMEAN-FREE-PATH 







1 TOTAL OPACITIES AND VOLUME EMISSION 

TEMPERATURE = 3.OOOOO.0 C/H MASS RATIO = 5.O0000E-02 PPFSSURF = .oooooE O? 
OMEGA TOTAL MU B(WT) J 
7.81906F+03 5.soaSE-OJ 1.371RE+05 R.O?273F+02 









1.47693E+04 3.013?6E-02 3.22179E+04 9.70811F+02 
1.65069Et04 3.75442E-03 I.95386F*04 7.33561F*0I 
1.8?445E*04 1.7R4?3E-04 I.146?BRE*04 2.045??F*O0 
1.qq82IE.04 3.030?OE-05 6*54433E*03 1.98306F-01 
2.17196E+04 1.3656RE-04 3.65236E+03 4.9P797F-01 
2,34572E+04 9.64969E-04 1.99952E+03 1.92947F*00 
2*51948F+04 1.28996E-03 1.07675E+03 j.389q6F.O0 
2.69323E+04 3.44127E-04 5.71600E*02 1.96703F-01 
?86699E404 3.14737E-05 2.99665E*02 9.43197F-03 
3.04075E+04 1.IHOI7E-05 1.55377E+02 1-83371F-03 
3.21450E+04 3.81060E-05 7.97768E#OI 3.03998F-03 
3.38826E.04 1.27566E-05 4*06026E01 9.17993F-04 
3.56202E+04 4.95318E-05 2.0502?E*01 1.O15SF-03 
3*73578E.04 4.307OOE-04 1.02788E*Ol 4.4?708F-03 
3,90953E*04 - 3.88308E-03 5.1199?E+O0 1.9A81IF-02 
4.OR329E 04 3.34226E-02 2.53517E00 8.47321F-02 
4.2705E+04 3.263R7E-O1 1.24851E+00 4.07496F-O 
4.43080E+04 1.63765Eoo 6.11789E-04. 1.OoIA9FO0 
4.60456E+04 3.16268E00 2.98406E-01 9.43761F-01 
4.77832E+04 2.27412E+00 1.449?9E-01 3.2q587F-O1 
4*95207E+04 6.198IOE-01 7.01102F-02 4.3459OF-02 
5.12583E+04 8.766C5E-02 3.3791oE-02 2.9623IF-03 
5.29959E+04 4.47342E-02 1.62302E-02 7.26044F-04 









5.99462E+04 1.18227F+00 8.37993E-04 9.90726F-04 
6.16837E+04 1.08821E+00 3.96782E-04 4.°3'T1F-O4 
h.34213E+04 2.3?926E+00 1.87428E-04 4.36568F-04 
6.51589E+04 1.60923F+01 R.83359E-05 1.4?I'?F-03 
6.68964E+04 1.37430E+ol 4*19446E-05 5.70949F-04 
J TOTAL = 3.15282E*07 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 4.03514E-O? MEAN-SUUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = P.976IE-Oi 
ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1.4774]F+03 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = A.76P98E-04 
MEAN-SQUARED ROSSFLAND MFAN-FREE-PATH = 4.36b3F+07 I PRIME = Q. 47S2E 07 
TOTAL OPACITIES AND VOLUME EMISSION 22 
TEMPERATURE = 3.OOOOOE+O3 C/H MASS RATIO = 5.OOOOOE-03 PPFSSURE = 9.000oE02 
OMEGA TOTAL Mk) B(W.T) J 
N 7.81906E+03 1.31669E-04 1.3711E*05 I,80543E01 
9.55663E+03 8.86592E-04 1.07340F*05 9.5 16?3F+01 
1°1?942E 04 2.19614E-03 7.65548E+04 1.6R141F+02 
1.3o318E+04 2.00560E-03 5,09813E*04 1.0?248F+02 
I.47693E+04 6.76245E-04 3.22179E*04 ?.17872F01 






















2.86699E+04 7.10617E-Ob 2.99665E+02 2.1?947F-03 
3.04075E*04 5.04645E-Ob 1,59377E+02 7.84163F-04 
3.21450E*04 9.53660E-06 7i'97768E*01 7.608OF-04 
3.3A826E+04 1.39352E-06 4.06026E+O1 5.6 867F-05 
3.56202E+04 1.86915E-06 2.05022E 01 3.83217F-05 
3.73578E*04 2.48289E-05 1.02788E+01 2.5 21?F-04 



























5.47335E*04 I.046RIE-02 7.77041E-03 8.13416F-05 
5.64710E+04 3.97197E-02 3.70895E-03 1.4731MF-04 
5.8?086E+04 9.81792E-02 1.76532E-03 1.73318F-04 
5.9Q462E+04 1.56Bq4E-O1 8.37983E-04 1.3147cF-04 
6.16837E+04 3.13997E-01 3.967R?E-04 1.245R8F-04 
6°34213E+04 1.54983E+O0 l.874?RE-04 2.90481F-04 
6.51bSQE 04 5.98064E+oo 8.83399E-05 9.26366F-04 
6.6R964E*04 8.149qE+00 4.15446E-05 3.3858F-04 
J IOTAL 7.IQROE+05 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 9.129oE-04 MEAN-S(UJARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 1.7r705F-oF 
ROSSELAND MEAN-FREF-PATH =. 3.BI56F+04 
MFAN-SQUARED) ROSSELAND MFAN-FREE-PATH = 
1/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH 




.4 Q45E In 
TOTAL OPACITIES AND VOLHME EMISSION ?3
 
TFMPEHATURE = 3,00000E1O C/H MASS RATIO = 1.OOOOOE-02 PRESSURE = 5.00000E2O 
OMEGA TOTAL MU B(WT) J
 
7181906E+03 4.59349E-04 1.3711AE+05 6.298'2F01
 
9.55663F+03 3.07?OE-03 1.07340E+05 3.37493F+02
 
1.1?942E*04 7.67414F-03 7.65548E+04 S.8749?F*02
 
1.3n3IAE+04 7.00777F-03 5.09813E'04 3.57?6qF*02

1.47693F+04 2.36269F-03 3.22179E+04 7.61210F+01
 
1.b9O69E+04 2.94668E-04 1.953A6E*04 5.79741F00
 
1.H?445E+04 1.45217F-05 1.14628E+04 1.664'9F-01
 
1.qq821E+04 3.182R3E-06 6.54433E+03 2,0R275F-02
 
2.]71q6E+04 5.86560E-Ob 3,65236E*03 2*14233F-02
 
2.34572E404 3.64644E-65 1.99957E*03 7.29I13E-02
 
2.51948E+04 2.43966E-05 1.07675E+03 2.6?69F-02
 
2.69323E+04 1.61856E-05 5.71600E+02 .2'IAAF-03
 
2.8669qE*04 1.33573E-05 2.99669E+02 4,00274F-03
 
3o04075E+04 9.44985E-Ob 1.55377E+02 1.46829F-03
 
3.21450E*04 1.79170E-o5 7.97768E*01 14793AF-03
 
3.3R826E+04 2.qA475E-06 406026E 01 1.211qF-04
 
3.56202E+04 5.79464E-06 2.0502?E 01 I.IRRA3F-04
 
3.73578E+04 7.61815E-05 I.02788E01 7.830'4E-04
 
3.90953E+04 1.782I]E-03 5.11992E+00 9.l?425F-03
 
4.OH329F+04 4.88834E-02 2.53517E*00 1,23928F-01
 
4.297OSE+04 6.679Q4E-O 1.24851E00 R.339QF-OI
 
4.43080E 04 3.490e4E+00 6.11789E-01 ?.135i4F+O0
 
4.bo456E.04 6.76572E+00 2.98406E-01 2.01893F 0 0,
4.77832E+04 4.89022E 00 1.44929E-01 7.0?938E-01
 
4.95207E+04 I.?8677F+00 7.0110?E-02 9.0I;4F-O?
 
5.I?583E.04 1.28927E-01 3.3791oE-02 4.3 698E-03
 
5.2995q)F+04 1.29570E-02 1.6230?E-02 2.162Q4F-04
 
5.47335E+04 3.47645E-02 7.77041E-03 2.70134F-04
 
5.64710E+04 1.3P7i1iE-o 3.7o895E-03 4.9?217F-04
 
5.H-O86E+04 3.214o7E-o1 1.76532E-03 9.67387F-04
 
5.99462E+04 4.707q6E-O1 R.37983E-04 3.94519F-04
 
6.16837E+04 7.21616E-o1 3.96lRE-04 2.86324F-04
 
6.34213E+04 2.99670E+O0 1.87428E-04 S.54167F-O4
 
6.515M9E+04 1.lQO19E~o1 8.83359E-05 1.Or137F-03
 
N 6.6A964E.04 1.54425E+01 4.'15446E-05 6.415r3F-04
 
J inTAL = ?.4R18E+06 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 3.17635E-01 MEAN-S(JUARFD PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 7.44-42E-O 
ROSSELAND MEAN-FRFF-PATH = 1.57118E+04 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 6*36466E-o 
MEAN-SIjAREn ROSSFLANI) MFAN-FREE-PATH = 3.33?14E*o9 I PRIME = 6.71?20E+oq 
74 TOTAL OPACITIES AND VOLUME FMISSION 























































































































































ROSSELAND MEAN-FRFF-PATH = 1.89218F+03 

MEAN-SQUARE) ROSSFLAND MEAN-FRFE-PATH = 6.26331E+07 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 4.1?634E-04 MEAN-SUUARED PLANCK MFAtd OPACITY = 4.67Q27E-OR 
ROSSFLAND MFAN-FRFF-PATH = 5.27170E+04 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = I.B9692E-Oq 
MEAN-SQJAREO) ROSSFLAND MFAN-FHFE-PATH = 2.50R3E 1 0 I PRIME = 4.R3798E+In 
TOTAL OPACITIES AND VOLIJME FMISSIUN ?6
 
TEMPFRATURE = 3.00000E+1O C/H MASS RATIO = 1.O0000E-o PRESSURE =I.0000E*03 
u OMEGA TOTAL MU B(WT) J 
w 7.81906E+03 2.22538E-04 1.371ifE*Ob 3.0S141F401
9.59663Ft03 1.497FE-03 1.07340F+Ob 1.6070F*02
 
1.1?942F*04 3.70874E-03 7.65548E+04 2.83922F*02
 
1.30318F*04 3.38663E-03 5.OYB13E*04 l.7?69rF*02
 
1.47693E+04 1.141q5E-03 3,22179E*04 3.67912F+01
 
1.69069E+04 1.426q3F-04 1,95386F+04 2.7A7? F+O0
 
1.82445E+04 7°544?71-06 1.14628E+04 8.64783F-O2
 
1.9qB2IE 04 2.86OA1F-Ob 6,54433E403 I,87212F-02
 
2.17196+E04 5.6871I1E-Ob 3,65236F+03 2.07714F-02
 
2.34572E*04 2.91331E-Ob 1.99952E+03 53.8?5?F-02
 
2.5194RE+04 1.88714E-05 107675E+03 2.03197F-02
 
?.69323EpO4 1.656A4E-05 5.71600E+02 9.4693cF-03:
 
2.86699E 04 1.50747E-05 2.99665F+02 4.51736F-03
 
3o04075E 04 I.07166E-05 1.55377E+02 ],6651?F-03
 
3.21450E*04 1.639?IE-05 7.9776RE+0] 1.3o77IF-03
 
3.38826F04 2.93068E-06 4.06026E*01 I.IAQQ3F-04
 
3.56202E*04 3.811I6E-06 2.050?2E*01 7.814;4F-05

3.73578E04 6.18579E-05 1.l02788E+01 6.3"8?5E-04
 
3.90953E404 2.40330E-03 5.11992E*00 1.23047E-02
 
4*0R32qE+04 7.906p2E-02 2.53517E+00 2.0o436F-01
 





4.60456E+04 1.12108E+O1 2,98406E-01 3.34537F400
 
4.77832E*04 8.03622E00 1.44929E-01 1.16468E+00
 
4*95207E*04 2.13043E+00 7.01102E-02 I,49365F-01
 
512583E 04 2.10862E-01 3.37910E-02 7,1?523F-03
 
5.2q95qE+04 1.65212E-02 1.62302E-02 2.6R142F-04
 
5.47335E*04 4.06428E-02 7.77041E-03 3.1811E-04
 
5.64710E+04 1.47972E-01 3.7089SE-03 5.48820F-04'
 
5.82086E+04 3.57725E-01 1.76532E-03 6.31499F-04
 
5.99462E*04 5.736'6E-01 8.37983E-04 4.80714FE04
 
6.16837E404 1.04745E+00 3.96782E-04 4.lt60RF-04
 
6.34213E+04 4.75712E+00 1.87428E-04 8.91616E-04
 
6.5158qE*04 I.78306F+01 8*83359E-05 1.375RF-03
 
6.6R964E+04 2.49065E*01 4.15446E-05 10181 1F-03
 
J TOTAL = 1.21178E+06 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = I. 5gooE-03 MEAN-SUUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = IPS?63E-04 
ROSSELANO MFAN-FREF-PATH = ?.04Op4E+04 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 4,P9Q95E-O0 
MEAN-SQUARED ROSSFLAND MFAN-FREE-PATH = 4.53148E+09 I PRIME = Aq6756E+OQ 
TOTAL OPACITIES AND VOLIIMF FMTSION ?7 
TFMPERATURE = 3.OoOOOF0 C/H MASS RATIO = 5.0OOhE-O? PwESSURF = 1oO0000E 03 
OMEGA TOTAL MU R(WoT) J 
7.8IO6F+03 4.0?3 9F-03 1.3711RE+05 9.51634F02 
Q.5q663F+03 2.71467E-O2 1.07340F+05 2.91391E+03 
1.1?942E+04 6.72682F-02 7.6554RE*04 9o14971F*03 
1.30318E+04 6.14275E-02 9.09813E+04 3.13169F03 
1.47693E*04 2.O7Oq7E-02 3.22179E+04 6.672?4E+O? 









2.17196F*04 3.79BRF-05 3.65236E*03 1.38749F-O1 
2.34572E+04 2.12367E-o4 1.99952F+03 4.2'03?F-01 
?.51948E 04 2.04293E-04 1.07675E+03 2.lgql)F-01 
2.69323F+04 1.0?4'7F-04 5.71bOOE+02 .Rr64rF-02 
2,86699E+04 6.5949OE-O 2.99665E+02 1.96416F-O2 
3.04075E+04 4.57630E-05 1.55377E+02 7.1103F-03 
3.21450E+04 7.09890E-05 7.97768E+01 5.663?BF-03 
3.38826E+04 1.80396E-05 4.06026E 01 7.324 3F-04 
3.56202F+04 5.5?492E-05 P.05022E4 01 1.13?73F-03 
3.73578E+04 8.442AIE-04 I.O27RBE01 8*67799F-03 
3.90953E+04 1.54017E-02 5.11992E+O0 7.88r95F-O2 
4.OR32QF*04 3.53072E-o1 2.53517E+00 8.9cOqqF-O1 
4.25705E+04 4.69644E*O0 1.24851E+00 '.863i3F.00 






























5.9q46?E.04 9.18533F+O0 8.37983E-04 7.6q71;F-03 
6.16837E+04 1.17'2E.Oi 3.96782E-04 4.4341]F-03 
6.34213E+04 
6.51589E.04 2.54617E+O1 9.5?HIRF+OI 1.87428E-04 8.83359E-05 
4.77?23F-03 
8.416POF-03 
6.b964E*04 I.1494E.02 4.15446E-05 4.77614F-03 
J TOTAL = ?.17346E+07 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY ?P7A170E-02 MFAN-SUUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 4.16P8SE-Oq 
ROSSFLANO MFAN-FRFF-PATH = ?.50494F+03 1/POSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 13.q?IIE-0 4 
MEAN-SOUARED ROSSFLANO MCAN-FREE-PATH = 9.97779E+07 I PRIME = ?,Ob]041EoR 
I0AL ()PALI tIt-S AND VULIME EMISSIUN 28 
IFMP IATUN[ =  4.OOOOOE03 C/H MASS RATI) = .O000OL-(3 PPESSURE I .O0000E+02 
N 
01ME (,A 









































































































































J IOfTIL = 5.iHb1E+U 
PLANCN MEAN UPACITY = 1],?182E-o?
NOSSELAND MFAN-FHF-PATH = 9.OHb7HE+( 
MFAI\-SUUAREI) ROSSF LANI MFAN-FHEE-PATH = 
MEAN-SWtJAHED PLANLI\ MEAN OPACITY 
I/PUSSELANI) MEAN-FREE-PATH 






29 TOIAL OPACITIES ANU VULUME tMISSIUN 

TEMPERATURE = 4.OOOOE+03 C/H MASS RATIO = 1.0000OL-02 PRESSURE = 1.oooooE+02 
OMEGA TOTAL MU H(wVT) J 
7.81906E+03 8.813n7E-0J 3.63754E+05 3.20579E+03 
9.55663E+03 4.IS104E-0 3.45236E05b 1.43309E*04 
1.I2942E+o4 8.7249]E-u2 3.003RE*O5 2.62086E+04 
1.30318E 04 8.1560IE-Oe 2.45004E U5 1,99826E*04 
1.47693E*04 3.4011E-02 1.90082E 05 6.46567E*03 
1.65O69E O4 6.38675E-o3 1.417I7E05 9.,113E 02 
1.B2445E+04 7.51396E-04 1,02295E*05 7.6R638E O1 
1.99821F+O4 7.90275E-04 T.18b85EU4 9.68116F+01 
2.17196t+04 I.O1OIE-03 4.93980E+U4 4.99011E*01 
2.34572E+04 3.70375E-03 3.33016E*04 1.23341E+02 
2.51948E+04 2,984rIE-03 2.20847E+04 6.59119E+01 









3.21450E*04 8.90170E-04 3.lb462E+b3 3.31]l5E+00 
3.38d26E+04 7.65440E-05' 2.3598oE+U3 1.8o628E-01 
3.56202E*04 1.b4381E-04 1.46757E U3 2.26564E-01 
3.73578E 04 4.13300E-04 9.O6186E+02 23.74627E-01 
3.90953F+04 1.76470E-03 5.55924E+02 9.8o039E-01 







2.31998E + 01 
5.18084E4 01 
4.60456E+04 7.11480E-OI 7.45540E*01 5.30436E+01 
4.77832E+04 5.5I2q2E-O1 4.4y62+01 2.4q837E+01 
4.95207E+04 2.04994E-01 2,6b50bE*0I 5.44681E+00 
5.12583E+04 5.72567E-02 1.57724E+01 9.03o77E-01 
5.299S9E+04 4.19587E-O 9.33(36EDO 3.914qOE-Oj 
5.47335E+04 6.42269E-Oe 5.50170E+00 3.53357F-01 
5.b4llOE+04 1.28363E-01 3.23431E+Oo 4.15167E-01 
5.82O8bE+04 2.02160E-01 1.89b97Etuo 4.97049E-01 
5.99462E o4 4.60014E-01 1.10846E 00 5.099o9E-O1 
6.16837E+04 7.41336E-O1 6.46422E-U1 4.79?15E-01 
b.34213E+04 1.34660E00 3.76076E-O1 5,.06424E-01 
SbS1589E+04 3.13784E+00 2.18AJ0E-0 6.84997E-O1 
6.68964E+04 3.27170E400 1.26448E-01 4.13701F-01 
J !OTAL 1,24521E+08
 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 3Yh235E-O? MEAN-SUUAREU PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 2,94 14E-03 
ROSSELANU MFAN-FREE-PATH = 4.34563E02 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = ?.30116E-03 
MEAN-SULIAR1I) ROSSELANO MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1.41049E+u6 I PRIME = 3.5787bE406 
30 IUIAL OPACITIES AND VULUMF EMISSION 

TFMPEHATURE = 4.UOOOUE+03 C/H MASh HATIO 5.00000E-02 PRESSURE I.O0000E+02
 
U OMEGA IOIAL MU B(WT) J
 
7.81Y06E+03 4.8Y4?5E-O 3.b3(b4E4O5 1.18O30F+04
 
9.55663E+03 2.30582E-01 3.45236E 05 7.9602E#04
 
1.12942E+04 4.84b OE-01 3.o0J88E+5 1.49589E+05
 
I.303184E04 4.53067E-O 2.45004L+Ob 1.11003E+05
 
I.4Tb9JE+041-889 49 - 1 1.90OH2E+U5 3.5QLT7E+04
 
1.65069E404 3.54602E-O 1.41117E+05 5.02532E+03
 
1.82445E#04 4.14(14E-03 1.02295E+05 4*24127E+02
 
1.99821E+04 4.49323E-OJ 7.1885E+04 3.23011E+02
 
2.i7196E404 8.80o91E-04 4.93980E04 4.34945E+02
 
2.34572Et04 3.11840E-02 3.33016F*04 1.03848E 03
 
2.5194HE*04 3.56568E-Oe 2.20847E+04 7i87469Et02
 
2.69323E*04 1.285HoE-02 1.44J86E 04 1.8r,692E.02
 
2.86699E+04 I.b4387E-O3 9.325E+03 1.53251E 01
 
3.04075E04 4.09305E-04 5.95J30E+UJ 2.4367]E00
 
3.21450E+04 2.16124E-OJ 3.764b2E O3 8.13626E+00
 
3.38826E404 3.54030E-04 2.35980E 03 8.3'439E-01
 
3.56202E*04 8.11605E-04 1.46757E*03 1.19989E*00
 
3.7-3578E+04 2.21134E-03 9.06186E+02 2.00389E+00
 
3.9o953E£o4 7.61982E-03 5.55924E O2 4.23604FA00
 
4.08329E+04 4.37587E-Oe 3.39030E+02 1.48395F01
 
4.25705E+04 2.80871E-01 2.05036E+02 5.77570E01
 
4.43080E+04 1.00045E+00 1.24104E 02 1.24160E+02
 
4.bO45bE+04 1.70130E+O0 7.45540E+01 1.26839E 02
 
4.77832E 04 1.34113E*OU 4.45962E+01 5.98091E 4 01
 
4.95207E*04 5.47334E-01 2.65tobE*O1 1.49430E+O1
 
5.12583E 04 2.20184E-o ).57724E+01 3.47284E+00
 
5.29959E.04 2.06627E-01 9.33o36E00 1.9?790E*00
 
5.47335k*04 3.0585,5E-01 5.5o] t0E00 1.68272E+O0
 
5.64710L+04 5.84180E-01 3.23431E+00 1,8q136E+00
 
5.82086E+04 1.10986E+o 1.89597E00 2.1042f6E00
5.99462E+04 1.74710E 00 1.10846E00 1.93660E+00
 
6.16837E o4 2.52080E+00 6.4b422E-O1 1.6?950 o00
 
b.34213E*04 4.1SI79E+00 3.7bO?6EHI 1.56139E 00
 
b.51589E 04 1.07868E+QI 2.18JO2E-01 2.3S478E00
 
6.6H964E+04 9.833q4E O0 1.26448E-01 1.24348E+00
 
J IOIAL = 6.92573E+08 
PLANCK MEAN OPACIIY = 2.n9257E-O1 MEAN-SUUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACTIY 7.74q89E-O 
HOSSELAND MEAN-FRFF-PATH 8.35934E(ju 1/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PAtH = 1-19627E-02 
MEAN-SUU)AREOj ROSSELANU MFAN-FREE-PA1H = H.458o9+04 I PRIME ?.2169E+0S 
ToIIAL UfPACIT It ' ANU VJLIJNF MI,,SIuN 1 
Iftlvi-ENAILJNL = 4.0000+0F U C/H MFASb PAT [0 5.U000L-03 IPESSUN= S.0000L002 









I 12942f +04 6. It28hE-OE 3.00JHH1 +b ?.0194 F+04 
1.303 LO 6. MQHbE-oI 2.4S(tio4f*( I.53981E+04 









I.YQb2f:.+04 3.30643L-U4 7.18b88h+(J4 2.37694F+01 
2.17196E(14 3.7thI'iE-04 4.939801(f+4 1.86139F401 
2.34572E+04 2.5sYOL-03 3,330Ib1Lu4 8b234ES+01 
2.b1948E+04 t.0/Oh9-o3 2.'047E U4 2.364C9E01 
2.b9323E+04 5.17112P-04 1.44J86E+U4 7.46636F*00 
2.H899E+04 3.03204L-04 9.32z'57b+u3 3.38599E+U0 
3.04075L+04 2.96764E-04 S.gbJ3o 4 u3 1.7667?E 00 
3-L4bDL O4 1.24848E-0-4 3.76462E O3 4.7000.F*O0, 
3.38826E ()4 1.066H7E-04 2.3%98oE+03 2.17c9F-01 
3.56202E+04 ].V422JE-04 1.46757L+03 2.IM9q2F-O1 
3.73578E+04 4.94099E-04 9.06186E+02 4.47744P-O 
3.9o953E+04 A.0684@E-0J 5.%5b?4E+Ou 3.37360F+00 
4.08329L*04 9. 5 54(Og-Oe 3.39G3()k02 3.23c412E*O1 









4.77832E+04 3.91776E+00 4.459621*01 1.79609F*02 
4.95201E+04 1.362r2E+00 26,b/obEOl 3.6?030F*01 









5.64710F+04 2.bbt35E-Ol 3.234AE+)o0 b.b?7o4F-01 
5. Eo861+04 6.331?2E-ol l.9b47f+o0 1.20038F+00 
5.9q4621-04 1.2801E7lk+o 1.104tFh+00 1,41902F+00 
b.16b37F+04 2.44333E*0U 6.4he.2-UI 1.57942F+00 
b.34213E04 5.68836E*O 3.7b1116F-U ?,13926F+00 
0blbB4.+04 1,35740E+01 2.]Mic,2t-OI ?.96324E 00 
bb8964.+0)4 1.62993E 1O 1.?)44Rf-tIl 2.O60A9E oo 
J IIAL 9,16l10L+Ul 
PIANDC% MLAN JPACII = ?.q'9,Y9?-02 mFAN-SUUAN-U t'LAN(C MhAN OPACITY = 3.620911-01 
NOSSLLANU NFAN-FkfP-PATH = 6.4H1 0 3E+0Z I/P4(SSFLAND MEAN-fEE-PATH = 1.'4?9?t-03 
MEAk-SUORLI) NOSSFLANU V+AN-FHRI-PAIfI = 1,1434(1E:06 I PRIVL = 3.42A81,+06 
32 II AL OPACITIFES ANU VULUME LMIIUN 
iEMPERATURL = 4.00000 ' L /H MASI RATIO I .O00OL-O? PRESSURE = 5.00000t02 
6oMo1LA f01AL MU H(W*T) J7ld 4 0)*+03 1.l28tQE-O0 3.o53fS4EUUb 6.H29oF+03





IJ0318t.04 I.UOY66E-Oi 2.,5004E*05 3.94375E+04 
1.7b93E.04 b.7I2q8E-o? l.90O82K ub 1.?l6o2E04 







2.17196E+04 9.18q41E-0 4.9398HO+U4 4.83528E O1 
2.34blE*04 5.15244E-03 3.3301hE4 04 1.71585F+622.5194hE+04 2.9736SE-OJ 2.20847-*04 6.56721F+01 
2.64J23L+04 1.2198SE-03 I.4438ht)04 1.8497E*01 
2.8669YF.+04 6.2b140E-o4 
 9.32257E*03 9.8587F+00





3.388?bE+04 ,O2045E-O 2.35980*03 4.76785F-013.b620E04 3.321ooE-04 l.465E+03 4.87379E-01 
3-13578E+04 1I.10099E-03 9.06I86E 02 9.9770IF-01 
3.9o953E[o4 1.07762E-Oe 5.b59a4E+02 5.q9976Fi0Q 
4.o8329E o4 1.55+1L-OI 3.39)30EhO2 5.27128E+014°257o5E 04 1.27405E.o 2.05b3bE 02 2.61990E*02 
4.43080E04 4.6266E*O0 1.241O4E+02 5.99010F+024.bO45bEt04 8.23503Eoo 7.45540E¢UI 6.13954E.02 
4.17832E+04 6.308r)4E+oo 4.45962E+01 2.81337E+02
4.952Q/E+Q4 2.19271E+O0 2.b5ObEOI 5.8?616E*01 
5.12583E+04 3.93315E-Oi 
 1.57124E+01 6.20354E+00 
5.29959E+04 1.21923E-01 9.33036E+uo 
 1.131S8F0o 
5.47335E+04 1.91078E-Oi 
 5.b5oIoEo0 l.O'1i25E*O05.b471OE+04 4.43827E-O 3.2343EOo 1.43547E+00 
5.H2OHbE+04 9.74175E-01 1.9b97E oO 1.R8415F.0
 
5.99462E+04 1.?6483E+OO 1.O846Eo0 1.95@25EO006.16837K+04 3.2Ib7SE+O0 6.4b4,22E-Ul 2.07938E+00 
6.34213E 04 i.Y8l?6Eo00 3.76o76E-01 3.00156E+00
 
bb5189E+04 2.12702EH0 2.IBJO2E-Ul 4.64333E+00 
6.hHYb4E 04 2.4b9'7E.oi 1.%t)'48E-OI 3.12273F+00 
J IOIAL : 2.47898EO8 
PLAC, MEAN OPACITY 7.490IE-OP MEAN-SUUAHEO PLANC MFAN OPACITY = 1.92065E-0? 
NOSSELANU MtAN-FHLE-PATri = 2.7?t45EO-. I/ROSSELANO MEAN-FREE-PATH 3.60431E-03 







































































TOIAL (IPAClI I ELS ANU~ 







































































J ToTAl = 







































































































































PLAkCK MEAN UHACIIY = ,.?o009L-01 MEAN-SUNEO I) LANIX, MEAN OPAClivY = 9.15S441L-01 
HOSSELLANI) MFAN-FHFE'-FATHi = 4.3b0q2L{( I j/NU5SS-LANt! PMEAN-I- PLE-PAIM ?.?985dE0O? 
ME, A I,-SJ~UHE 1) POS eLANO Nf A14-F-EL--AlT = j. 3??A0EL04 I PHIIWE = j.1 p?4oE*+o4 
fI0)]AL OP-A(, l it', AND VULUI Fh~;1r 34 
1 l id-HAIUF .oOUoE.0'j MASS 10 PPIFSSUI& .oooooL+03W4 (1H PAT1 5).00000L-f3 = 
1896+36.OHINIl-ij 3.b3i',4t+Ub 2.20148F+03 
$ 4.5't)(31 +03 2.86419F-)d 3.Q4L),!36f405t 9.BMA??F+03 
1.i?94?1'F*04 6.O'UASE-0c' A..08F+(Jb 1.801453F+04 
I.303 1814+u4 5.62844&-0e 2.4b0040+0') 1.37899F+04 
1 .4?rb931404 2.34 (S3E-tie I.90U3?t.+U5 4.46?80Ft03 
1.b 5064F+.04 4.'.04&31-03 l.4l(1fL+U5 6.?4211F+02 
tI'.8?44b1.04 4.b443E-04 1.0?e9 ~US 4.6%)61F4+01 
1.99M211-404 2.Utl7E-0)4 718885F+04 1.9918?F~u1 
2.17196L+04 3.369961-04 4.93980F404 I.67457F.01 
2.34S7?E.04 2.74889E-03 3.33016E+04 9.19427E+01 
2.519481'+04 1.00447E-U3 2.?0841L404 2.21635F*O1 
2.693231-+04 b.YbbqoLE-04 I.44J86bEU4 f3.60093F+OO 
2.86699L.04 5.14310E-0)4 9.3225rE+oi 4.79469E*0o 
3.0407 * 0)4 4.23406E-04 b.9%3-301+03 2.5?066E+ 00 
3.21450F+04 1.4(b174E-03 3.16462E*UJ 5.5?547F+00 
3.3H8201 404 1.4f144E-04f 2.3b980E~u3i 3.47229E-01 
3.5t,202E+04 1.726O8E-04 1.4b(5'IE+U3 2.9i3313F-01 
3.73579f+o4 6.766qoE-u4 9.0@186E+02 6.13171F-01 
3.90953E+04 1.2b9?3E-02 5.55924L+02 7.00034F.00 
4.08329E+04 2.17d43E-Oi 3.39o3o1+ue 7.36S19F+o1 
4.25705E+04 1.62h11E00 2.Obb3bEL+02 3.7q782E*o2
4.430801.1,4 6.95467E+U0 1.24104L+02 8.63106~F+02 
4.b0456E404 1.18(03E+Ui 1.45540L+01 8.84979E.02 
4.77832E+()4 9.078411.00 4.459h2E+01 4.04862E+02 
4.9b2017l-+4 3.i?3?hE.00 2.t'5(I)6h.0i 8.29868F+01
 
5.12563E+()4 5.13847E-01 1.571/?4F+01 b.10462F0oo
 
5.29959F+04 1.1136SE-Oi 9.3Jo36E+4 u I.O39IflF+00
 
b.4733bE+o4 1.8?4311-01 r 517E+01.00368F*00
 
5.64110F+04 4.StsbibE-01 3.23431E+0o 1.46503F+00 
515201161-+0j4 1.119e9E~0u 1.bY597E+Uo ?.122q0F+0O 
5.49462L1.04 2.37143E.00 1.10846E100 2.6?86r5F*00 
b.16837E+04 4.7 7614[-+00 ('.464.21-01 3.o8740E+00 
t.342131-+04 1.18430L.Oi 3.76016b-01 4.49387F+00 
b.51589E404 2.8140)61401 2.lti~oa[-oIl 6-14315F+00 
()b6964f:+4 3.4tISqiE+01 I.?64481-01 4.40736E0ou 
J TOTAL 9.039061L+07
 
Pt Alr. MLAN UPACI IY ./'40-0?> MFAN-SuLJAHEI) PLANCt\ MEANl OPACIT1Y = I.?506b1-O,
 
POSSELAND MI-Al-i-Flt-k>PA J 6.Btb7t+.04 I/N(ISS-LANJ MEANrFk1E-PAIH I.4SR001O-03
1
MEAIX-SWUMNLI) HUSSF.LAN) 'FAI'J'F8E1..PATI = I .8533AOf)0 I PRIPME ±3.?6ASbE+O6 
35 TOIAL OPALITILS ANU VOLUMF EMISSIUN 

IEMPEHATUHE 4.UOOE+U3 C/H MASb RATIO iOOOOOL-0- PRESSURE I.oooooE*o3 
OMEGA TOIAL MU B(w,1) 
7,.81906E+03 I.TSb5OE-Od 3.63b4E*Ob 6.38716F U3 
4.55b63E+03 8.32205E-oe 3.4Ae3bE05 2.81308F+04 
1.12942E*04 1.74970E-01 3.00388L*Ob 5.29588F+04 
.3o3I8E04 I.b3574E-OI 2.450o4E*O5 4.00763F*04 
1.47b93E+04 6.82217E-Oe 1.90082E.o5 1.29677F+04 
jbO50b9F.04 1.2t7?4E-Oe I.41IE*o5 1.8100*F03 
IH?445E+04 j.26bo8-OJ 1.0229SE*05 1.29513F+02 
1.99b21L+04 b.73844E-04 7.188I'bE+u4 4.84416E+01 
2,I7196E+04 8.437 15E-o 4.939HOE+04 4.16778F+01 
2.34572E+04 5.34125E-O.3 3.33016E+04 1.77872E 02 
2.5194BE+04 2.52blOE-03 2.20b47h*04 5.576i9F*0o 
2.69323E+04 1.3o6?6E-o3 I.44386E+04 1l8R67RF+Oi 
248699E+04 9.06405E-04 9.32257E*U3 8.49002F+00 
3,04075E*04 7.24108E-04 5.95330E+03 4.31083F 00 
3.21450E+04 2.59r5E-03 3.76462E+03 9.44749F+00 
3.JHd2bE+04 2.B83S5t-04 2.35980E 03 6*57994F-01 
3.56202E+04 3.88224E-04 I.4bS7E403 5.69744F-0 
3.?3578E+t4 1.51678E-O3 9.Obi86E+U2 1.37448F00 
3.9o953E+04 2.2H592E-Oe 5,55924E+02 1.27080E+U1 
4.08329E+04 3.136f2E-O1 3.39030E 02 1.26686E*02 
.4.25705E+04 3.1i141E+00 2.o5b36E+02 6.41257F+02 
4.43080E+04 1.185?5E+01 I.24 04E+02 1.47O9SE+03 
4.6o456E.04 2.02271E01 7.4554OE+Ui 150801+E03 


























b.16ti3IE+04 6.]S236EO 6.46422E-01 3*977o2Eoo 
6.3421,3f+04 1.?01p7E.0l 3.76016E-UI 6.40033F+00 
6.b]589E+04 4.5214oE.0I 2.18Jo?E-0I 9.87O9FO0o 
6.68964E+04 5.4876?E+0i 1.2b44E 101 6.93e9818o0 
J I1TAL = 2.b699E08 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 7.7517t-0? MFAN-bkUJAHEU PLANLK MEAN OPACITY = .?8?59E-O? 
ROSSELAND MF AN-FPEE-PAItH = ?.b0q76E+ue I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 3.c6c3t3E-03 
MEAN-SUAREI) ROSSFLAND MFA--FE-PAlH = i.?qjQE+0 5 I PRIME 6.?0?6tE+Or 
1 1AL. ()PALI I It 'S ANt) VOLIMt FMISSIhI' 36 
IFMPFrATUHE = 4.UOOO OF +( C/H MASS NAI(i) 5.Oo00000-Oe PPESSUNE .O00000L*03 
UOMEbUA OIAL MU H(vI) J 
1.81'0(IF +03 I b.50o I E-O 3.63 ?b4F-. 0 ?4c4F+U4.4 C 9.b5b6Jh03 ?.14C4?E-O1 3.4b.3hF+Ob 2.46BF+U5
 
I.I?942+04 I.bOioYE+(L 3.018hF+U5 4.51175F+05
 
1.30318.+04 ,.40411E.OO 
 2.4b004F*Ub 3.44027F+05 
I.47b93IFo4 5.BEb47L-Oi I.90OH+U 1.11302F+05
 
I.6b069F+o4 1.OY4lbE-01 1.4|717E+45 1.5 0 O6IF+04
 
I.t2445E+04 1.04ef33L-Oe 1.02e95E+0S 1.0662F+03
 
1.99821L+04 4.89?g5t-OJ 7.]8HHHF+04 3.5?099F+02
 
2.17196F+04 8.83t36E-O.3 4.93980E+04 4.36S48F+02
 
2.34S72E+04 








?.6b99E+U4 3.bbi87L-OJ 9.j2257L+UJ 3.41380F+O1
 
3i04075F+04 2.19136tE-03 5.95330+03 ].30419E+O1

3.21450E+04 ?.bO641E-O3 
 3.764 62t+03 2.8?88F*OI
 
3.38826F+04 1.32073E-O3 2.3bY98og+3 3.1666E00
 
3.562o2E+u4 2,bi13E-O3 1.46(57E+U3 
 3.9038F+00
 
3.73578E+04 9.8b6L4E-03 9.ObIHhb+u 
 8.93722E+00
 



















5.12583E+04 2.872?IL+O0 1.57124f+O1 
 4.53017F+01
 
5.24959E+04 9.399W4F-01 9.33036E+0o 8.7704HF+00
 
5b4733b+04 j.b6098E+oo 5.bI7o+uu 8.58806F+uo
 
5.b471oE+04 3.79538E+00 





5Sq94b2E+04 1.13117L+01 1.I0846E+00 I.?R3R7F+QI

blb3-7t+04 1.7116bE+o1 6.4b4?ab-Ul 
 1.I4524F+01
 









J IOTAL = 2.1b657E*09 
PLAKCK MLAN OPACIIY = 6.l595k-0I MFAN-SUUAREU PLAKIvL MEAN OPACITY = 1.02?ObE+Oa 
HOSSELANU MEAN-FREF-PATH = 3.b547q+01 I/PUoSELANU NLAN-FNEE-PATH = 2.99421E-O 
MEAN-SUUAREU ROSSFLAND MFAN-FNFF-PAIH = H8,39'E+03 I PNIE 1.81369E+04= 

I1AL OPALI TIl1 ANtI VOLUME. fHNI IUIJ 37 
I-MEHAIUH- S.o0000+k 03 C/H MASb RATIO = t-o40O(-o3 PRESSURE = 1.00000L+02 
OME TAruIAl MO I!(wT) 3 
7.IY6F034.0029l6E-03 6.?O0t,6I+Ub 2.68498F+03 
55bb63+03 1.JHH4bE-02 l.O90q6E*Ub 9.83960F03 
I1?94?E+04 ?.SY4Ml?-0 6.921d4t+u5 1.79597F*04 
I.303Hf 404 F.47311F-o? 6.34'uET+Ub 1.6999E*04 
1.47b93+04 I.;645t -Oe 5.558f-05) 6.,h99l+U3 
I.6cU69E+04 3.21370F-03 4.67491f1'+US 1.r0237F*03 
I.b2445L+U4 1.IHYLO-0) 3.8lb35E+O5 4.93834F+02 
1.948?IIF+04 2.21,023E-03 3.03.39SE7U0 6.M?715F+02 
2.1719bL*(4 2.13947E-04 2.36uoaE4bb ".04967F*Q2 
2.34b12E+04 6.b9d3OE-u3 1.bOilBf+O5 1.20702E+03 
2.51948E+04 1.852qqE-04 1.3536b'E+Ob ?.50830F*02 









3. 1450E+04 3.044H6t-03 3.8049E+04 I.177qE*02 
3.3Hb26E+04 1.82407E-04 2.70078E+04 4.9?64]F0O 
3.56202E+04 2.80f21E-04 I.YOA22E+04 5.34?74E-00 
3.73578E+04 4.96184E-04 1.33ib5E+04 6.60744F*00 
3.9O953E+04 1.14466E-0J 92510o4E+U3 1.0'96]F*O1 
4.0H329E 04 4.84334E-03 6.39(O4E+03 3.09830E01 
4.25705E 04 2.449A2L-Oe 4.39b69+03 1.07711E*02 
4.4308OE+04 6.43820-Oe 3.00(,77E+03 1.93582F+02 
4.(1(1456E)4 1.006)T0F-01 2.04t, 7E U3 2.0604qF+0 
4.77b32E+(,4 H.59932t-oe 1.38134E+03 1-19302E*02 
4.,.5207E>04 4.91930E-02 9.3bb39E+02 4.6076]E+01 
5.12583E+04 3.84605E-od 6.30024E+02 2.4?310F*01 
5.29959E o4 b.97bA2E-0? 4.22322E+02 ?.%i?406Fo 









5.94462E+04 9.32630E-o1 8.2lzO6L+uI 7.71477E*o1 
b.16837E*04 1,30102E+OU' 5.46631E+01 1.I1R]OF+OI 
b.34213L 04 1.70179E+0u 3.b0b4E+o1 b.13?62F 0 
b.51589E+04 2,2IH94t*Ob 2.3(U33E+01 r.2?963EtUI 
b.68964F+04 2.?06Ib+OU ].Sb57QE+o1 3.43234F+01 
J IOIAL = l.024]E+OH 
PL AkCK MEAN OPAC II = 1 * I(,t 3E-0? MFAN-SLUAPhU HLANC MEAN I)PACIY = 3.1138bE-04
 
I)5SSLN M AN--FF-PATH = 4.B25h,0E+Od i/NSSIL.AN' MEAN-FREF-PATH = 2.07?3'iE-o
 
Mf AIN-SULIAEII R()SSFLAN) M[AN-FHE-PAIH = U.8.1 hE+05 I PRIWE = |.769(5E*06
 
101 AL OPALITIES ANU VULLUmJ F ,)IS iUN 38 
IFNPEHMAIUN = b.I)OO(UE*u C/I MASS PAT[0 = I.0OouoL-1)? PRESSURE = 3 .0000E 0? 
(OME(A 01.A MI) f!(w.T) J 
.I.L190 F+03 9.Yb4?9L-OJ 6.IOtb6E Ob 6.67700F*03
N '.55b63 03 3.0417F-()e T.()9896F 0b 2.4q210F 04 
I 1294 ?E+04 6.4bbfi7E-0ed b4124E Ub 4.468S?6F04

I.3o31ti.04 
 b.15278L-Od 6.34k407L+Ub 3.90583F.04
 
1.47693F 4)4 3.00|43E-oe 
 3.55e28E ub I.6664HF.04






 2.36024L+05 1.31228E 03 
2I3572E*04 1.27675E-0 1.80RE*05 2.30067F63
2.51948L+04 5.142 I-OJ 
 1.35,JbE*ub 6.96049F+02
 
2.693231tu4 2.152?44E-OJ I.O0db6O 
 b 2.1q794F+02
2.bhb99+04 8.bSllE-04 7.33441E04 
 6.4q620E+O1
3.04075E+04 H.308BE-04 5.30H'E+04 4.40621Et01 






 1.90322 04 1.60662E-01
3.73518.+04 9.43339E-04 1.3316bE+04 
 1.2620E 01
 
















 4.22322E U 3.32823E+01
 




 1.8791(SE 2 5.2677E*01
5.2086E+04 5.73booE-o1 1.24864E+02 7.16470E+01




 5.46631hE u 8.07630F+01
b.34213E+04 1.bo577E.Ou 3.bO364E+Oi 7.028b6F01 b.515H9E+(4 2.b9,p9REOi 2.37(033E*01 6.16262F+01 
6.bRH964 04 2.5f0oL0 UL I.S5bl9E+(I 3.99382F 01 
J 101iAL 2.bI452E+U8 
PLAkCK MEAN OPACIIY = 1.7?O11L-(1? MEAN-SUUANEU PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 1.42617E-03 
H0SSELAND MEAN-FREF-PATH = ?d2?I94L*d(1 I/OSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATh = 4.5lPB7E-01MAN-SUUAREI) NUSSFLMNI) FAN-FNFL-PAFI = ,?.27|5o0i 1 PRIME = 4.87230E+09 
InSIAL (PACLTIES AN) VULUMF EM!ISSI0iJ 39 
TFM'EHATUI* = 5.0OOOOE.3 C/H MASS RATIO = 5.OooooL-0? PPFSSURE = 1.00000E02 
OMEGA rurAl MU H(w.T) J 
1.81906E+03 b.b4386L-0 6.TOh6E+0U' 4.4S647F04
 
9.1)5663E+03 2.30597L-0I 1.OYtt96L+U5 i.61Fo0E*05
 
I.1?942E*04 4.31009E-01 bt.Y?124F+O 2.98311E.05
 
I.30JIHE+(04 4.IOf(ht-Ol b.34d07+Ob 2.60'fc4E+05
 
1.47693L+04 ?.003i6h-O1 ,5bS?+Ob 1.11243F*05
 
I.b',069F+04 5.314c'6E-Od 4.67491E05 2.48E41F+04
 
I.82445E+04 1.95105E-Oe 3.8153SF+Ub 7.44395F+03
 
1.99821E+04 3.14(PIE-Oe) 3.03398E*Ob 1.13h90F+04
 
2.17196E*04 4.576A4E-Oe 2.36024E+'05 1.08020F+04
 
2.3457ZE+04 8.15(033E-o0e .8OI9f8L+W 1.46868E*04
 
2.51946E+0)4 6.434()E-O I.3b36-iE+ ',RH2]E*03
 
2.6q323E+04 2434ol0*-O0 1.o0dbOE+U5 ?.94174F*03
 
2.8 b99E+04 6.3d3411-03 1.33441E U4 4.63785E+02
 
3.04075E 04 2.b4405E-OJ 5.30hh4E+U4 I.40316E.02
 3-21450E*04 1.2HM16E-Oe 3.flO245F+04 4.90196E+02
 
3.38826E#04 1.bM e1E-Oi 2.700f8E*U4 4.54974F+01
 
3.56202E*04 d.d437E-UJ 1.90322L+04 5.41194E+01
 
3.73571E+u4 b.13331E-03 1.J3165E+04 6.835RE+01
 
3.90953E*04 I.04839E-Oi! Y.25104*O3 9.70503F+0]

4.0H329E+04 3.02173E-02 6#39104E+03 1.93302E+02
 
4.25105E+04 i.442ROE-0I 4.391)69E+03 6.34352F 02
 
4.43080E+04 2%8I944E-Ui 3.uob7E+Qj 8J681F+02
 
4.b456E+04 4.46103E-01 2.0407f+0U3 ')13296E+02

4.77632E+04 3.98511E-ol 1.38134F+03 5.52878E+02
 
4.95207E+04 2.S4'60E-UI 9.36b39EO+2 2.3H431E+02
 
5.12583E+04 ?.03b,-386-(1 6.30024E+Oe 1.28?97F+02
 
5.2q959E+04 ?.57bo9 -o1 4.e 2J22E+u2 1.087'52F+62
 
5.47335E+04 4.01172E-oi 2.2i84+o2 I.15066E+02
 
5.(4710E+04 7.2151IE-01 I.879TSF+ud 1.1S626E+02
 
5.82086E+04 I.31923L+0o 1.24864F+U0 1#64724E4 02
 
5.99462E+04 2.2696Foo 8.272O6 uI 1.833APF+02
 
b.16i3?E+04 3.i11O00OJO 5.4btx31E+UI 1.70385E+02
 
6.34213E 04 4.133n2E 00 3.60.14+01 1;48939F+02





J IOTAL = l.bt836E+09 
PLAf,C MEAN UPsiCi Yi = *-81 9L-o1 MEAN-LJAHEU PLANLN WIAN OPACITY = q.77482E-02 
HOSSELAfD MFAN-HFF-PAIH = 3. Flb 9+(0 I/RUSShL.ANH) I1LAN-FREE-PATH = ?.63491E-O? 
ME AN-SJUAPH ) ROSSFLAND Ml.AN-NF -PAIH =. I I 934L+03 1 PRIME = ?.03RI6E+04 
I(IAL OPALJ TIS AHID VULIJMF FNISiluNq 40 
TIMPERH\IUHE b oO0o-E<.U3 (/H MAbS NAI to b.oOoOOt-03 PPFSSUF = .O00000E+02 
u (l1f 6A TOIAL MU W, ) 
. 






 1.20977tL-01 6.34HOftJ+05 T.67970F+04
 
I.47693E.04 ' 
 E-Od5 2H.+05 3.?7263F04
 
I.b5U6E+04 
 1.5i2321-0 4.67491F+Vb 7,06996E+03

I°m244bt+U4 3.4H88HE-0A 
 3°i.35E +o33113F 03
 
1.94821F+04 
 4.5/gE-03 3.033YE+tb 1.3HR3F03
 
2.i7196E+v4 














3.21450E+04 I.13432E-)c' 3.80,45E+U4 4.31320F*02
 3.38826E+04 9.94124E-0 
 2.7oUHE U4 2.68br3F*U1
 
3.562o2E 04 1.47bo4E-03 'I.90422E+04 2.8Qg?3F+0O

3.7378E+o4 2.91470E-03 1.331bbE+04 3.88137E*01
3.9O953E+04 





4.25ft5F+04 5.22974E-o1 4.39069E+U3 
 2.29935E+03
 
4o43080E04 1.55112E+O 3.0ob77E+03 4.68]19E*03


















5.HPO86E o4 3.40445E+00 
 i.?48641-+U 4.29fO93F*02
5.99462E.04 b.44502E+Oo 
 8.2206UE1l 5.33210FO02 
6.16637E+04 
 9.I63RBE 0O 5.46b3IE+Ul r.009?6E+02
 





b.6H964F t04 I.b151bjL+ol 
 1.bb('E~ui 2.948'iE+02 
J IOIAL = 511836E+08 
PLANCK MLAN OHACI(Y = 5.,3684L-O? MEAN-SUUANEO PLA6Jt' F' OPACTIY 1,95350E-o?MANI = 
ROSSELANU Mf-AP-FHFF-PAIH = 1.301127E+02 I/NOSSfL.AND MEAJ-RE-PATH = 7.64q55E-03
MEAN-SUUAE) R(OSSFLAN) bIAIN-FRL-PAlH = 4.%()R44Ez4 [ PRIME = 8.29072E+04 
JOI1AL OPAL(.Ill S AND Vt)LIMNF Im ISS IUN 41 




I * ?942&.*o4 
I.A3oAI4+-04 
I.47693F-.04 
I t ,0694h+04 
I.b?4453F+04 
I.9'4d?1[*+04 






























6. 10 (bLbI+ 













































































4.2a2de t o+(e 

























J IenlAL 1.2?01 14E+ (9 
PLANOtK MLIN ()PAC 11 i= I *t)99YLL0i 
HO SELANI) HF AN-FHku-PA Tt = 6.o?1"I 
ME A\-SuWtlAHLI, HcSSI-LAN[ NMF,I1--F iz-PAIN = 
MEAN-SUAPO U)ILANLrh MEAN OPAC ITIY 
/PUS'SFLAND0 ALAN-F NLEPAI M 




TO IAL OPA(LI ItS ANU VULUI* LHISS)UN 42 









9,55b66JL+o3 l.Obb35E*O0 I.0b 96E+Ob 7.49188O05 








































































4.77832E+04 7.961?5E+00 1.38734E+03 1.10450E+04 
4.95207E+04 3.70858E+00 9.36639E+02 3.4736oF03 
5.1?583E+04 1,522qOE+00 b.30024E+02 9.59463E+02 
5.29959E+04 1.367HIE+oo 4.22322E*02 5.77655F+02 
5°47335F+04 





























J 10TAL 7.b4253E+09 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = N.1%92?L-01 MEAN-SULJAREU PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 1.30415E00 
HOSSELANO MEAN-FREF-PATH = 1.19242L+01 
MEA.-SQuARE[) HOS'LAND MIAN-FH-PATH = 
I/RUSSELAND MEAN-I.EE-PATH 





To)1M. ()PA- ii ISE. AVID V UIF* I'll SS 1t)II 43 
If MFI-HAIUHE ).U00000f .01 C/Ft MASS PAT 10) S.00001 PH- SSUPE I .00000@ 03 
()MI (3A 10T1Al ML h-( w , T 
/.Hi)o@I *0.3 
49.h16J3L +o 3 
?.S64r(iE-0c: 





I­1?942+-*04 3. Ib6 E-o I 6.Ya1e.tot*v .2iS?F+05 
I.1.oJiH-*04 1.61%J36E-0I 6.348o7E+05 I.O63Sir3F+U05 
1.47643F+04 $.lbtflYI.-Oc b.bbaeHE*ob 4.5318E04 
1.6%0Mh9E +04 2.UbA6IdE-od 4.67491[ +095 9.7Th14F+O3 
I.M24451->04 4.?9,?'46E-OJ 3.81515F~u5 I.63791F.03 
1 (bI(44. It)169E-(iJ i.03398E(5t I.446'V;IF+03 
2.I7i96E~o4 4.834651E-(IAJ 2.Jb024E+05 i.141l10F+3 
2.34b72k*0o4 3.171o71-Oc 1.8019iL~tn 5.7?5o3F+03 
2.14E0M.13135L-0A 1.35365h+u:j 1.09799F+03 
2.693?3E+04 4.101c54E-0-i 1.00e6b0F*O 4.1 1b23F+O2 
2.8669'4E*04 3.461q1E-0.3 7.3441I- 04 2.53674F+02 









3.562oI-Fo'. ?.6dIHSE-0S: 1.90322E+04 C,.11%cuYF.O1 
3.13578E+04 5.b3M29E-03 1.33165E+04 7.'308?3E+O1 
3.9o9S3E+04 3.13IjY1E-Oz! '.2SI046'03 2.90411E.1J2 
4.08-329E+04 2.1464oE01 6).39?o/.E403 1.T8RATE03 
4.25?O05E~o4 luS'44E+ou 4.3966,9Lb037.16F0 
4.43080L+04 4.501q11 4Uv 3.oobilfloi I.44382F+O4 
4.bq;41bL4A 7.4'4Iu&.ov0 ;2.Q4b7TL-U3 1.53342E+04 
4.778321*0)4 6.obbtjJE+O0 1.3814I-03 8.40240F*03 
4.95207E-+04 2.656b39E40 9.3663iE+oe 2.48807F4 03 
5.1258s3E.04 Y.e3438E-0I 6.300d94Ft02 S.MIYSHE.02 
S.95Ei483blS-0i 4.2232?E*Ud 3.61218E+02 
5.47335f.(J4 ].b25&>*.ijt 2.821-1?E+02 4.98796F+02 









6.16831F.+04 l.9( (cnE~oi 5.46t3]f *ui I .o8u7F+03 
0.3421'3E +04 ?.ble3JL4ol 3.6i;364F+oI 1.01508F+03 
0 6t)55 SF. 04 
b .bMR964tQ-4 
4.?ouo 11tHl 
4 .5(I 15tE41 
2.37U3 3R u I 
1.55514t +ul 
'1 .012;-1 9S.-03 
7.01218Ft02 
.j WA1 1.5930fit-tOM 
PLAkCK MLAN UPA(J I Y H.p I3HqL-0? HFA1\-SUUAREUJ HLAOCr, ME AN OPACITY = 8.9541 It-O2 
NOSSE LAINt IA14-E-PFF-PATH =4 9 bHV(hI- 401i 1/RSSEt AND MLNEA-F HLEPA IH = * 03203E-O? 
ME AI\-bU1IMkt I) HiiSSI- L~kL HE Al'v-i Ht I-PATtI =t. I; I toL*04 I PHI '- = 3. 48325L *04 
101 AL UPHA L i ItS ANO VULUIAI IMISSIUON 44 
I FMNIEHMTUHE 5S. OOOOE.3 C/H MASS HAI 10 1.000001 -0? PF'FSSURb = I 01000E*03 
OMIG/ 10 1 AL MU CWi.I I 
I.H19061.03 6.bIllE-Od 6.7fl(66F+O5 4.43r,09F.04 
Y.S',bb3l +tv3 ?.'tI61)W-0I 1.u9t496E*U5 I.TIWI7SF+Ob 
1.12942F+04 4.5353HE-O1 b.92124E4,Ub 3.13905F*Ob 
1..AQ31HF-.04 4.3?649E-01 6.34hio7f+05 ?.746~49F+05 
1.4769A1+04 2.10 1?EE-0I b.b5i5a8E05 1.*16(499F+05 
1.65i0t4-.04 5.358RIE-Oe 4.b7491E+Ob 2.509il9F+04 









?.34572k:+04 5.b2'479E-Od 1.1101981t5 l.O1358E*04 









3-04075E+04 6.01942E-03 53.30841+04 3.19441E+02 
3.21450E+04 2.obioJE-02 3.8o245EF+04 1.0I26nF*U3 
3.3f8b26E+u4 2.79302E-03 2.70U1ML*04 7.54577F401 
3.56202E+04 4.1001711-OJ i.90.32?E*04 7.80393E*01 
3.73S78E+o4 8.991901-oi 1.33Ib5F*04 1.19821E+02 









































S.tOHbf:.+o4 1.t8Ht45+.00 1.d4864F+02 4.84984F.02 
5.99462F+04 1.4F9071401 8.272!06E+oI 1.22350F+03 









6.68964E*04 5.'7Iic;OL*0i 1.5b51fE~o 80J;9F0 
J ICIAL 1.$34486E+('9 
PLtACK MtAN PI1CI 1Y = I *C b7oF-GI MEAN-SOUARELUPLAN(I\ MI-AN OPAC ITIY = 2.29P06bE-O1
 
ROSSELANU MtAN-I-NIF-PA lb = 4.5I3RS1+0 1/RUSSELANO [tLAN-f-NEl-PATH = p. 2 1 55E-0?)

N1AtN-SUUARLH) NOSSI-LAND MEFAN-FPEE-PAlM = b.b7Q63E+03 I PRIME =1 .03465E *O4
 
TIIAL OPALITIES ANL VULtMF EMISSIUN 45 









9.55bb3L+03 1.7129HE+0 ?.OYH6E+Ub 1.2I575E*06 
1.1942I*04 3.21441E.O 6.92124L+ J5 ?.?2477E.06 
1.30318L404 3.06631E+0U 6.34807E05 1946 lF+06 
1.47693E+04 1.493nE+0U 5.55t2aE+Ub b.?8960E05 
I.tbAOb4E04 3.lH31?E-uI 4.67491E+Ub 1.766%7F.05 
1.82445&+04 7.37592E-ue 3.b153bE+U5 2.81417F4 04 
I.99821L+u4 1.tI)523E-Oe 3.0339HE05 2.36809F 04 
2.17196@*04 .o02586E-ui 2.36024E05 2.4?I29F 04 
2.34572E+04 2.bbsoE-ul 1.80198E+Ob 4.96772F+04 
2.51903E+04 1.93460E-0i 1.3536LiE+05 2.61878F04 
2.bQ323E+04 8.(0bA8E-0d t,002600105 8.73135F03 
2.bt)99E {4 2.bOfj5E-0I 7.33441E+04 1.91278F+03 
3.04075E04 I.70245-ce 5.30O84E+04 9.03463F+02 
3.21450E+04 l.18462E-oe 3.80245E+04 2.7319?F+03 
3.38s26E+o4 1.00263E-Oc 2.707fEH+04 2.70788E+02 
3.56202E+04 1.(u745F-oe 1,90322E+04 3.24966F+02 
3.73578E+04 3.849q6E-Qe 1.33165E +04 5.1?681F+02 
3.9o953E+04 1.69227E-oi 9.25104E+03 1.56694E+03 
4.0329E*04 1.2b360E+O. 6.39704E+03 8.OP33oE+03 
4.25(05E+04 6.96344E100 4.39bb9E+03 3.06160E+04 
4.43080E+(14 ?.06027E+0I 3.cob?7E+t)3 6.19477Fr04 
4.6045bE+04 3.20942E+01 2.04bl7E+03 6.5689CE+04 
4.77832+04 2.60046E+01 1.38134E+03 3.6077?F.04 
4.95207E+04 1.14248F401 9.36U39E+U2 1.07009E+04 
5.I1S3E+04 3.bY944E+ot 6.30024E 02 2.3?784F+03 
5.29959Eo+4 2.549r,2L+OU 4.22322E+02 I.07672F+03 
5.47335E+o4 4.03608+oU 2H282E+02 1.13891F+03 
5.4IlOF+O4 7.67HoE+oo 1.87975E+o2 1.4434?F+03 
5.b?0H6E+04 1.46392+01 l.4h4E+0 1.82791F.03 
5.9Q462Ff04 2.49533E+l1 8.27U6E+O1 2.0641SE+03 
b.16837F+04 3-0975L401 5.4bbJlE+0l 2.0?787E+03 









IOTAL = 1-.3502E10 
PLAI.C\ MEAN OPACI IV I. 3b00+0+( MFAN-SUUAHEL) PLANL. MFA' OPACIIY = 4.18670E*00HOSSELAND MEA-Fkrtf-PAIti = Mo."195E+OU I/OSSILANU MtAN-FREE-PAIt = 1.22670E-01 
MEAk'-SUlAHEi H)SSyFLAND M AN- FREE-PAIH = ?.90s3E0+o? I PRIME = 6.1414bE+O? 
IOIAL OPACITIES ANU VOLuME ElISSIUN 4b 
























































































4.77832E+04 2.8I232E-Oe 3.31315E 04 9.31764E+02 






































J IOTAL = 2.78R69hE B 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 9o6]961E-03 MEAN-SUUAREU PLANCN MFAN OPACITY = 1.91339E-0-

ROSSELANU MEAN-FREF-PATH = 
 1.45279E+O 1/HOSSELANO MEAN-FREE-PATH = 6.88333E-03
 
MEAN-SJUAREI) ROSSELANO) MFAN-FHEL-PATH = i%2q953F. 04 
 I PRIME = 2.67205E*04
 
47 ItIAL UPAC ITILS AND) VULUME EMISSIUN 
IFMPEHATURE = h.,bOooE+u3 C/H MASS RATIO = I.000O0L-02 PRESSUPE = 100000L+02 
OMEGA TOTAL ML) H(WT) J 
7.HIV06Fu3 b.9Y93fIE-0J I.225t+b06 M.5721HE403 
9.55663F +03 9.26H125E-QJ .42535E+OUb .3a29oF'04 
1.]2942 +04 1.02b29L-O2 I.53436L 4 Ub 1.57317F+04 
I°J3JI +04 1.00663E-OU ].bb994f+b 1.97029F*04 
1.4 t43E+04 9.24198E-03 I.51ioE+Ob 1.40210E*U4 
1.65bYE+04 9.45225E-03 I.4231YE Ub 1.20342F+04 
1.82445E+04 7.93684E-O 1.29(58L+Ob 1.02987E+04 
l.Y9b2lL*04 i.713U2E-OJ 1.15384E+It 8.89s7F+03 
2.I7196E+04 7.21231E-03 1.00416E+0b 7.24667F+03 
2.34512E+(14 1.O0blOE-O H.5932HE+05 H.66287E+03 









3.04075E o4 4.912c9E-03 4.00152E+0b 1.96578E+03 
3,21450E+04 6.363q6E-03 3.21BOF+0b 2.0471'6F+03 
3.38820E'04 4.34320E-03 2.56JbME+U5 1.11346E+03 
3.562o2E+o4 4.4H5obE-QJ 2.0272bE+u5 9.09237E+02 
3.7357HE+04 4.b230E-OJ i.b9175E+Ub 7.77141F+02 
3.9o953E+04 5.58930E-03 1.24175E+U5 6.94053E+02 
4.08329E+04 6.bo7E-03 9.6301l1E+04 6.02645F+02 
4.25705E+04 9.4.222E-03 7.42803E+04 7.31083E+02 
4.43080E+04 l.26847E-Oc1 5.7Ou97E+4 7.?3152E+02 
4.0456E+04 ].84462E-u, 4.35534E*04 8.2q170F402 
4.77B32E+o4 2.b8IjoE-o 3.3135E 04 9.54552E+02 
4.y, 207E+04 4.73502E-02 2.51037E+04 l.i8R67F*03 
5.12583E+04 7.8715E-0 I.8509E+04 l.49175E+03 
5.29959E+o4 1.34722E-0i 1.42b'OE 04 1.9?072E+03 
5.47335E+(14 2.34519E-01 I.069111E04 2050726E+03 
5.b4710E+04 4.28940E-Oi .99ft?88E 03 3.4?846F*03 
5.82086E+04 7.46439L-01 5.95db9E + b3 4.44 tOF.03 
U 5.99462E+04 1.20686E+00 4.43034E+03 9.34683F+03 
6.16837E+04 1.39147E+00 3.28571E+03 4.S7198E+03 
- 6-34213E04 1.48941E+00 2.4310]F4 03 3.6?07.RF+03 
6.51589EL+4 1.59493E+U0 1.79459E+03 2.86225E+03 
6.68964E 04 1.345g3E+00 I.3?196E'03 1.77807E+03 
J OJTAL 2.93570E+08 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 1.0o16RE-U? MFAN-SUUANUI) PLANCK MFAN OPACIIY = 1.92744E-03 
ROSSELAND MAN-FRtF-PATH = 1.36b65E402 I/ROSSELAHI) HEAN-fREE-PATH = 7.31716E-03 
MFAN-SUUARI) HOSSFLAND 1FAN4-FIF1-PATH = 2.05r,48h+1)4 I PRIME = ?.40S98E+04 
OIOAL ()WALiTIES AiU VULI)MF IM [UN 48 









9.S5bb3F+03 1.950rsE-oe 1.42b35t+0h 2.78054F*04 









1.b569E+04 1.40462E-02 1.423?9t+Ub I.99ARE+04 
1.82445E+04 1.63105E-02 1.24(b tOb ?.11b43F+04 
l.99i21E-o4 .2.45323E-02 1.15384E+06 2.83063E#04 
2.17196E+04 2.4972E-Oe 1.0047b+06 2.i0982E+04 









2.86b99E+04 6.59049E-03 4.92945E+05 3.?4408E+03 
3.04075E+04 6.97773E-03 4.00152t+0b 2.7916E+03 
3.21450F+04 1.450371-02 3.21B80+05 4.6655F+03 









3.4o953E+04 7.07622E-OJ 1.2417rF+05 8.78693E*02 
4.08329E*04 9.03br9E-03 9.63011E*04 8. ?Oti3E+02 


















5.29959E+04 1.4Q31|E-01 1.42510+04 2.*057531+03 
5.47335E+04 2.48l84-O 1.06911£U4 2.66009E+03 
5.b4710F.04 4.51145E-01 7.99288E+03 3.6o595 03 
5.8208bE+o4 7.8030JE-01 5.95H69 03 4.64958F+03 
5.99462E+o4 1.25514F- 00 4.43U34E03 'i.56071E+03 









6.68964L+04 I.43174E+00 1.32196E+03 1.t9?7E+E03 
J Il0it = 5.95956L+(18 
PLANC MEAN OPACITY = 2.1ibbll-u? MEAN-SUUAREU PLANLI MI-AN OPACIIY = ?.44c82E-03 
HOSSELAND MFAN-FREE-PATH = 1.540421+01 I/ROSSLAI{) MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1.32619E-02 










































































ECIAL (PACITIES AND VULUMF hNISSIUN 
C/H MASS RATIO =b>.OOOOO-03 
















































































































































PLANCK MEAN UPACIEY 10:3h39L-1 MEAN-SWUARED PLANCI\ MPAN OPA(.ITY = 3,4207bE-01
HOSSELANU MFAN-FPE-PATH = 1.47576E401 I/ROSSELANU) MEAN-FREE-PATH = 6.77615E-O? 
MEAN-SUIJAREIP ROS5FLAND MFAN-FREE-PATH = i'.4140t90? I PRIME = 2.7539JE+O?
 
50 1O AL. )$ACITI ES AIID VULIIME EMIS',I101 
ILMPLNABJNE = b.iOOOOE+0i) C/I1 MASS HAI 10 1 .OOOOOL-O2) PNESSLJPL = .ouOOOE+O2 
OMEbA fUIAI Mil H(W l) J 
1.8190bEt03 7.81f45E-Ot I.22136ME06 9o.5M7oF*04 
Y.55b63EL+3 1.O9bO0E-O1 I.4253%L+Ub 1.56227E+05 
1.12942k+(14 1.31H3vL-o1 1.53436E+0b 2.0728SF+05 
1.30318E+04 1.28437E-01 i.55994L+Ob ?.0o354F*05 
I.47b9.3E+04 1.04939E-01 1.511fOEf+00 1.542O3E05 
I.bbObQE+04 8.44271E-Od 1.42J79+0b 1.20207E+05 
1.82445E+04 7.bgbl(E-Oe I.29158L+Ub 9.89b4F4* 
1.99821E+04 1.b3276L-02 I.15384EOb 8.80696E,04 
2.17196E+04 7.d1r33E-Oe I.I0'#1fbE~Ob 7.25172E+04 
2.34572E+04 1.18013E-01 8.5932HEt05 1.01412E*05 
2.51948E+04 5.9?07-Eo2 I,23S2IE*0b 4.28379E404 
2.69323E+O4 %.OI366E-Oe 6.008b9E*05 3,0l255E+04 
2.86699E 04 4.72212E-O0 4.92995E+Ob 2.3?798E*04 
3,04075E*04 4.79549E-o? 4.UOI52E+Ob 1.91933E+04 
3.21450E+04 7.15253E-Oe 3.21bHOE+05 2.30083E+04 
3.8b2bE+04?* 4.22944E-oe 2.56J6E+0b i.O429F+04 
3.bb2O2E+04 4.54260E-Od 2.O272bE+05 9.dOO43E+03 
3.13578E+04 5.22036E-0 1.59175E+05 8.30951'*03 
3.90953E+04 6.530U9EO 1.24175E+05 8.10976E+03 
4.0832(?E+04 9.89472E-0 9.b3ulILE0+ 9.5p872E+03 
4.25705E+04 1.96891E-OI 7.42U03E*04 1.46291E*01 
4.43080E404 3.33401E-01 5.70197E+04 1.90071E 04 
4.bo4SbE+u4 4.91230E-01 4.35'a34L+U4 2.13947E+04 
4.77832E+04 5.86873E-O1 3.3131'E+04 1.94440E+04 
4.95207E+04 7.35747E-OI 2.510O37C+04 i.84700E+04 
5.12583E+04 .O.sdq4E+O0 1.89509L+O4 2.O6364E+04 
5.29959E 04 1.82110E00 1.42570E+04 2.59633E+04 
5#47335E+04 3.16391E+OU 1.06)IIE+04 3.3R263E04 
5,b4710E+04 5.7H476E+00 7.99288E+03 4.62369F 04 
5.8208bE+04 1.00625E+Ol 5.951369E+03 5.99596E+U4 
5.994b2E 04 1.62bO0Ek+oi 4.430J4E+U3 7.?0639E+04 
6,16837E+04 1.1 q9E+OI 3.2851E 03 6.18367F04 
b34213E+04 2.O3035E+O1 2.43101E+03 4.93590F+04 
6.51589E 04 2.196A3E+O1 1.79459:+03 3.94204E+04 
6.68964E 04 l.b6836E+0I 1.32196E*03 2.469R9E+04 
J IOTAL = 3.46565[+09 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 1 Iia3JLtlj MEAN-SWUAREU PLANCf' MEAN OPACITY = I.S3848L-Ol 
HOSSELANU MEAN-FREF-PATH : I.e9dY2E+O1 1/ROSSELANI) MEAN-FREE-PATH = 7.70r73L-0? 
MEAN-S(UAREU. HOSSFLANI) MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1.94h83E+O? I PRIME = ?.30790E+O? 
10I1 ill o AC1TILS, Ar ,1) i UMF 1-M I-',,U1j 51 
I A 'I Ukl: u UOO 40 j C/Fr 1-AS, kA I 1w b .01) O 0E. 0LO IPESSU14F L).040001 02 
(IIAE(,A. [t I Aj NIU H-( w I1 J 
Yb',bb *F+03 4.491)2I-01 1 .4?! 31) *00 6.3q9qfSF+0b 
* I b.J3eI-0 L4 +O It? +04 obj1.3h61I 1.06J64F*06 
I*30i3iF1m04 6. .b''q +0o 1.09;433F.+061b~LoV*O 
1.47693t+O4 4.22/>16E-01 1.511/lOE~uo 6.41304F+05 
I . b 9 I-04 ?.147?9I:-U1 1.4?J379I-+UO 3.ori7?9E,05 
hIo;4451-+04 1./4381-UI 1I.2v bHI-+Ub 2.26?It3F.05 
1.'498211- I+ ?.443tI ()O1 1 .1 ib34t *Ub 2.876qQ9F+o5 
2 .1714(,[ +4 2.bA3byE-o1 1.004?bt- +ob, 2.e%;?8F+ob 
?. 345S721+04 . 83(607F0-UIH.59A?28t+05 3.29644F+05 
?.b1948f.04 I .465Q)?t-0I II u.0606?F+OS ?.23b?1E0 

2. b')3?J +u4 9.4? 461 -0e 6.008f)4q +05 9.66167E.04 
2.M6699FA04 6.91 13b1E-0 4.')994cI-+0b 3.4"39$0W+04 
3.04075E+04 7.I40?2E-0e 4.00152E105 2.rMHE+04 
3.21450E*04 1.60941E-o1 3.21680kt+05 5.17716E*04 
338826ef +04 5.28549E-Oe 2.b6J68I-+U5 l.39SO3E7+O4 
3.56,202FI-04 5.'?)Of-oi 2?.02726L+05 12?2OF0F~4 
3.13b7Mt+O4 7.194641- ' 1.S9I1',I-+o 1.145?TIE*04 
3.9o9b)3E~o4 I.00u?2L.-OI 1.24115Et+05 i.2420?F+04 
4.09329E+04 I.Hb9xQE-0i 9.b30I1LU4 1.81999F.O4 
4.eM51051'+04 6.4 2901E-oI 1.428103E+04 4.77549F+04
 
4.43080E+04 Y.0I?9lt>-Ui 5.?0197E+4 51046+ 
4.bli4SbI-+fl I.i"41791.0U 4.355'34E+04 
 s.6?6l8r*04 
4..77832F.+04 1.314291.ou( 3.31J15E*u4 4.3c;443E+O4 
4.9'i2O7I-04 I.21534L+Oj 2.51037L+04 3.090O96Ft04 
b.1?bHJE+04 I.43PljI-.+ou 1.89509E+04 2.7i288E*O4 
5.29)95'If+o4 2.2o0sS5L.0V' 1.42S1oE+04 3.14445F+04 
5.47335E+04 3.(3345E.+0U I.Ot91110U4 3.99146E*04 
5.b47JQ0+04 6.bH7fHt.0U( 1.9908RI-+03 S.34546F.04 
u %.S20861404 1.14609L+01 S.9bkitbq)+U3 6).8?9?Ip.045.9946?L+04 I.82913E.01 4.43034+U3 8.10367E404
 
Lu .I6837E*(,4 e.1600t)oL.0)1 3.?HbtIIE+03 7.0q7'4OF,04 
t.342131404 2.4031ibL+01I 2.43! 011 *04 5.8416E+04 
b.51S894E404 2.W64eF.(4 1E +1.794 i'JE+03 4.B3SF+04 
b.bf4964E4r4 2.34904L401 1.3219bfE+Q3 3.105'33F+04
 
J IVIAL = 10 ~E.Io 
HI ANCt\ MEAN OPic IIY 4 1 0 M~ hLANLI\. MI-AN OPACITY b-= F ANq-SLJANEL) 6.33;93E-Oj 
HUS SELAtIJHfMl-I-FIWF HATHi t14? I j,914 U j/RISS- LANI) MLAf-F NLh-PA T-i 1-7171IE-01 
MEAN,-SUJ(APLD NUSSI- LANk) If AN-k-HN t-PATti = h.f,(036~7L*()1 I PRNE R.?6480E ,01 
52 101iL OPAIT ILi AMLt VOLUME EMISSION 









9.55663E+o3 2.5122E-0,1 1.4253%E+6b 3.5878E405 
1.12942L*04 2.19b6BE-6o1 .b3436tEob 4.29111F+05 
1.3o318E*o4 2.70640O-01 1.559941*Ub 4.2?182F-05 









I.99821E*04 1.70981E-01 1.lbJ4 b "1*97284E+05 
2.17196E*04 1.b90clE-Ol 1.047hL+Ub 1.59849F+05 
2.34572E+04 2.21235L-01 8.59J28E*0b 1.90113E+05 
2.51948E+04 1.396o3E-O1 7.23b21EUb 1,01006E05 
2.bq323E 04 1.23921E-01 6.O0Ob69Lob 7.44601F 04 
2.86b99E*04 1.16993E-01 4.9299 BEUb 5.76772E.04 
3.04075E+04 1.1b476L-01 4.00152E+05 4.62080E+04 
3.21450E+04 1.46107E-01 3.21680E+05 4.69997E*04 
3.38826E+04 1.07623E-01 2.b3hH,EOb 2.75911E+04 
3.56202E+(14 1.15727E-01 2.02726t05 2.34609F*04 
3.73578E+04 1.33322E-01 1.59175E+05 2.12215F+04 
3.90953E+04 1.69331E-01 1.24175E*05 2.10268E*04 









4.bo456E+04 1.52429E+00 4.35534E+04 6.63879E+04 
4.71832E+04 1.733O6E+00 3.31315E+04 5.74188E+04 
4.95207E+04 2.OH39E+00 2.51037E+04 5.06692E+04 
5.12583E+04 2.b7233E+00 1.89509E 04 5.44334E+04 
5.29959E+04 4.7b847E+00 1.42570E+04 6.79839E+04 
5,47335E+04 8.286QoE+00 1.06911E+04 8.85999E+04 
5.64710E+104 1.5lb1HE+01 7.99?88E*03 1.?1237E+05 
Sb2086E+04 2.b4074L+01 5.9569L*03 i.57354F205 
5.99462E404 4.27?r7E+) 4.43034E+03 1.8(290E+05 
b.16837E+04 4.94412E+01 3.?8571E+03 1.62449F+05 
6.34213E+04 S.343e1L 01 2.43]01E+03 l.?q904E+05 
b.b15899+04 5°79837E+01 1.79459E+03 1,040*7E+05 
b.6H964E+04 4.94308E+01 1.32J)6E+03 6.53573F*04 
J 1fTAL = 8.24399109 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = ?.H4379L-01 MFAIN-SUUAREH) PLANWNr MAN OPACITY = 2.43607E+00 
H(SSELAND tIFAN-FHLF -AIH = ).5bjp5E+OL I/R)SSLANI' M-AN-FREE-PATH = 1.79757E-01 
MEAK-S(UARLI HOSSeLAK[ MFAN-FHEE-PATH = 3.482b5E4L01 I PHRI$ = 4.01359E+01 
53 I('I P. (W A(- it 'S Ath Vut UlIl L.I SJ' 
11- MtN HAI UHL hhOl0 +U ( /HiMASS) PA I 0 .00000- PkFSSUI4 i* 0000E+03 
UMEWi% IOIAI MU I(k.f)J 
?.H19061+U(3 ?.?beP.3*-0i 1.?Ibit+0b 2.773'iOF405 
'4.S5bb3F+c3" .5.191IP k- -0)1 I.42b135E+isb 4.549r)4F+O5 
.1?94t'+04 J.9?'0Pb-01 1.534jhk+(b (.Olt,15E+O5 
1.JOJb+'4 3.0'f63L-Oi 1.,5994+Uth 5.935nOF05 
1.47b93Jt+04 2.990Qc2-Q2 1.51tlOt+O0 4.53794E+05 









2.17196t+o4 1.8H366E-01 I.004t6t+O6 1.84139F.05 
2,34b72E+4 2.96643E-01 5.9328t uS 2.54914F+05 
2.b194t01 + 4 1.b5b44E-0] 1.? 321E u 1.)1310F+05 
2.b4323 +U4 1.30ir),E-O1 6.(O)Obh9E+v5 7.86?69E+04 
2.666991'+04 1.226'3t-01 4.92'9E*f5 6.04870F*04 
3-04075E+04 1.239641-01 4.0015?Et05 4.96(43E+04 
3.21450E+04 i.811101-01 3.21b80E+Ub S.8?595E+04 
3.38826E+04 1.10069E-01 2.56jb8t+O(b 2.8?18lF+04 









4.O8J29Et04 3.32138E-0 9.63011E+04 3.19853E*04 
4.25705E*04 8.0305E-01 7.42hO3E*04 5*9661|E*04 
4.43080E+04 1.5bbp9Et00 5.70097t+C4 8.9R806F+4O 
4.bo45bE.04 ?.28539E+00 4.35534t*04 9.9'365F*04 
4.77832E+04 2.381Q2E+O0 3.31315E#04 7,89164E+04 
4.95207E*04 2.36274E*OG 2.51037E*04 5.93135E*04 
5.12583E*04 3.01?OE00 1.89509E+04 5970498E*04 

















w b.16837E+04 5.01184E+01 3928571E+03 1.64675E*05 
b.34213E+04 5.4655E4O 2.43101F*O3 1*32868E+05 
6.51589E+04 b.00225E+O 1.79459E*03 I.o7716F Q5 
b.b964E*04 5.1b462E*01 1.32196E'03 6.8?741|*04 
J TOIAL = 9o83594L+09 
PLACI MEAN UPACI I = 3.3'Wd24t-()) MFAN-SUUAELb PLANCK MFAN OUA(IlY = ?.c7qbbEO00 
N()SLANO MEAN-f k&F-PAIH = 4.8h946E*OU I/ROSSFLANC MEAN-FREE-PATH = ?.05162E-oi 
MEAO-SUUAR1I) HOSSy LAND MflPN-F Pt L-PATH =.lj0/.I +O I PNIFL = 1.36813E+01 
54 II AL ILPACI T ILS AN VULJM EN ib IUN 
TEMPEHAIUNL = 6.bOIl(lOf(f+0 C/H MA~b PATIO 5.0000OE-O? PPESSUPN = 1.O0000E*03 
OMEG, IAI M (wT) J 
t/,l] 6E+03 







1.1?942E+04 I.93bSE*ou 153436F+Gtb 3.0?829F+06 
1.3318E+04 1.9t'qq6E.O 1.b5S94F+Ob 3.00283F+06 
1.47693F+04 l.IYVO6E 00 1.5111O0tb 1.80696F+06 









2i17196L+04 5.33-rbE-01 1.0O0476E0b S.36298F+05 
?.34572E+04 8.45525E-01 H.59J28E05 7.26584F+05 
2.51948E+04 3.b2476E-01 7.23521E*0b 2.59024F+05 
2.69323E+04 ?.32960E-(1 6.00U69 05 l.3997RE+05 
2.86bt991E+4 1.126Y4E-ol 4.92995E+05 8.51374F+U4 
3.04075E+04 1./4106E-01 4.o00152L0'5 6.96691F+04 
3.21450E+04 3.67573E-01 3.2]80E*Ub 1.18241F+05 









3.90953L*04 2.90b]7E-01 1.24175E*05 3.60874F+04 









4.04 b6E+04 6.37u36E+O 4.35b34E+04 2.77451E+05 
4.77832E+04 5.96436E00 3.31315E*04 1.97608E.05 
4.95207E+04 4.47527E.00 2.51037E+04 1.12346F+05 
5.1258JE+04 4.20046E+o0 1.89509E+04 7.97164F*04 
5.29959E+04 5.99239E+00 1.42510+04 8.54332F+04 









5.9Q462E+04 490b7EY+01 4.43034L+03 2.17387F+05 
b.lb8311E04 5.852211E01 3.28bllE+03 1.2287E.0b 
6.34213L+04 6.b9344E Ol 2.43JOi|E03 ).62718F+05 
b,51589E 04 7.82633E Ol 1.79459E+U3 1.40451F 05 
6.bM964E104 6.98365E+0i 1.32.i9bE u3 9.232l0E04 
J IOTAL = 2.92351E 10 
PLAkCK MEAN OPACIIY = 1.0)8485+0o MFAN-5uUARED LAtL F ANl OPACIIY = c.0437bE.On 
ROSSELAND MfAN-FkfF-PATH = .3f6(151EO0 









101 s.L OPAL ITI 1 S ANIIJ VULJMEf 1I1t S,.SiUl 55 
I&-MPERATtUHL 8. OOOUOE+03 CIH MASI HAlI1 5.,OOOUOLt-O3 P.SS'IJP I.O00000O02 
(JOEUA IOTAL Mi B(w,T) J 
1,8] 90)6F+03 3.81l73L0d I.846lO9E+0b 7.U936BF+O4 
9-.b56b3)I 03 4. i935E-)? 2.?OHIl+Ob I.07-394F05 
I1 ?942E'(14







L3,45E . 05 
1.26615F+05 
Io82445t+04 4.0'9,5E-Q2 2.8,*?4E+O6 1.138oF05 
1 .1498211K+()4 3.bfl/31L-0 2,68047EL06 ').90589E+04 
2.1 7196L+o4 3.4"1436L-O 2.o5050 +OUb 8.59319E 04 
2.34t12E04 i.1348E-Ue 2.d9UORLA.b 7.33?SOE04 
?.1948E+04 2.42308E-O02 2.07WE406 .06004F.04 
2.b93231+04 2. 704-9E-Oe 1 .84t 3?'4b 4 .Qq58RF+O4 
2,8hbQQE+04
3.04075E+04 
3,..454E + U4 
2.bqqoE-02
?.4h353E-Ue 
:12. 0 E-Dd 
1.621689L+0b 





3.B ,2bE+04 2.19b99E-OU 1.04193L40 2.30729F*04 
3.561202E 04 12OoIE-OZ 8.90243E+OJ5 I.89266F04 
3.13578E*04 2.10161E-0 7.51022L+05 1.57836F*04 
3,90953E-04 2.132H3E-02 6.2Y'i46E+U0' i.34?71FU', 
4.0H-329F.*4 2,2b142E-u2 5.24,42h+05 i.1843E 04 
4.25705-*04 ?.4-3945E-02 4.3486E"*05 1.06086F+04 
4.43080L+04 ?.H35~l9E-O2 3.58b8El+U5 i.0lb95E 04 
4.60456E 04 3.58934E-O2 2.944+Y4L Ub I.Ol04F.+04 
4.T7832f.+04 4.Ifo91E-O2 2.40163.+U5 1.13378E+04 
4.9520('+04 6.385b&bE-o2 1.96O6oE40b 1.25201F04 
5.12583E04 9.bb679I--0, 1.59070E40S) 1.53610E*04 
5.29959E1u4 144qe92E-oI 1.28')15 *Ub 1.859582E+04 
5.4733.E+E04 2.20911-1O 1.03o(57LE5 2.28990F+04 
5.64ti01+04 3.56412E-01 8.32903E04 2.Q68'V7E04 




















b.896L'+L04 5.HbRIE-0i 2.123.30L+04 1.24782F+04 
J IOITAL = 2.94153E+09 
PLANCK MEAN OPACIlY = 4.,1 1L - OP NFAN-SUUAHE) PLANCiK MAN OPACIIY = 9.0'-679F-0-
ROSSELANU MI4h-FIZF-PAIA = 3. 1906E+.01 1/NOSSELANII MEAN-FREE-PATH = 3.?1;47E-0? 
MEAk-SUIJAPLI) RObSI-LANJ MFAN-IH---PArH = 1,08015t 03 I PRIME = 1,22009E+03 
56 TOIAL OPALITILS AND VOLUME EMISSION 

u TEMPEHATURE 8.00000E+03 L/H MASS RATIO = i.OOO00L-o2 PRESSURE = .O0000E*02 
OMEGA ITUAI. MU R(WT) J 
7.HI9064+03 3. t32E-0 1.4809E+0b 7.07324E 04 









1.47b93E+04 4.70079E-02 2.89137E+b 1.36199E+05 
1.65069E+04 4.37721o-02 2.90059E+0b 1*26965Et05 









2.34572E+04 3.25030E-02 2.29bOSE.+0b 7.46296E*04 
2.51948E+04 2.93679E-Oe 2.u7317E*Ub 6.08847E*04 
2.b9323E+04 2.71390E-02 1.84132F+0b 5.01346E+04 
2.86699E+04 2.65473E-02 1.62689F+06 4.31895E+04 









3.56202E*04 2.13177E-02 8.90243E+05 1.89779E 04 
3.3578E.04 2.10706E-02 ?b1022E*05 1.58245E+04 
3.90953E 04 2.137QSE-02 6.29546E+05 1.3459SF*04 
4.08329E#04 2.26b67E-O2 5,24642L+05 1.18898E+04 
4.25705E+04 2.44968E-0e 4.34876E+0S 1.06531E+04 
4.43080E+04 2.83959E-02 3.58687E 05 1.01852E*04 
4.bO456E404 3.59Jo3E-02 2.94494E+05 1.05813E+04 
4.77832E*04 4.71170E-0e 2.40763E 05 1,134401.04 
4.95207E*04 6.38bsSE-02 1.96(60E+05 1.25215E*04 









5.64710E+04 3.56175E-Oi 8.32403E+04 2.96659F+04 
5982086E+04 5.51112E-01 6,.6735bE+04 3,67788E+04 
5999462E+04 7.971q4E-O1 5.33?86k+04 4.?9133E+04 













J TOTAL = 2.95721E+09 
PLAkCK MEAN OPACITY = 4.?613L-()2 MEAN-SUUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = i.1002E-03 
ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 3.09569E+01 I/ROSSELANI MEAN-FREE-PATH = 3.?30o29E-0? 
MEAr.-SQUARE R(OSSELAND MEAN-FHEL-PATH = 1.07012L+03 I PRIME 1.20SOE 03 
IC)!AL OPALITIf.S AN) VOLIUIME L'IISS[On 57 
TEMPEHA1UHL = H.O{DOOE+U3 (./H MASS RAT I) t)00000-0? PRESSUP = .oooooE02 






2.21)HIE+OUt (.26184F+04 I.Io?43F 05 
I.i2942F04 L.1(lg3E-()d 2.59)42E+00 1.43Q75F*O5 
I.303]E (14 5.(995E-oed.79!J00t 0b L.Q137F+05 
I.47693E 04 4.It3E-Oe ?.84ET*tob 1.3997F+05 
1.b6O69L+I)4 4.497C)5E-O2 2.90059E.Ot, 1.30467E+05 
1.82445F.04 4.LOOR7E-O 2.82424E+U 1.iR643EO5 
1.YQ821E+ 0 4 3. 9 2S64E-0 2.bbb47FOUt '*.09461F405 















































4.bO45bE+04 3.b32O4E-Od 2.94494EOb 1.06961E+O4 
4.17132E 04 4.I,b E-02 2.40fb3E+05 114249E04 
4.45207K+04 610660h-0bOE+05 I.256oE.04 
5.12583t.04 9.65287E-02 I.591obE+U5 1.53548E+04 
5.29959E+04 1.43967E-01 1.28I15E 05 1.89164E+64 
.47335E04 ?.201q5E-OI 1.03657E+05 2.2FR2o7F+04 
S.b4710+04 3.b4872E-O1 8.32'03E04 2.9574FtO4 
5.82086E.+04 5.488t?3E-Oi t.b1396E 04 3.66260E04 









b.SI5MYE-04 .tI'(4R3E-OI 2.6HI9L*04 2;039 3F 04 
b.tb9b4E+1)4 5.HbblOE-O1 2.12330EU04 1.24355F+04 
J iOTAL = 3.05815F+09 
PLANC& MEAN OPACITY = 4.411"SE-O HFAN-SIJARED PLANCO MF M ()PACT y = 5.185EE-oi 
ROSSELANI) MFAI-FREF-PAIH = .96'b42E+OI I/ROSSELANI) MLAN-FREE-PATH = 3.372?OE-O? 
MEAk-bUUARLI) ROSSFLAN) MEAN-FHLL-PATH = '.H3?P99+o? I PRIME. 1,11730E-03 
TiAL OPACITILS ANU VULLJMF EfI.SSUN 58 
HIMPERATURE.OOOOOE+>03 L/H MASb HATirI 5.OOOOL-03 PPESSUHE 5.00000E+02 
OMEUA IUIA[ MU bI(w.T) J 
1I.8906h+03 3.6lqSL-k 1.84d09E+0h 7.14833E+05 
9.55663E+03 4.b8O6IE-01 2.27081EUb 1,06R7F406 
1.1794?E+04 4.94393L-01 2.b9042E+0b R.28069E*O6 
1.30318E+04 4.83/67E-0I 2.7980uo+U6 .35358E*06 
1.47693E+04 4.57008E-01 2.89/37E+Ob 1.32412E+06 
I.b50691+04 4.25395E-01 2.90059E+b I.23390F+06 
I.82445E+04 3.92722E-01 2.82424E+o I.10914+06 
1.99821E 04 3.59136L-01 2.6Hb47E+0b 9.66420FP05 
2.17196E+04 3.33529E-01 2.S0506E+0t, b.31)IE+05 
2.34572E+04 3.18H79E-01 2.29b08E+06 7.30336E*05 
2.51948E+04 2.87375E-01 2.07317E+Ob 5.95779E+05 









3.21450E+04 2.33375L-01 1.2241IE+Ub 2,89676E.05 
3.38826E+04 2.22931E-01 1.04793EUb 2.33616E+05 
3.b6202E+04 2.25204E-01 8.90243E+05 2.00487E+05 
3.73578E+04 2.347q2E-ol 7.51022E+05 ).76334E+05 
3.9o953E+04 2.53467E-01 6.29546E05 1.59569E*05 
4.08329E+04 2.90124E-01 5.24642E+05 1.52211E05 

















5.12583E+04 1.80147E+00 1.59070E+05 2.87513F+05 
5.29959E104 2.76232E00 1.28615E+U5 3.55276E.05 
5.47335E+04 4.29161E400 I.0357E+05 4.448551+05 
5.64710E+04 6.99000oE00 8.32903+04 5.R2199F+05 
5.8?086bE+04 1.08728E+O 6.67356E+04 7.25606E*05 
5.9q462E+(4 1.57139E+01 5.33286E+04 8.41203E+05 
b.1683[F+04 1.62491E01 4.25078E+04 6.90716E.05 
6.34213E+04 I.568811.O 3.38021E+04 5.30289E+05 
b.b1589E*04 1.51112E+01 2.68189E+04 4.0r266E05 
b.6&H964E+04 I.I6C,7L+01 2.12330E+04 2.46636E+05 
J I0OAL = 3.41710L*10 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 4q?9SL-01 MEAN-SUUAHED PLANCK MFAN OPACITY = 1.58093E+00
 
NOSSILANU MFAN-FkRL-PAIH = 2.94218E+*0 I/ROSSELANO MLAN-FREE-PATH = °34?704E-01
 
MEAN-SQUAREI) ROSSFLAND MFAN-FHEL-PAIH = 1.00304E+01 1 PRIME = 1.05R35E+01 
10 AL OPALIIIt S ANJU VOLUME EM I SIUP, 59 
I(M-EHNIUHL H. (,oGoo +03 (/i MASS RATIO I .00ojot--(? PRESSUPt : .0oOOOOE02 
OMFNW, TOTAL MU HU..i) J 
7.b 906t *03 3.-JqE-Oi "I.64bi0Qf +(b 7.1 7691F+05 
9.55b6JE+U3 4. (0)7tE-0I 2,27(8H1Fbb I.067459E06 
1.1?942E+04 4.9bHH9E-01 2.5942k+Ub 1.2$715F.06 
IJ031E-04 4.b6245,E-0I 2.79t400EOb 1.360%1F.U0 
1.47b3E-04 4.590 %7E-0I 2.89131t+0b 1.33006E+06 
I.b5Ob9E+)4 4.2tlh5E-)i 2.90059E uh 1.23903F+06 













2.b194HF(04 ?.89')64L-01 2.07317E.I.'6 6.00317E 05 
2.bq373E+04 2.68255E-OI l.h4/3?E+Ub 4.9qR,4E+05 
2.8b9hbF'E ?.bb89 E-uo 1.b2bHYE+0b 4.17934E+05 









3.S6202F 04 2.2,903E-0] 8.90243z65 2.o01108E05 
3.73578E*(04 ?.34OE-0I 7.5102?10(15 I.76842E.05 
3.90953F+04 2.54179E-01 b.29546E*Ub 1.6ool7EO05 
4.6H329F+(O4 2.9l0yE-01 5.24042t+05 1.5?T22F*O5 













4.95207E 04 1.1527]E+0Q 1.9b6060*OS 2.26000F.05 
5.12583E+04 l.UOYbE+OU 1.59070Eo05 ?.87592E.05 


















6.34213F+04 1.5)f6H8E+01 3.38021E+04 f3o?48E.05 
0.51589E+04 1.5113E'+0 2.hb81EU*4 4.S,jISE+05 
b.b 9b4E+%)4 I.12?06E+Qi 2.12J3oL U4 2.46740E05 
J 1010. 3.43486E+10 
PLANCt MEAN OPACITY = 4.,5,'oE-0 MEAN-bIIAREJ PLANCK MIAN OPACITY = 1.5822SE#O0 
ROSSELANO MIAN-FREI--PAIH = 2?,96148.eUU 1/POSSELANI) MEAN-FREE-PAlH = 3.368E-01 
Ml-A.:-SULJAREI) ROSSFLAN) MFAP-FHEt-PAlM = (q.86A)9L*00 I PRIME = 1.04145E*O1 
TOTAL OPAClTITS ANDU VULIJMF tV jS5UN 60 
l~tiI-FHA1UNL = h.l0OE 403 C/H MASS HATI = t( .00000-i)0? PNLSSUk = O.00O0OE 02 










•1?942E+04 5.3999O)-01 2.5u42E+0b I.39880F*06 
1'4o318Hb04 5.2h9?4E-ol .79YOOE ub 1.47993E+06 
S.47b93F.+o4 4.9()411E-Uk 2.89137E*Ob 1.42090E06 
1.6506-E04 4.5j849E-01 2.90059E Ob 1.30773r+06 
I.8?445E+04 4.23049E-0i 2.i24?4E+Ub 1.19479F+06 
I.9982]E*04 4.04963L-01 2.6bb4?E+Ub 1.0P792F*06 
2.17196E+04 3.839QIE-0 2.55o6E+0b 9.6l9?2E ob 
2.34572E+U)4 4.309;7E-01 2.29bUHE+Ub 9.89912E+05 
2.5194Ee+04 3.UHBilE-01 2.07311E+Ub 6.39328F+05 
2.b323F+04 2.19530E-01 1.b4?32E*Ub 5.3638?F*05 









3.38826E+04 2.30521E-01 1.04/931:0b 2.41569F+05 

















4.43080Et04 4.545bOE-01 3.58bH7E*05 1.63092+05 









5.12583E 04 1.82562E+00 1.5907oE 05 2.90400E+05 
5.29959E+04 2.779qj)E+O0 1.2865E05 3.57539E+05 
5.7335E*o4 4.41345E.00 1.03b57E+05 4.47119E+05 
5.64710E+04 7.0171E+O0 8.329u3E404 5.84424F905 
5.82086E+04 1.09046E*ol 6.67356E+04 7.27724F*05 
5.9946?E.04 1.5808oE+01 5.3328bEo4 8.43117F*05 
6b16837E 04 1.6341E+01 4.250b78E04 6.93902F05 
6.34213E 04 1.5$w.4E+O1 3.380?IE+04 5.34390E+05 
6.51589E+04 i5bc'92E401 2.68189T404 4.09503F+05 
6.68964E+(U4 1.17907E+01 2.12330E+04 2.5o3g52E05 
J IOTAL 3.b6398EL+0 
PLANCK MEAN OPACIIY = 5.?ibl3E-0] MEAN-SWUANED PLANCK MFAN OPACITY 1.6?5,2E0o 
NOSSELAND MEAN-FHEF-PATH = 2.14038L+00 I/ROSSELAND MEANI-FREE-PAIH 3.64q13E-O 
MEAN-SUIJARI) ROSSFLAND MEAIN-4kFt-PATH = 8.4R(QI Euo I PlIML 9.08149E 00 
61 IWAL. (IPA~l lt S Alit VJLII E"ISSIUN 
I 11PIHsflUNL =H. I'tu001 .O C/H MASS RAl1 10 S.OOOOOL-O3j PI.FSSUPE I.OOOOOE*03 



































2.b9.3?3E+O4 b.HbJ34 7>-0I 1.$4(32L0ut i.?TI6OF4O6 
2.86699E+04 6.9ti47qE-OI I.62t,9E06b 1.0686?6F*06 
3.04075E+04 6.22I?7E-0i I.41MSF~fUb 8.A?080F*05 
3.21450E+04 6.11113E-01 1.22411E+Ob 7.48069F+O5 
3-.4f826E+04 b.tifSB89E-O1 1.04i93b+Ub 6.14703F+05 
3.bb2O2-+04 6.03879h-OI d09Q243iz+Ub E.37599Ft05 
3.7357HFA04 6.43/87Eo1 1.51022E+05 4.83498E+05 
3.9o0953F.04 7.12420E-OI 6.29546E+05 4.485O1F*O5 
4.OM329FtG4 9.40222L-01 S.24642f+U5 4.40816E+05 
4.25705F+04 I.O0d2E.OO0 4.34816iEtUb 4.357si5E+05 
4.'.30801+04 l.30280E.OU 3.58(,87E+05 4.67299F+05 
4.60456E+04 1.82695E+00 2.94494E+05b 9.38026E+05 
4.778332E+04 2.S6Vr,9E.Ob 2.4O7b3E+Ob 6.18662E+05 
4.95207E+04 3.b62HSE.OO I.9b0tbOE+U5 7.18143E+05 
5.12"83E+04 '5.7t395E.OO 1.b901L+0tO 9.20369E+05 
b.29959Eti-4 H.bT'933E.OU 1.2btblSEtiS 1.14202E+06 
b.47335E~o4 1.3835Ei7U'i I.O3bS7EUS5 1.43417E+06 
5.64710E+04 2.d57MsE.o1 8.329(JJE+J4 1.88056F+.06 
5.h2O9bE.04 3.b1575E+Oil 6.bYJS6E+U4 2.34626Et66 
5.994621-+04 b.103@,5E+oI 5.33286E+04 2.72170E*06 
0.168337E+04 ,5abhoE+u1 4.2b0t8E4O4 2.?3S32E+O6 
6,.34213E+04 '5.O/t31E+o1 3.38021E+t14 I.71672E*o6 
b).51589f+04 4.69415E+01 2.68189E+04 1.31256E+06 
6bH 9 64F+04 3.16242E*oI 2.12330E9104 7.9R98?F+O5 
J IGIAL =9.55bE~1O 
PLAN~CK MEAN OPACITY I .3/d69 +(o MF.AN-k-SWANEU PLANLIN NWAN OPACITY = 1.60394E+01 
NOSSEL/AND NI-,iN-I-FFi-PHATH = I . ,ih4bL.Obk L/RO)SSLLANb MLANI-NLE-HATH =R880701E-01 
14EAkSIJPNLI) FeOS)I LANU) MFAI'-PFEt-PA1H = J.q4QIdL+Oo I PR'IME = 1.493?7E*OO 
rI]F L OPALI ILS Atil) VULIIMF F1H1551O1 62 
a' I1M.-'1UHL = 8I.OO(OUOE+U C/H MASS HA1 IC I.O0000L-0 I'PESS'JE= 1.00000E 03 
uMFLtA IUlIL MI H I I, J 
I-.l9o6E0.3 1I.0494HE+O0 1.84dYUF+Ob 1.9pl9F+Ob 
l.2JIh63E+()3I° 3111L+O0 ?.2108.I+U0b ,.79960FU6 


































2.86b99E+04 6.60S98E-OI I.62b89LOb 1.0772E*Ob 
3.04075E+04 6.28398E-01 1.41r8E+Ub 8.90972F+05 
3.21450L+04 b.3047SE-O± 1..lIF+Ob 7.71t7OF*O5 
3.3M82bE+J4 5.88708E-Oi 1.04?93k Ub 6.16923F+05 
3.56202E+o4 6.05861E-01 8.90143L+03 "i.39364F.05 


























5.1?5M3E+04 9.i9311E+oo 1.5907OE*05 9.21507E+05 
5.29959E+04 H.8H121E+OU 1.28oIsE+Ub l.14?26E+06 
5-47335+04 1.38394E+01 1.03b57E+05 1.43414E+06 
5.b4710L+04 a.SfSSE+oI 8.32903E+u4 1.d8032F*06 









6.342131- 04 5.08?10E+01 3.380211I:04 1.71786E+06 
b.bISHQE+04 4.90068E+0i 2.6HLHYE+O4 1.31431F+06 
6.68964E+04 1.17112E+01 2.12330 +04 8.Oo723F+05 
J 101AL = 9.b8324E+10 
P'LANCK MIAN OPACIIY = ]. 1*25OE+oo 
HOSSELANU MlAN-FRl-E-PATH = 112292E+OU 
MEAIN-SJUAREI) ROSSFLAN MEAN-FHFE-PATH = 
MFAN-buUAwED PLANUN MEAN OPACITY 
I/NOSSELANI) MLAN-FREE-PAIH 




















































































TUrAL OPALITILS ANU VULUME EMISSIUN 

C/H MASS RATIO = b.00000E-O2 



















































































































































PLANCK MEAN OPACITY I.'lo79E.O MEAN-SUUAHED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY =106qlSE+Ol
 
ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 
 1.01024E+00 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = R9P6E-O
 
MEAN-SUUAHE) RUSSFLAND MFAN-FHEE-PATH 
= 116q71E*00 I PRIME = I,2?qb3E*oo 
64 












































































TOIAL OPACITIES AND 






































































































































































































































PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 1.32930E-o1 
ROSSELANU MEAN-FREE-PATH = 9.13193E+00 
MEAN-SUUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY a 
I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 
2.09QSIE-02 
1.09906E-01 



















































































































































































































































































































J !OTAL = 2.28940ELo 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 1032933E-01 MEAN-SWUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 2 2,0991OE-O?

ROSSELANO MEAN-FREE-PATH = 9.13032E+00 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1.9g25E-OI
 
MEAN-SUUARED ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = Y,28753tOl I PRIME = 1,01530E+0?
 
TOTAL OPACITIES AND VOLUME EMISSION 66 


























































































































b.51589E#04 3.58974E-0 2.794BOE05 100326E+05 
6.68964E*04 2.63011E-01 2,35536E*05 6,19484E+04 
J TOTAL a 2.29296E10 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 1.33140E-01 MEAN-SaUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 2.10294E-o?
ROSSELANO MEAN-FREE-PATH = 9910618E+O0 I/RUSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = i.09815E-o
 
MEAN-SUARED ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 9.233IOE001 
 I PRIME = 1*OOqOTE*OP
 
















































































































































































































































































































PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = I.56178E+00 MEAN-SWUAREU PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 4.12254E.00 
ROSSELANU MEAN-FREE-PATH = 8.19927E-01 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1.21962E+00
 
MEAN-SQUARED ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 7.65292E-01 I PRIME = 7.66235E-01
 
68 TOTAL OPACITItS AND VOLUME EMISSION 

TEMPERATURE .O0000E+04 C/H MASS RATIO 1,0000a-02 PRESSURE 5900000E02
 
OMEGA TOTAL MU B(WT) J
 
7.81906E+03 1,70776E+0U 2.73687L+Ob 4.6739IE+06
 
9.55b63E*03 1.91520E00 3.51158E+O6 
 6.73688E+06
 
I.12942E*04 1.94832E+00 4.20101E+06 8.19661E*06
 
1.30318E+04 1.88942E00 4,77425E+O6 9#02059E+06
 
1.47693E+o4 1.80987E+OQ 5.20408E*O6 9.41873E*06
 
l.65069E.04 1*67692E00 5.49347E*06 9*21209E+06
 
1.82445E+04 154595E00 5.64844E*06 8.73218E*06
 
1.99821E#04 1,41465E+00 5.68123E+Ot 8.03696E+06
 
2.17196E*04 1.31056E+00 5.60789E+06 7,34947E+06
 
2,34572E404 1.21600E+00 5,44634E+06 6.62274E+06
 
2,51948E+04 1.12485E+00 5,21487E#06 5.86596E+06
 
2969323E+04 I.04257E+00 4.93104E+O6 5.14094E+06
 
2.86699E*04 1907013E+00 4.61095E+06 4.93433F*06
 
3.04075E+04 9.96001E-0I 4,26879E*06 4.25174E#06
 
3.21450E*04 9.387SOE-01 3.91660E*06 3*67671E+06
 
3.38826E+04 8.84787E-O:1 3*56430E#06 3.15365E+06
 
3.56202E+04 8.46926E-01 3.21973E*06 2.72687E+06
 
3.73518E*04 8.2180SE-01 2.88886E*06 2,37408Er06
 
3.90953E*04 8.22223E'01 2.57595E*06 2.11801E+06
 
4A08329E*04 8.36293E-01 2*28388E06 1-90999E#06
 
4,25705E+04 8.73758E-01 2.01430E*06 176001E06.
 
4.43080E+04 9.55093E-01 176792E*O6 1.68S53E06
 
4,60456E404 i.11431E00 1,54469E+06 l72127E*06
 
4*77832E404 i.35836E00 1.34401E+06 1.82564E606
 
4.95207E*04 1,66586E+00 l.16484E*06 1,94046E06
 
5.12583E+04 2.24179E+00 100588E+06 2o2S497E*06
 
5.29959E 04 2999990E00 865656E+05 2.59688E+06
 
5,47335E+04 4.119SIE+06 7.42604E*O5 3.05916E+06
 
5*64710E404 5.95272E+06 6.35134E*05 3.78078E*06
 
5,82086E*o4 8.30262E00 5,41686E*05 4.49742E+06
 
599462E+0 108889E.O1 4.60760E*05 5.01716E*06
 
6,1683lE.04 1,02589E+01 3.90942E*05 4.01063E+06
6e34213E*04 9,03429E+00 3.30917E405 2.98960E+06
 
6.51589E*04 7.99791E00 2,7948oE*05 2.23525E+06
 
6,68964E+04 5,75830E.00 2.35536E*05 1,35629F+06
 
IJ !OTAL = 2,69126E+1l 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY .56267E+00 MEAN-SWUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 4#12452E*OO
 
ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 8,19275E-01 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH 1.22059E00

MEAN-SQUARED ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 7.64028E01 I PRIME 7665035E-01
 
69 TOTAL OPACITIES ANU VOLUME EMISSION 

TEMPERATURE IO0000E*04 C/H MASS RATIO 5.0000o -Oe PRESSURE x 5OOOOOE*02 
OMEGA TOTAL MU B(WT) J 
7#81906E+03 1,71977E+00 2*7368?E+06 4,70678E+06 









1.47693E+04 1.83038E+00 5.20408E+O6 9*52547E*06 
1.65069E*04 1.68692E+00 5.49347E'Ot 9,26705E06 
1.82445E*04 1,55039E+00 5.64844E+06 8.75730E*06 
1.99821E+04 1.41841E+00 5*68123E+O6 8.05829F+06 
2.17196E*04 1,31507E+00 5,60789E*06 7.37474E.06 
2.34572E+04 1.23870E.00 5.44634E*06 6,74637E+06 
2.51948E*04 1.12787E+00 521487E*06 5.88171F*06 
2.69323E+04 1.04434E+00 4*93104E*O6 5.14968E*06 
2.86699E+04 1.07187E+00 4*61095E*06 4.94234E*06 
3.04075E404 1,00019E+OO 4.26879EOO6 4,26958E.06 
3.21450E+04 9.50377E-01 3,91660E*Ub 3.72224E+06 
3.38826E.04 8,87221E-OI 3,56430E*06 3,16232E*06 
3.56202E+04 8,49837E-01 3,21973E*06 2*73625E*06 
3.73578E+04 8,25409E-01 2.88886E+O6 2*38449E+06 
3.90953E*04 8.26697E-01 2,57595E*06 2.12943E*06 









4.60456E*04 I.12525E.OU 1,54469E*Ob 1.73817E+06 
4.77832E+04 137204E00 1*34401E+06 1#84402E#06 
4*95207E#O4 l.68368E+00 1.16484E*O6 196122E*06 
512583E*04 2,26522E+00 I.OO588E*06 2.27854E+06 
5.29959E+04 3,03277E+00 8,65b56E05 2.62533E406 
5947335E+04 4.16598E00 7.42bO4E*05 3*09367E*06 
5.64710E+04 6.01536E+O0 6.35134E*05 3.82056Et06 
5*82086E*04 8.38402E+00 5.41686E*O5 4,54151E+06 
5.99462E*04 1.09896E.01 4*60760E*O05 5.06359E*06 
6.16837E*04 1.03959E01 3.90942E+05 A*06420E*06 
6o34213E*04 9.20061EOO 3.30917E*05 3.04464E#06 
6.51589E+04 8917603E+O 2.79480E+05 2.28503E+06 
6.68964E*04 5.93791E-06 2.35b36E+05 1.39859E+06 
J 10TAL =2.71533E+11 
PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = I.57664E+00 MEAN-SUUAREO PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 4.21728E+00 
ROSSELANO MEAN-FREE-PATH = 8,13767E-01 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 1,22R8bE 00 
MEAN-SQUARE) ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 7.54326E-01 I PRIME = 7,4A75E-O1 
70 TOTAL OPACITIES ANU VOLUME EMISSION 





































































































































































































































































































PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 4.53997E+00 MFAN-SUUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY = 4.42410E.01 
ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 2.94992E-01 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 3.38992E*00 













































































IOAL OPACITIES AND VOLUME EMIS51UN 

C/H MASS RATIO I.OOOOOE-O2 






















































































































































PLANCK MEAN OPACIIY 4.54326E400 MEAN-SWUARED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 4.42955E*o 
ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 2.9AlqIE-01 I/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 3,39?24E+Oo 
MEAN-SUUARED ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH = 9.99546E-02 I PRIME q,64069E-02 
TOTAL OPACIIIES ANU VOLUME EMISSION re
 




























































































































































































































PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 4.62802E*00 MEAN-SUUAHED PLANCK MEAN OPACITY 

ROSSELAN MEAN-FREE-PATH = 2.91470E-0 1/ROSSELAND MEAN-FREE-PATH 


















































































DESCRIPTION OF THE PHOION SUB-ROUTINE 
OF THE OPSAB COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Since this sub-routine is a recent addition to the OPSAB 
program and has not been previously described in any referencable 
document, it will be discussed here in some detail. The remainder 
of the OPSAB computer program is thoroughly described in Ref. 24. 
The aim of the PHOION sub-routine is to compute the aver­
aged linear spectral absorption coefficients in the chosen spectral 
averaging intervals for photoionization absorption by neutral C-, 
N-, 0-, and H-atoms (only C- and H-atoms are of interest in the 
present work). The approach adopted makes use of published photo­
ionization cross section data for these atoms, together with the 
computed mole fractions of the atoms (from the HUG computer pro­
gram). The cross section data are read into the OPSAB program 
in tabular form. These data are interpolated in each of the spectral 
averaging intervals to find the values of the cross sections at the 
interval mid-points. These, together with the input atomic mole 
fractions, yield the value of the spectral absorption coefficients at 
the mid-points of the spectral averaging intervals. These calcula­
tions are performed only for temperatures greater than 3000'K, 
since the available cross section data do not extend to temperatures 
below 3000 0 K for C-, N-, and 0- atoms. This is not a serious 
limitation, since atomic photoionization absorption by these species 
is not important at temperatures less than 3000 0 K for the spectral 
range to which we limit our calculations with the OPSAB program 
-(wavenumbers less than about 72, 000 cm l ; the maximum wave 
number considered in the present work is less than 68, 000 cm-1 ). 
We have taken the spectral absorption cross sections for 
neutral C-, N-, and O-atoms from the work of Wilson and Nicolet ( 3 8 ) 
who give tabular "effective" cross sections, summed over all permis­
sible initial and final electronic states for the temperature range 
T = 3000 - 24, 0000 K, in steps of 1000 0 K, and the wave number 
ranges w = 1610 - 161,000 cm - I . Their "effective" cross sections, 
ai (w, T) (cm 2 ), where i refers to the species neutral C-, N-, or' 
O-atoms, are given per atom,regardless of its electronic state. 
We compute the number density of species i, Ni (cm-3 ), from its 
known mole fraction, Ci(P, T), from 
E-1 
11 
N.(P,T) = Ci(P,T) (0.73397 x 10 z z ) (P/T), (E-I) 
where P( atm) is the gas pressure, and T(CK) its temperature. 
Then the spectral absorption coefficients for photoionization absorp­
tion, pi (cm-l) are found from 
i(&, P, T) = o(i(Z.T) Ni(P, T) , (E-Z) 
where the a are the mid-points of the spectral averaging intervals 
chosen. We should note here that the values of i( , T) used also 
include the free-free contributions, but not the induced emission con­
tributions. These give little error in our calculations of photoioni­
zation absorption, since the free-free contributions included are 
negligible for the spectral range and conditions of interest here and 
the induced emission effects are small, except for the lowest 
spectral frequencies at the highest temperatures considered here, 
where photoionization absorption is small compared to absorption 
due to other mechanisms, notably photodetachment absorption by 
H--ions. The induced emission correction could have been added 
in Eq. (E-Z), but this has not been done. The present author is not 
aware of any extensive calculations of absorption cross sections for 
which do not include the free-free contributions,neutral carbon atoms 

and for this reason the results of Ref.38 have been used.
 
For H-atoms we have used the photoionization cross-sections 
of McDowell(39) for electronic levels with principal quantum number 
n = 2 to 8, inclusive. We do not consider the n = 1 level, since its 
photoionization edge falls beyond the spectral range of our interest; 
the levels with n > 8 are neglected following the work of Marlow(40), 
which indicates that for the temperatures and pressures usually con­
sidered in calculations with the OPSAB computer program, that the 
level with n = 8 is approximately the highest having an appreciable 
occupation. This choice is somewhat arbitrary, but becomes quite 
reasonable at high gas pressures (- 10 atm. and greater and/or 
low temperatures. McDowell's theoretical cross sections extend 
to levels with n = 15(39), but we have limited the complexity of the 
computer calculations, without great loss in accuracy, by truncating 
the calculations at n = 8. 
Tabular cross section data, taken from the continuous curves 
of McDowell, are input to the OPSAB program for levels with n = 2 
to 8, inclusive. Interpolations in these tables by the OPSAB program 
yield the values of the cross sections at the mid-points, F of the 
E-2 
spectral averaging intervals chosen. The averaged linear spectral 
absorption coefficient for photoionization of neutral H-atoms, UH 
(w, T) (cm-), is then found from 
8 
IH ( ZT T) = (w) . V__Nn(P, T), (E-3) 
where-the an (6) are the interpolated cross sections, and Nn(P, T) 
is the occupation of the level with principal quantum number n 
(cM- 3 ), found from 
2 157890 [1- E. 
2 
-Nn(P, T) = NH(P, T) n . exp I- T [ (E-4 
for n = 2 to 8, inclusive, with T the gas temperature and N (P, T) 
-(cm 3 ) the number density of H-atoms. NH(P , T) is found Prom the 
computed mole fraction of H-atoms as in Eq. (E-1). The induced 
emission contributions have also not been taken into account here. 
The OPSAB program sums the gi ( E , T), in each spectral 
averaging interval to obtain the total (averaged) linear spectral 
absorption coefficient (cm-l), due to photoionization of C-, H-, N-, 
and O-atoms (for only C - dnd H-,atoms in the present work), and 
prints this out, as well as the contribution due to each of the separate 
species considered. The averaged spectral absorption coefficients 
so computed are not strictly the local Planck mean values, but are 
sufficiently close to them, especially for narrow (a few thousand 
wave numbers and less) spectral averaging intervals, as to give 
little error in comparison to the inaccuracies inherent in the 




NEW TECHNOLOGY AND PATENTS 
After a diligent review of the work performed under this 
contract, NAS3-11842, it has been determined by Heliodyne Corpo­
ration that no new innovation, discovery, improvement, or invention 
was made during the course of the work performed, and that no 
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